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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
"For all life is invaluable*' 
Love for life is a basic feature of human behaviour. It is the most 
valuable treasure forjin human being and not only an human being, even an 
animal does not want to lose it. Everyone wishes to enjoy it up to the 
fullest extent. For an human being nothing can be dearer than life and 
death penalty is that form of punishment which snatches this dearest 
property. 
Capital punishment means a sentence of death. It is the severest i.e. 
an extreme point of sentence. The punishment is extreme because it 
extinguishes the very existence of human life. This irreversible punishment 
is to be awarded only for very wicked, gruesome, horrifying, grievous and 
disgusting crimes against humanity. Though the definition and extent of 
such crimes vary from country to country and time to time, the implication 
of capital punishment has always been death sentence. There is probably 
no country in world where death penalty has never existed. It has been in 
practice from the time immemorial. According to Clarence Patrick who 
studied 128 countries on the use of Capital Punishment came to this 
conclusion that 109 countries resorted to it for a total of 109 crimes. 
The very object of punishment has always been to guard the society 
against the criminal and unsocial elements. A punishment awarded to a 
particular person becomes a source of security to all and helps in instilling 
some kind of fear or apprehension in like minds. "Punishment, thus, cannot 
be regarded as an act of wrath or v^eance against a guilty or unfortunate 
individual who has given way to mischievous inclinations but as an 
indispensable sacrifice to common safety"'. A judge of 18th century has 
beautifully remarked : "You are to be hanged not because you have stolen 
a sheep but in order that others may not steal sheep". 
For thousands of years, capital punishment has been a dominated 
penalty and was in practice as an effective measure to combat crime and 
for centuries its legitimacy was not questioned. The ancient kings believed 
that if the offenders were leniently let off, crimes were bound to multiply. It 
was thought that the best way of protecting society from dangerous criminals 
was to sentence them to death. Its acceptance, in ancient societies, seems 
to have depended on three principles: Firstly, insignificant value attached 
to human life, or at least to the life of any particular individual. Secondly, 
death of the criminal was considered to be just and fair because for deviation 
he must pay. Thirdly, the death penalty was to find natural support by the 
arrival or gradual establishment of an all powerful state. These three reasons 
made the recourse to death penalty necessary. But with the advancement 
of society the voices against the death penalty began to r^se and since last 
1. Streat Field Committee Report, Cmd.1289 P. 79, Para 272, Source : 35th 
Report. P. 100-01. 
century capital punishment has become a very hot and debatable matter in 
legal world. 
Arguments for and against the retention of capital punishment can 
be cited with equal emphasis on either side. The retentionists maintain that 
capital punishment has great deterrent value and brings obedience for law 
in general public while the abolitionists advocate the eradication of death 
penalty on the ground of humanity. They believe that enormous increase in 
homicide crime rate reflects upon the futility of death penalty. Regarding 
the deterrent effect of capital punishment, the abolitionists question that 
how "effective and deterrent" the capital punishment is? When an offender 
was being hanged for picking pocket even then there were sharpners ready 
to pick pockets of those who delighted themselves as spectactors at the 
scene of execution. 
Indeed, people forget the crimes of the prisoners and remember 
only what happens last, i.e. the execution of death sentence. The accused 
becomes some sort of a hero as his photograph is published in all 
newspapers and thus, death penalty results in sympathy for the criminal. It 
is also questioned whether death is a punishment at all? Caesar answers 
"no". 
"So far as the penalty is concerned, I can say with truth that amid 
grief and wretchedness death is a relief from woes, not a punishment; that 
it puts an end to all moral ills and leaves no room either for sorrow or for 
joy". 
Thus, it is also aruged that killing is not punishing but it is a sort of 
relief. If by death, his joy and happiness is snatched away, in the same 
proportion, his sorrows and humiliation are also cut off. Thus, the chief 
issue of concern is whether death penalty is an effective means to prevent 
crimes and whether it is more deterrent than life imprisonment or any other 
form of punishment? 
In past, since time immemorial, capital punishment in India has been 
in practice for a good number of offences but the English Rule confined 
its limits and incorporated it in IPC for a few number of crimes and after 
independence our Constitution came into being and it stressed the 
Fundamental Rights of the people and established the dignity of an 
individual. Amendments regarding capital punishment were commenced at 
both levels - by the Legislature as well as by the Judiciary. A number of 
changes were introduced in the text of law to make the award of death 
sentence more difficult and less frequent. New doctrines were propounded 
by the judges to ensure that death sentence should be awarded only in 
extreme situations. Infact, other than upholding the constitutionality of death 
sentence the Judiciary has an inclination towards its eradication. 
The debate on capital punishment in India was recently made alive 
when a woman was awarded death sentence by the Allahabad High Court. 
Secondly, in very recent past our Union Home Minister Mr. L.K. Adwani 
declared that very soon a bill proposing death sentence for the rapists will 
be tabled in Parliament. This statement of our Home Minister, once more, 
increased the urgent examination of Capital Punishment Controversy. This 
issue, in India, is assuming new dimensions, because of the increasing 
demands of Human Rights Organizations accompanied by several other 
organisations. While our Judiciary is trying to adopt a middle way and 
probably this thinking of our Judiciary has given birth to the doctrine "Rarest 
of Rare case". 
The recent report of Law Commission under the Chairmanship of 
Justice Jaya Chandra Reddy has also favoured the retention of death 
sentence in the country. 
Even after the world-wide awakening against imposition of death 
penalty, our legislative wisdom is in favour of increasing offences punishable 
with death sentence. Some special statutes have provision which provide 
death penalty. What has been the practical utility of these provisions so 
far? Whether they can be called a success? This is also a question which 
requires an analytical observation. 
Thus, it would be in the fitness of things to have a fresh look on the 
major aspects of capital punishment. 
The present study is devoid of emotional appeal, and is a modest 
attempt of a close scrutiny of the issue of death sentence in India. It 
tackles the crux of the problem and probes into the statutory and 
constitutional viability, efficacy and suitability of capital punishment in the 
modern advanced scientific society. 
The work in hand opens with a statement of problem, travels through 
six Chapters, (throwing light over various aspects of death penalty) and 
finally, arrives at a conclusion followed by some recommendations. 
The 1st Chapter digs out the history of Capital Punishment and 
attempts to explore its origin and development from primitive age to the 
modem era of socio-economic and reformative philosophy. It also highlights 
the various religious thoughts on Death Sentence. 
The Ilnd Chapter advocates the rationality and justifications given 
by retentionists favouring the existence of death sentence which still holds 
good as a most deterrent, preventive, and effective means to check the 
heinous and detestable crimes. 
The Ilird Chapter focusses on the Indian scenario regarding Capital 
Punishment and picks up penal code statutes, relevant amendments, 
statutory safeguards and attempts of reform. An examination of the 
Constitutionality of death sentence has also been substantiated here. 
The Chapter IV traces death penalty in special statutes and calls for 
its extension to some other areas too, keeping in view the deterioting law 
and order, cheapening of life and high rate of horrifying crimes. 
The Chapter V is divided in two Parts. Part A observes Phase -
wisely the gradual change envisaged injudicial attitude in awarding death 
sentence while the Part B makes a survey conducted to examine the effect 
and efficacy of the doctrine "Rarest of Rare" to test the hypothesis that the 
doctrine instead of bringing down the rate of death penalty has, infact, 
contributed to its increase. 
The Sixth and last Chapter assesses the arguments for and against 
Capital Punishment and visualizes the truth and cogency which lie in them. 
Finally, attempt has been made to recapitulate the nodal points of 
our discussion with a view to arrive at a concrete conclusion, which is 
followed by some cogent recommendations. 
CHapter - 1 
Historicat Jramtwork^ 
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HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK 
(A) DEATH PENALTY - A BRIEF EXPLANATION 
Death penalty is the strictest penalty. Punishability, as a rule, by and 
large, depends on the degree of culpability of criminal act and the danger 
posed by it to the society and also the depravity of the offender. The risk 
of penalty is the cost of crime which the offender expects. When this cost 
(sufferings) is high enough, relative to the benefit which the crime is expected 
to yield, it will deter a considerable number of people. This is also true in 
respect of crimes punishable with death. This fact is also undoubtedly 
admitted that death penalty is justified only in extreme cases in which a 
high degree of culpability is involved causing grave danger to society. 
In primitive society the feelings of retaliation used to be very high 
and to pay in the same coin by the kith and kin of the victim was regarded 
as an honourable act and the respect for life was not upto the mark and the 
society was not developed into a body of responsible citizens, but ever 
since the societies have come under the organization of State and the State 
has assumed the role of the guardian of people, it has to answer and satisfy 
the wounded feelings of the family members of the victim or murdei^y 
punishing appropriately the murderer who had no regard for the life of the 
victim. Further,the State has to and can ensure securityio people only by 
punishing the guilty appropriately. It is true that*eye for an eye cannot be 
the vision of modern penology but at the same time modern penology 
should take note of the point that those who have taken the mission of 
committing murders for gain (Political or pecuniary) and bodily lust (rape 
resulting in death) and thereby endanger the liyaof others cannot expect to 
enjoy life and smile in jail. 
It is true that death penalty cannot be the penalty for all murders, for 
all murders cannot be grouped under one class. Murders in group clashes, 
family fueds, sudden provocations stand separately, and that is why,the 
Indian Judiciary has adopted the principle oftarest of rare'cases for imposing 
death penalty. Death penalty is a social condemnation of a person to death 
who had taken away the life of another person in premeditated and gruesome 
manner without any regard for the life of the victim and without any sense 
of being shameful or mindful of the consequences of his act. Therefore, 
the question of punishment to such a person must not be decided lightly.' 
Any lenience in punishment would be unsound and unwise and may prove 
costly to the society as a whole. 
Death Penalty for murder and other serious offences may be said to 
have come into existence with the modem state and its growing recognition 
of the obligation to maintain peace and order at any cost. A murder primarily 
1. Cr.L.J. (April, 2000) P. 49 
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injures a particular victim, but its blatant disregard of human life puts it 
beyond a matter of compensation between the murderer and the victim's 
family. Those who commit such act are punished by the state if they are 
found guilty. 
Today it is the State who incurs the responsibility to guard the society 
from criminal elements, therefore, it is also for the state to punish the 
offenders. Punishment is, thus, used as a method of reducing incidents of 
crime, either by detering the potential offenders or by preventing the actual 
offenders, from committing further crimes. Death penalty is also based on 
this postulate. 
Criminal Law, as an instrument of social control, employs strategies 
of coercion to attain certain goals, and the coercive strategies rely on 
punishment which includes deprivation of liberty and even of life. Thus, 
coercion of death penalty creates some sort of fear in the minds of offenders 
and checks them from taking any wrong step. This coercion of death 
assists in the protection and preservation of society. 
The prime object not only of capital punishment, but of all 
punishments, is deterrent which can be named as "general prevention" too. 
Life is dearest to all and no one wants to lose it. It is on this basic premise 
that the theory of deterrent value of death penalty rests. According to 
Salmond, "Punishment is before all things deterrent and the chief end of 
11 
the criminal law is to mal<e the evil doer an example and a warning to all 
that are like minded with him". Thus^by punishment the wrong doer is 
made an example, Thus,we can say that a victim of capital punishment 
spares the lives of others by sacrificing his life. In this sense,it would not 
be hyperbolic to comment that death sentence does not snatch life but 
spares it. Moreover, if an offence, however blatant and brutal it may be, is 
an isolated act and would never occur again then undoubtedly 
forgiveness would be better than punishment but if the offence works as a 
guidance to other like minds and paves a criminal path to them, punishment 
(and death penalty too, according to the gravity of the offence) becomes 
necessary because common-safety is more important than an 
individual's life. 
The purpose of punishment changes according to the beliefs of the 
people from time to time. In the olden days,punishment was inflicted to 
satisfy human desire to take vengeance. Presently, it has become reformation 
of the criminal. As death penalty admits no reformation, the abolitionists 
want that it should be removed from the statute books. However, so far we 
have not abolished it completely though it has been confined to rarest of 
rare cases. Thus,we have forwarded a step in the direction of humanizing 
our penal law. 
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(B) DEATH PENALTY - A CONCISE HISTORY OF OPINION 
AND PRACTICE 
Capital punishment, as a form of penalty, can be traced out even in 
the earliest codes of laws. However, it is quite difficult to reshape the 
history of capital punishment as there has been no logical growth of ideas 
in different parts of the world but the punishment for most of the offences 
was death. 
The man, in ancient time, believed that all his activities and fate is 
controlled by supernatural powers which could favour or destroy his designs 
and life too. Anyone, therefore, whose conduct was looked upon as 
provoking the anger of these powers and thus, inviting their wrath, which 
might strike not him alone but also his family and even tribe, then, such a 
public enemy had to sacrifice his life to appease them. Therefore, it is not 
surprising to find that the earliest codes of justice of which we have 
knowledge had provisions of death penalty.^ 
We discern its social rooting in the system of private - vengeance 
i.e. in the reaction to murder or to injury on the part of the person injured 
or of the group whose member was slaughtered and in the superstitious 
belief that a crime committed by one of the members of the group would 
call down strong anger of the ancestral spirits or of the Gods. 
2. Sellin Thorsten, The Penalty of Death, Page 9. 
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It is with this spirit that Herbrew Laws prescribed death sentence 
for crimes like adultery, unchastity, cursing parents, bestiality, rape, 
kidnapping, blasphemy and non-observance of rituals.^ 
In primitive conditions of society death by violence was an ordinary 
phenomenon. Tribal or group warfareswere often the very conditions of 
existence. In such a state, life was very cheap and the personal vengeance 
dominated the theme of punishment. Death and exile were two principal 
devices to eliminate dangerous elements from the group. Hence,in those 
days, death sentence was the quickest mode of retribution as well as 
deterrence.'* 
Robertson Smith has said, "In an early society, we may safely affirm 
that every offence to which death was attached, was viewed primarily as a 
breach of holiness, eg. marrying within the kin and incest, were breaches 
of the holiness of the tribal blood which would be supematurally avenged 
if man overlooked them."' 
ANCIENT WORLD 
In the more advanced civilisation represented by the citi^states or 
empires, from Babylon of Hummurabi in the 2P' Century B.C. to the 
Isselitish Kingdom in the 6"' Century, we find death the invariable penalty 
3. Cilento, Crime and Punishment in New Guinea, P. 42. 
4. RK.Sen, Penology, Old and New (1943) P. 219. 
5. Religion of the Semites, London (1901) Page 250. 
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for wil-ful homicide as well as for a variety of sexual and other religious 
and quasi-religious offences, with the rule of exact retribution such as, "An 
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth". Early Roman Law regarded all 
offences against the individual, including homicide, as the private concern 
of the injured. The relatives of the injured were satisfied with nothing short 
of death. Thus,when, the theory of retribution, was in vogue, death penalty 
was the commonest form of punishment.^ 
In past executionsused to be extremely brutal, barbaric and inhuman 
too, in their formsDeath sentence was attended with great terror. It is also 
interesting to note that in some places even the animals and trees were 
punished, accidental and situational offenders were punished, mensrea was 
not considered at all, and might was regarded right. 
Several forms of death sentence were in vogue in different countries 
and in different regions. Drowning, stoning to death, burning at the stake, 
beheading, destruction by wild beast, impaling, skinning off alive, boiling 
to death, hanging till death,... were some of the methods of taking the life 
of a malefactor. These were publicly executed to achieve deterrence. 
With progress in society and development of modem civilisation, 
most of these methods have become out dated. Hanging which was 
6. Supra note, 2p. 93-95. 
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originally a public spectacle, for the purpose of deterrence, has now become 
almost common and is relatively secret and private. 
Death penalty was frequently practiced among ancient Assyrians, 
Persians, Greeks, Egypt and Israel. Crucification was common in Rome 
and Greece, Drowning,burning was practised in Babylonia. The most 
dominant form was beheading. 
The ancient Romans were very hard in punishing their criminals. 
The offender was put to public ridicule and his execution took the form of 
a festival. Similarly, criminals were stripped, teased and feathered in public 
by the ancient Greeks. In the later period of the Roman Republic, there 
was practical discontinuance of death penalty.^ 
In 1530, it became law of England that boiling to death should be 
added to various forms of capital punishment in vogue. The first person 
put to death in this manner was John Rose, a cook, who poisoned 17 
members of Bishop of Rochester's household.^ 
INDIAN CONTEXT 
Capital punishment, in India, has been in practice since time 
immemorial. It is as old as the Hindu society itself Hindu Law Givers did 
not find anything abhorent in it. They justified it in the cases of certain 
serious offences against the individual and the state. The Mahabharat and 
7. Henry Maine, "Ancient Law", 4* Edition USA, P. 374. 
8. Skott, "History of Capital Punishment", p. 24. 
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the Ramayan also contain references about the offender being punished 
with vadhadand which meant amputation by bits. Fourteen such modes of 
amputating the criminals to death are known to have existed which included 
chaining and imprisonment of the offender. 
Justifying the retention of death penalty King Dyumatsena observed, 
"If the offenders were leniently let off, crimes were bound to multiply." He, 
therefore, pleaded that true ahinsa lay in the execution of unworthy persons. 
He ordered execution of a number of criminals. His son Satyaketu protested 
against this mass scale execution and warned his father that destruction of 
human life can never be justified on any ground. Dyumatsena, however, 
ignored the advice of his son and argued that distinction between virtue 
and vice must not disappear and the vicious elements must be removed 
from society.^ 
During the medieval period of Moghuls' rule in India, the sentence 
of death revived in its crudest form. At times the offender was made to 
dress in the tight robe prepared out of freshly stripped buffalo skin and 
thrown in the scorching sun. The shrinking of the raw hide eventually caused 
death of the offender in agony, pain and suffering. Another mode of inflicting 
death penalty was by mailing the body of the offender on walls. These 
modes of putting an offender to death were abolished under the British 
system of criminal justice administration during the early decades of 
9. Mahabharat, Shantibrawa, Chapter CCLX VII, Verses 4-14. 
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nineteenth century when death by hanging remained the only legalised mode 
of inflicting death sentence. 
Ibn-Batuta gives us an interesting picture of India in 14th Century. 
He says that moral offences were capitally punished and members of royal 
family were dealt with like an ordinary man. Even in pre and post- Bhudhist 
period, the death sentence was carried in the terrible manner. In the spacious 
days of Bhudhist's monarchs, when Ahinsa was the rule of conduct, there 
was an all round protest against taking of life of any sentiment being. Yet it 
can not be said that, Doctrine of Ahinsa, was extended to penology for 
making Capital Sentence, itself a royal crime. On the other hand. Pillar 
edicts of King Ashoka point out to the fact, that capital sentence was taken 
for granted. 
P.K. Sen cites a passage from Mahabharata in which Prince 
Satyavan deliberated upon the inherent unrighteousness, of taking life for 
life, punishing innocent people, such as children and dependants, by taking 
the life of the bread earner of the family, the loss to the state of possible 
good citizens in the prospective children of the condemned, and the loss 
to state of individual who might have been reformed and become a useful 
member i.e. citizen.'" 
Dandaniti is, therefore, not a recent growth in India. The fundamental 
basis of Dandaniti is deterrence and mental rehabilitation. It does not savour 
lO.P.K.Sen, Penology,01dandNew. P. 93-95. 
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of retribution and vengeance. There is a clear distinction between the moral 
and religious transgression. Danda is by which righteousness is maintained. 
On proper analysis it will appear that the ruling idea is the protection of 
society, while correction of the individual may be means to that end. 
Evidently, it does not mean any retaliatory idea which enters into the 
connotation of that English word 'punishment'. Its object is not to inflict 
pain but to eradicate evil. 
Manu has taken account not only of the objective circumstances of 
an offence but also the subjective limitation of the offender. In this respect 
the penal science of Hindu India ranks on the same level as the most 
advanced systems of today. 
"The King shall ordain punishment to law-breakers according to the 
merit of each case, having carefully examined it with special reference to 
the place and time of breach and the capacity and knowledge (of the law 
breakers"). The modern concept of taking into account both the offender 
and the offence, the individual and the environment, was also given due 
consideration in the old days. 
To stamp out criminality and thus^to secure the protection of society, 
two different kinds of measures may have to be adopted against potential 
criminals and against actual ones. Both sets of measures of safety, in the 
juristic sense are adopted to combat actual criminality. The other class of 
11. Death Penalty Alien to Indian Values". The Hindustan Times, December, 30, 
1979. 
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measures embraces social and philanthropic preventives. The various acts 
of Sohasa or Violence, man slaughter were considered the worst and 
punishment was also severe.'^ Narda declared that taking human life through 
poison, weapon or other means was Sohasa of the highest degree and 
should be punished accordingly. Brhaspati prescribed death sentence for 
murderes. Both notorious murderers and secret assassins should be put to 
death by various modes of execution after confiscating their property.'^ 
Murderes were never tolerated in society.'" Even in the work of Kautilya, 
for murder, we find mention of sentence to death by various means.'' 
The same attitude continued later on. From the Kalidasa it is gathered 
that murder was legally punishable by death."* When a murder was 
committed by conspiracy, no one was spared from the rod of the King. 
Thus^when several persons killed a single individual, the responsibility for 
murder should be charged on him who gave the fatal blow and should be 
inflicted with due punishment, while his associates should also be adequately 
punished though that would only be half of the punishment of the real 
criminal. Katyayamma also pointed out that the associates and inciters 
who helped the actual miscreant in different ways were also to be considered 
perpetrators of the crime and should be punished according to the gravity 
of their guilt.'^ 
12. Brhaspati Smriti, XXII, 29. 
13.NardaSmriti,XIV,6-8. 
M.Manu Smriti, VIII, 244. 
15. Arthashastra of Kautilya, 4,11. 
16. Raghuvansam, IX, 81. 
17. Supra note, 16. 
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The capital punishment was in vogue at almost every stage during 
the Hindu period. The emphasis on Danda during the vedic period (1500 
to 600 B.C.) led to the doctrine of the divine affinity of the temporal ruler. 
The authority of the King was coupled with his obligation towards his 
subjects and ruler was recognised as the cause of Dharma.'* In one of the 
earliest Smritis,*' the list of the offenders punishable with death includes 
those who caused injury to the seven constitutents of the state, and those 
who forged Royal edicts etc. Kautilya emphasises that danda is the surest 
and most universal means of ensuring public security. In the Buddhist 
Sanskrit and late Pali text, one finds reference relating to death sentences. 
One work states that the King is one who rules and guides the world; he 
punishes, fines and executes the man who transgresses his commands, he, 
ruling in reighteousness, becomes dear to his people. 
Thus, the old practices were faithfully adhered to Capital and 
Corporeal punishments and they were regarded as the two effective 
measures for ensuring law and order in society. 
(C) RELIGIONS ON DEATH PENALTY 
All religions of the world, i.e. Christianity, Islam, Hinduism or any 
other religion have their own notions and approaches towards the concept 
of Death Penalty. The doctrine of the two main religions, Hinduism and 
18. Ghoshal, U.N., A. History of Indian Political Ideas, p. 29. 
19.Ibid,atp.5. 
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Islam, is interpreted in such different ways, that retentionists and abolitionists 
of capital punishment are both in a position to appeal it to their religious 
doctrines and so similar to Christianity. Therefore, a clear and definite 
state can't be expected.^" 
The Hinduism is characterized by the doctrine of rebirth. Every being 
is reborn in an eternal wheel of becoming, depending on one's bad or 
good deeds, one is reborn as a God, human being, animal or in hell. So it 
should be the aim of each Hindu to ensure a good position on rebirth by 
good deeds. This leads to one of the main ethical commandments, the 
Ahinsa: it says, that every creature, whether animal, plant or human being 
is not allowed to be killed or injured, otherwise one endangers one's own 
position on rebirth. The opponents of capital punishment refer to this 
doctrine "prohibiting-killing".^' As a second religious argumen^they mention 
"Dharma ": in consequence of this, capital punishment has to be abolished. 
Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, has declared himself an opponent 
of the death sentence.^^ But this theoretical basis of Hinduism conflicts 
with the practice during the so-called Hindu period (2250 B.C. - 1200 
A.D.), in which the death sentence was even imposed for theft. 
The second religion of an enormous influence is Islam, which has 
been exerting a decisive influence on the country. Islam is not only a religion 
in the theological dogmatical sense, but it also implies the foundation of a 
20.1mke Degering, 'Capital Punishment in India & Problems of its Prospective 
Abolition.'1980: lOISLJ.p.77. 
21.LawCommissionofIndia, 35"'report, vol. 1, 1967, p. 60. 
22. U.K. Jadhav, Is Capital Punishment necessary? (1973), p. 61. 
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specific Islamic state, it contains unseperable religious and political 
components." On this basis of unity of policy and religion the state is 
regarded as a representative of God in the world because of this function, 
it is allowed to dispose of human life. '^' 
The character of punishment is attributed to Prophet Mohammad 
(PBUH), who taught "An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth," In the course 
of Islam's development, the individual gave this right of sanction to the 
state. In Islamic law, a person sentenced to death had only one chance- if 
the relatives of the victim were opposed to the idea of revenge and only 
demanded compensation in money {diya), the offender and his family had 
to pay the 'blood-price' - thereafter the person convicted was set free.^ ^ A 
change towards the gradual abolition of capital punishment in Islamic law 
could-perhaps-be seen in the development that families who favoured 
compensation were promised a reward. In conclusion^t can't be said that 
the Islam unequivocally advocates capital punishment. 
The death penalty is, in large measure, controversial as far as religious 
and moral dogma of Christianity is concerned.^^ On the one hand, it is 
asserted by catholic authors like Ermecke and Protestant writers like George 
that the murderer forfeits his life under the divine order as it is revealed in 
23.U.Stinbach, "Die-Manschenrechte in Islam, in "Verfassung and Recht in 
Ubersee, (1980), 227, 228. 
24. J. Mayer, West Germany, "Country without Capital Punishment" 1982. C.U.L.R., 
p.8. 
25. N. Bonbakeur, "L" Islam-et-la-peine-de-morte". 1978, No. 16., p. 119-121. 
26. Supra note, 25. 
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the Scriptures, in consequence, the state, in carrying out the death penalty, 
is only doing something which in any event has been preordained. The 
death penalty, moreover, serves to balance out the disturbance of the moral 
order. On the other hand, other writers point to the fifth Commandment: 
"Thou Shalt not kill," and to Christ's appeal in the Sermon on the Mount: 
"/ say unto you, love your enemies, bless those who curse you and do 
good to those who hate you! "Further, there is the case in the Bible of the 
murderer Cain, whose life was spared; and the Church itself docs not 
provide for the death penalty in its own canonical law. 
According to Bible, the death penalty was inflicted for a large number 
of offences against the Laws of Moses. On the one hand, these offences 
included such serious crimes like murder etc., on the other hand, even 
petty offences like gathering sticks on the Sabbath day was regarded as a 
capital offence.^ ^ In Bible it is ordained "Whoever shall shed man's blood, 
his blood shall be shed." Saint Thomas Aquinas said. While speaking of 
those who commit crimes of grave wickedness, "Both divine and human 
laws' command for such sinners is that they be put to death because there 
is a greater likelihood of their harming others than their mending"^*. 
CHARACTER OF A STATE AND DEATH SENTENCE 
Moreover, the attitude towards capital punishment also depends on 
the character of a state. 
27. Sellin, Thorsten, "Capital Punishment" P. 5. 
28. S.P. Mukharjee, Capital Punishment "5 Social Defence" (July 1966). 
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A tlicocralic state like Pakistan, is concerned to be proponent of the 
death sentence while a state like India which wants to regard itself as a 
secular state, likes to be more libertarian in imposing strict deterrent 
punishment. 
Cfiapter - 11 
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RATIONALITY OF DEATH SENTENCE 
The term punishment has no where been defined in the Indian Penal 
Code. However, according to the concise Oxford Dictionary it means to 
make an offender suffer for his offence. The punishment is inflicted on the 
alleged offender in order to teach him a lesson so that he may not commit 
the crime again. Besides this, the second aim of the punishment is to open 
the eyes of the would be criminals who are going to indulge themselves in 
criminal activities. The infliction of the punishment also serves as an ointment 
on the wounded feelings of the society because whenever a crime is 
committed, it is not only the victim who suffers on that score, but the 
conscience of the entire nation is shaken to its very foundation and there is 
a hue and cry that the offender should be brought to book. It is at the stage 
that the state applies a soothing balm on the wounds of the society by 
punishing the offender'. 
Death as a mode of sentence is different from the killing which rested 
on the instinct of primitive man. Death Penalty is the infliction of highest 
and extreme penalty. The punishment is supreme because if affects the 
very existence of human life. In the form of a legalised and justifiable 
homicide, the capital punishment seems to have originated with the concept 
1. Mohd. Shamim, Capital Punishment -1989 (May) - 95 Cr.L.J. p. 52-53 
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of an orderly society only to deal with such extreme cases of disorderly 
depredation of anti-social elements with the social needs and exigencies. 
Capital punishment has been justified from the earliest times, with 
reference to, retributive and deterrent concepts - "An eye for an eye, and a 
tooth for a tooth", is a sort of vengeance which has been attributed to man 
from the early days when society had not developed into a body of 
responsible citizens. 
Capital punishment for murder and other secular offences may be 
said to have come into existence with the modern state and its growing 
recognition of the obligation to maintain peace and order at any cost. Capital 
punishment is, thus, the only instrument in the armoury of civilized world 
and the only handle in the hands of people entrusted with law and order, to 
get rid of hardened types of criminals, who are irretrievably beyond the 
pale of redemption and are^therefore, a constant threat and enemy to 
humanity, a menace to society, a problem to government charged with the 
safety of life and property and well being of community at large. 
The only purpose and object, therefore, for which this sentence has 
been prescribed, is to protect humanity from such elements who are 
incompatible with the normal course of human life, and who act against the 
rudimentary principle of "LIVE AND LET LIVE"l 
2. D.C. Pande, "Capital Punishment" I.C.I. 
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(A) DEATH PENALTY. WHY? 
It is said that life is sacred and priceless and no decision is more 
momentous than the decision to take a person's life, no matter what the 
provocations or the circumstances are .Others allege that there are 
occasions when homicide is justifiable. 
Some say that no war is ever justified and that the taking of human 
life in war is always morally wrong. Others maintain that in a struggle for 
national survival or even for national honour, it is permissible, and perhaps 
even noble, to take the lives of enemies. 
Some say that police have a right, and perhaps even a duty to take 
the life of a felon who is fleeing or resisting arrest, and that any citizen has 
the right to take the life of another who is threatening him with a deadly 
weapon; others deny that anyone ever has a right to take the life of another 
human being, even under such extreme circumstances. 
Some say that there are some offences for which the death penalty 
is appropriate. Others argue that for the state, to take the life of any of its 
citizens, even of those who have been convicted of the worst offences 
against their fellow citizens and against society (such as rape, kidnapping, 
treason and murder), is uncivilized and unjusticiable. 
Death sentence is sought to be justified mainly on two theoritical 
assumptions, namely retribution and deterrence. The former conceives 
punishment as an end in itself while the latter emphasises the utilitarian 
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purpose. It is intended here to examine the retributive and deterrent aspects 
of capital punishment. 
(B) DEATH PENALTY JUSTIFIED ON THE GROUND OF 
RETRIBUTION 
Retribution in punishment is an expression of society's displeasure 
against the offender's criminal act. According to Lord Denning, punishment 
is "emphatic denunciation" of a crime by the society. Retribution is 
essentially based on the idea of vengeance. According to Edvin Ropper, 
" Vengeance is part of the nature of a man and the instinct of revenge 
every man possesses". 
Whenever a crime is committed against any person, the first instinct 
of the victim is to take revenge and sometimes the crime is so heinous and 
ghastly that this feeling no more remains confined to the victim alone, but 
its tentacles spread to every nook and comer of the society, as a corollary, 
there is an upsurge for revenge. Public demonstration and large hue & cry 
against alleged culprits in Anjana Mishra rape case in Orissa or rape and 
brutal molestation of nuns in Gujrat, are the glaring examples of 
manifestation of public revolt and demand for capital punishment for 
them. Can any organ of the Government entrusted with the task of 
administrating justice afford to ignore it? The answer is an emphatic no. If 
it does so, I feel,it fails in its primary duty which is to cater to those 
instincts; as the feelings of vengeance have primitive unconscious roots. 
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Arthers Koestler once remarked : "The desire for vengeance had 
deep unconscious roots and is raised when we feel deep indignation or 
revulsion ... whether the reasoning mind approves it or not ..."^ 
The above view was again given vent to by Lord Denning before 
the Royal Commission: "The punishment inflicted for grave crimes should 
adequately reflect the revulsion felt by the great majority of citizens for 
them. There are some murders which in the present state of public opinion 
demand the most emphatic denunciation of all, namely the death penalty". 
RETRIBUTIVE ASPECTS IN CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
Basically capital punishment probably survives because many believe 
strongly that it possesses a certain moral fitness, that it is the only just 
penalty for murder especially when murder is particularly burtal. In such 
cases it is maintained that simple justice demands a life for life. It is claimed 
that murderer has forfeited the right to live. The law of retaliation is pressed 
into to support a publicly regulated substitute for private vengeance. 
In his opinion for the majority on Gregg vs. Georgia'* upholding 
the death penalty as constitutionally permissible, Justice Stewart observed 
that capital punishment "is an expression of society's moral outrage at 
particularly offensive conduct... It is essential in an ordered society that 
asks its citizens to rely on legal processes rather than self-help to vindicate 
3. Supra note 1, p. 56. 
4. 428 U.S. 153 (1976) 
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their wrongs". Without orderly means of imposing penalties upon offenders, 
proportionate to what the aggrieved parties feel is deserved, society runs 
the risk of anarchy, vigilante justice and lynch law^ As Lord Justice Denning 
told the British Royal Commission on capital punishment, "some crimes 
are so outrageous that society insists on adequate punishment, because 
the wrong doers deserve it, irrespective of whether it is deterrent or not." 
The theory of retribution emphasi|fretention of death penalty for 
heinous crimes on three counts viz. (I) vengeance (ii) punitive and (iii) 
reprobation^. 
Its value as a motive of death penalty is well explained by a New 
York Psychologist in the following words : 
"The motives for the death penalty may indeed include vengeance. 
Legal vengeance solidifies social solidarity against law - breakers 
and probably is the only alternative to the disruptive private revenge 
of those who feel harmed."^ 
Thus, Retribution was, is and will continue to be the most important 
aspect of the criminal administration of Justice. In fact,there can't be any 
administration of justice, if we become oblivious of this aspect of the 
theory of punishment. To ignore it is tantamount of ignoring the basic 
nature of man. 
5. Burton M. Leiser, Liberty, Justice and Morals, Ilnd ed. p. 245. 
6. S.K. Kumbhaj, Death Penalty: Indian Penological Retrospect, p. 311. 
7. Dr.E.V.D.Heag,TheVoice(USA),June4,1979. 
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(C) DEATH PENALTY JUSTIFIED ON THE GROUND OF 
DETERRENCE 
Deterrence is the foremost principal policy which every penal system 
advocates. It is applied on the offenders in order to deter people from 
committing crimes. It underlines the principle that inducement to promote 
one's selfish interests is at the bottom of every criminal act and by providing 
adequate penalty and exemplary punishment, it seeks to create a sort of 
fear in the minds of others and thus, serves to deter them from committing 
criminal acts. The harshness of penal discipline is a terror and warning to 
the offender himself and others as well. 
According to Bentham, "If we could consider an offence which has 
been committed as an isolated act, the like of which would never recur, 
punishment would be useless. But when we consider that an unpunished 
crime leaves the path open not only to the same delinquent, but also to 
those who may have the same motives and opportunities for entering upon 
it. We perceive tliat the punishment inflicted on the individual becomes a 
source of security to all. 
Punishment, as deterrent, in general seeks to control future events in 
"three ways". It seeks -
(a) to stop the offender from offending again (particular deterrence). 
(b) To deter other potential offenders (general deterrence), and 
(c) to protect the society from the persistent offenders (protection). 
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It is astounding that people can seriously argue that the fear of death 
is never sufficient to deter would be murderers or kidnappers. Everyone 
has experienced the temptation to commit some offence or other, and 
everyone has to some time overcome that temptation. Although many 
factors enter into that decision, one of the crucial ones is frequently the 
fear of some penalty. The harsher the penalty is, the greater is the fear and 
the more effective its deterrent effect would be. The fear of death has been 
powerful enough to dissuade thousands of persons from flying. It has 
helped to deter thousands more (though not everyone) from smoking, 
despite the pleasure they derive from tobacco. The fear of cancer or heart 
attacks has deterred millions of persons from eating sweets and fear of 
getting HIV-positive, which till date is uncurable, deters many to go for 
sex. So if people act on the long term fear of death, when death is only a 
remote possibility. Why is it unreasonable to suppose that some of them 
might be impelled to take appropriate precautions against the possibility of 
being executed - one of which might be refraining from committing capital 
crimes? Thus,if even one out of a hundred murderers could be deterred by 
the execution of those who are guilty of murder, not only the potential 
victimes would be saved, but also the potential murderers. If 1% of the 
homicides committed in the U.S. in 1975 could have been deterred, 205 
people would have been spared,* such figures can't be ignored. 
8. Burton M. Leiser, Liberty, Justice & Morals, Ilnd ed. P. 242. 
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Moreover, there are certain major crimes which cannot possibly be 
deterred by any other penalty. The revolutionary who contemplates blowing 
up a school bus as a means of terrorizing the population is not likely to be 
deterred by the threat of life imprisonment, for he believes that even if he is 
caught, he will be released and be given a hero's welcome by his fellow 
revolutionaries when the revolution succeeds. 
The same must be true of criminals who are already serving life 
sentences in prison. The threat of yet another lengthy sentence is meaningless 
and can, therefore, have no effect at all upon them. Thus, if anything at all 
will deter such men from the crimes they are contemplating, is nothing less 
than the death penalty. 
According to Islamic law, too, the punishment should be deterrent. 
An accused, once found guilty should be punished at a public place in 
order to open the eyes of a potential criminal. Islam has prescribed death 
penalty for a premeditated murder'. This point is illustrated through verse 
179 Sura II from the Holy Quran. "O/i wise person there is safety for 
your lives in death penalty and we hope that you would never violate it 
and would always abide by this law of tranquillity." 
VARIOUS OPINIONS ABOUT THE DETERRENT EFFECT OF 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT'" 
The question whether the death penalty has really and truly a deterrent 
9. Supranote, Ip. 55. 
10.R.P. Upadhaya, Death Penalty in India, CIL Q(J), 1992, p. 48. 
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effect is an important issue which has received careful attention over the 
last fifty years in several countries. 
Here are some opinions of various legal experts regarding the 
deterrent effect of capital punishment: 
(i) SH James Stephen, the great jurist who was associated with the 
drafting of Indian Panel Code also,was^strong exponent of the view 
that capital punishment has great value as deterrent for murder and 
other serious offences. 
(ii) In Furman vs. Georgia, J. Stewart took the view that death penalty 
serves a deterrent as well as retributive purpose. 
(iii) The eminent social scientist Prof. Ehrlich is also of the opinion that 
death sentence has made intensive deterrent effect on progressive 
society. The American Economic Review in June 1975 includes a 
specific test for presence of deterrent effect of capital punishment. 
(iv) J.J. Maclean, a Parliamentarian of Canadian House of Commons in 
the March-April debates 1966 emphasised the deterrent effect of 
capital punishment. 
(v) The British Royal Commission after making an exhaustive study of 
issue of capital punishment & its deterrent value in its report 
(1949-53) has concluded that 'Prima facie the penalty of death is 
likely to have a stringent effect as deterrent to normal human beings 
than any other form of punishment. 
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(vi) Why a man is so much afraid of capital punishment & why it should 
act as deterrent can be best described in the words of 'Dostoyevsky' 
a famous Russian Novelist. He has put the following words in the 
mouth of one of his characters in his illustrious novel 'IDIOT' while 
describing the horrors of death penalty. "Yes^perhaps the main and 
the most racking pain comes not from your wounds but from the 
certain knowledge that in an hour, then in 10 minutes, then in half a 
minute and then right away at this very instant, your soul will leave 
your body and you will no longer be man and this is for certain and 
the main thing is that it is for certain... Lead a soldier to the battle 
field, place him opposite the very cannon and fire at him and he 
will still feel hope, but read out the inescapable sentence of death 
to that very soldier and he will go out of his mind and bursts into 
tears...." 
(vii) The philosophy of deterrent punishment was beautifully summed 
up in the formula of an 18* Century Judge who said to the Defendant: 
"You are to be hanged not because you have stolen a sheep but in 
order that others may not steal sheep." 
The most reasonable conclusion is that we can hardly find a man 
who is not afraid of death. A person will go to any extent to save his life 
and that of his family members. It is because life is the most precious 
11. Supra note, l,p.56. 
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thing. It is, thus, natural that death penalty must act as a great deterrent for 
potential criminals. If we keep all the objects aside, even then the deterrent 
object, would, by itself, furnish a rational basis for its retention. 
(D) SOCIOLOGICAL JUSTIFICATIONS 
Apart from the much iterated theories of punishment into which we 
may try to slot our judicial decisions, the Supreme Court has emerged with 
the principle of'Social Necessity' in justifying imposition of death sentence, 
"A sentence or pattern of sentence which fails to take due account of the 
gravity of the offence can seriously undermine the respect for law". It is 
rightly said, "It is the duty of the court to impose a proper punishment 
depending upon the degree of criminality and desirability to impose such 
punishment as a measure of social necessity is a means of deterring 
other potential offenders ". 
"Failure to impose a death sentence in such grave cases where it is a 
crime against the society - particularly in cases of murders committed with 
extreme brutality - will bring to naught the sentence of death provided by 
sec. 302 IPC."'2 
Perhaps it was this line of reasoning which prompted the court to 
suggest that "the survival of an orderly society demands the extinction of 
lives of persons like Birla and Ranga who are a menace to social order and 
security."'^ 
12.InEarabhadrppavs. State ofKamataka( 1983) 2 SCC. 330 
13.KuljeetSinghRangavs.UnionofIndia(1981),3SCC.324. 
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The credibility of the judicial process and public belief in the efficacy 
of the justcing system springs into sight as a further justification"... Faced 
with such evidence and such acts to give the lesser punishment,therefore, 
would be to render the justicing system of this country,suspect. The common 
man will lose faith in the courts. In such cases, he understands and 
appreciates the language of deterrence more than the reformative jargon.'"" 
The court should approach the question of sentence "from a broader 
sociological point of view" in which "not merely the accused but the whole 
society has a stake."'* 
Thus, "Any lenience shown in the matter of sentence", the court 
threatened "would not only be misplaced but will certainly give rise to 
foster a feeling of private revenge among the people leading to destabilisation 
of the society."'^ 
Moreover, it has been observed that in countries where the 
punishment is severe, deterrent & capital punishment is in operation, 
crime ratio is lower in comparison to the countries where it is not 
so. William Rogers, an American Minister of Foreign Affairs while 
visiting Saudi Arabia admitted that he had such a feeling of security 
over there, which he had not felt anywhere and there was no need 
of any guard (vide conference of jurists at Riyad on 23.03.1972). '^ 
M.Mahesh vs. State of M.P. (1984) 3 SCC 300. 
IS.Muniappan vs. State of Tamil Nadu, The Lawyers, Sept. (1991) p. 7. 
16.(1983) 3 SCC. 354. 
17. Supra note, l,p. 59. 
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According to the report of Amnesty International (1979) only 
18 states have so far done away with capital punishment. It implies 
thereby that most of the states have retained it on account of its 
efficacy. So why we cannot? And why we should not? 
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RETENTIONISTS 
(Countries and territories which retain and use the death penalty 
for ordinary crimes)* 
Afghanistan 
Amiania 
Austria 
Australia 
Angola 
Antigoa 
Bahamas 
Bangladesh 
Barbados 
Botswana 
Bulgaria 
Burundi 
Cameron 
Central African 
Republic 
Chad 
China (People's Republic 
Cango 
Cuba 
Dominica 
Egypt 
Equatorial Guinea 
Ethiopia 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Grenada 
Guatemala 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
Guyana 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Jamaica 
Japan 
) Jordan 
Korea, N 
Korea, S 
Kuwait 
Laos 
Lebanon 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Libya 
Malawi 
Malaysia 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Mangolia 
Moroccoa 
Myanmar 
Nigeria 
Oman 
Pakistan 
Poland 
Qatar 
Rwanda 
Saint Christophei 
& Nevis 
Saint Lucia 
Saint Vincent 
& Grenadines 
Saudi Arabia 
Singapore 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Suriname 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Taiwan (Republic of 
China) 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Tonga 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Uganda 
USSR 
UAE 
USA 
Vietnam 
r Yeman 
Yugoslavia 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
South Africa 
Courtesy. Amnesty International 
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN INDIA 
(A) RELEVANT PROVISIONS UNDER INDIAN PENAL CODE 
A Draft Penal Code was prepared and submitted in 1837 by the 
First Indian Law Commission presided over by Lord Macaulay. Death 
penalty was prescribed for offences like waging war against the state, giving 
false evidence of a capital offence, murder, perjury etc. On 30th May 1851 
the revised edition of the Code was circulated among Judges for comments. 
The draft code received the assent of the Governor General on 6th October, 
I860'. At present the Indian Penal Code provides death penalty only for 
the following :-
(i) Waging or attempting to wage war or abetting the waging of war 
against the Govt, of India (S. 129) 
(ii) Abetment of mutiny actually committed. (S. 132) 
(iii) Giving or fabricating false evidence upon which an innocent person 
suffers death (S. 194) 
(iv) Murder (S. 302) 
(v) Murder by a life convict (S. 303) 
(vi) Abetment of suicide of a child, an insane or intoxicated person (S.305) 
1. Rust, Hurt and Homicide (1958) p. 28 
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(vii) Attempt to murder by a person under sentence of imprisonment for 
life if hurt is caused (S. 307) 
(viii) Dacoity with murder (S. 396) 
Moreover, there are some other categories of cases of constructive 
liability to death penalty. 
(a) Where an act which constitutes an offence punishable with death is 
done by several persons in furtherance of common intention of all, 
each of such persons is liable to be sentenced to death (S. 34) 
(b) If five or more persons conjointly commit dacoity and any one of 
them commits murder in so committing the dacoity, everyone of 
those persons is punishable with death. (S. 396) 
(c) In certain circumstances, abetment of offence punishable with death 
is also punishable with death. (SS. 109 to 119) 
In addition to the above, Armed Forces laws also have a provision 
for the sentence of capital punishment for certain offences under those 
laws after trtd by a court martial. 
In case of above noted provisions of IPC, two options are available 
to the courts : either to sentence the accused to death or to impose on him 
a sentence of imprisonment for life. 
Now the law vests in the judge a wide discretion in the matter of 
passing sentence, and as such the award of death penalty is left to the 
discretion of the court. 
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(B) LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS IN THE PROVISIONS 
RELATED TO DEATH PENALTY 
Changes are being brought about to the criminal law in relation with 
the changing aspects of capital punishment. By a notable amendment in 
1955 to the Code of Criminal Procedure, it is no longer obligatory for a 
trial judge to give reasons for imposing the lesser penalty.'^  
Before this amendment the judge was to record the reasons in the 
judgment for not inflicting death penalty. 
As the old sub sec. (5) of Sec. 376 of Cr.P.C. was as follows "If the 
accused is convicted of an offence punishable with death and the court 
sentences him to any punishment other than death, the court shall, in its 
judgment, state reasons why sentence of death was not passed". 
Provided that in trials by jury the court need not to write a judgment 
but the court of sessions shall record the heads of the charge to jury. 
By the amended sub-section 354 of Cr.P.C. 1973 this point was 
made more explicit. Section 354 (3): When the conviction is for an offence 
punishable with death or in the alternative, with imprisonment for life or an 
imprisonment for a term often years, the judgment shall state the reasons 
for the sentence awarded and, in the case of sentence of death the special 
reasons for such sentences. 
2. Jan Mohd. vs. State AIR 1963 p. 504 as sec. 367 (5) of the Cr.P.C. was replaced 
by the act XXXVI of 1955 
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By virtue of section 235(2) of the code of Criminal Procedure 
19 73, which provided far a hearing on the question of sentence the incidences 
of death penalty can be minimised. 
Death sentence was mandatory for murder, if committed by a person 
while undergoing a sentence of imprisonment for life under Sec. 303 l.P.C. 
This section has now been struck down by a full bench of Supreme Court 
in 1982 on the ground that this section violates the guarantee of equality 
u/A. 14 and also the right contained in Art. 21 because it does not leave 
any discretion to the judge to inflict any other sentence. 
(C) ATTEMPTS OF REFORM 
A glance at the relevant clauses of the Indian Penal Code 
(Amendment) Bill 1972, reveals the legislative trend to be in time with the 
newjudicial attitude against death penalty.^ The signficance of this Bill is 
that it provides life imprisonment as the punishment for murder and death 
penalty only as a proviso for aggravated forms of murder. Sec. 302 is 
proposed to be amended as follows :-
Sec. 302(1): Whoever commits murder shall, save as otherwise provided 
in sub-section (2), be punished with imprisonment for life and shall also be 
liable to fine. 
(2) Whoever commits murder shall, 
3. The full text of the Bill based on the Report of Joint Parliamentary Committee 
on IPC (Amendment) of 1972, was published in Gazette of India., Extra Ordinary 
dated 29.1.1976, part II., sec. 2. 
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(a) if the murder has been committed after previous planning and 
involves extreme brutality; or 
(b) if the murder involves exceptional depravity; or 
(c) if the murder is of a member of any armed forces of the 
Union or of any Police force or of any public servant whose 
duty is to preserve peace and order in any area or place, while 
such member or public servant is on duty; or 
(d) if the murder has been committed by him, while under sentence 
of imprisonment for life and such sentence has become final, 
be punished with death, or imprisonment for life, and shall 
also be liable to fine/ 
The proposal is to delete the present section 303 of IPC. 
Similarly the provision for death penalty in sec. 305 of IPC is 
•t 
proposed to be substitifed by life - imprisonment by this amendment.^ 
Likewise Sec. 307 of IPC is proposed to be amended including 
imprisonment for life as an alternative of death penalty.** 
With regard to the question of abolition of capital punishment it is 
worthwhile to point out in the erst-while princely state of Travancore, now 
a part of kerala, death penalty was abolished as early as in 1944.'' 
4. Ibid. (Clause 124). 
5. Ibid. (Clause 128). 
6. Ibid (Clause 129). 
7. Travancore Penal Code (Amendment) Proclamation, 1120, sec. 2(2). 
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(D) STATUTORY SAFEGUARDS AGAINST THE IMPOSITION 
OF DEATH PENALTY 
The new Cr.P.C. (Amended), 1973 has laid down certain new 
provisions which are in consonance with the modem trends in penology 
and is an important stage in the process of criminal justice and natural 
justice.^ 
Sec. 235(2) provides for sentence hearing, right of the accused in 
session and warrant trials, which include Death Penalty also. 
Sec. 354(3) Cr.P.C. 1973, provides that when the conviction is for 
an offence punishable with death or, in the alternative, with imprisonment 
for life or.., the judgment shall state the reasons for the sentence awarded, 
and in the case of sentence of death, the special reasons for such sentence. 
Further, when any person is sentenced to death the sentence shall direct 
that he be hanged by the neck till he is dead. [sec. 354(5)]. 
The requirement that the judgment shall state the reasons for the 
sentence awarded would be good safeguard to ensure that the lower courts 
examine the case elaborately as from the point of view of sentence and as 
from the point of view of guilt.' It would also provide good material at the 
time when recommendation for mercy is to be made by the court, or a 
petiton for mercy is considered. It would increase the confidence of people 
8. "Capital Punishment - A modem Approach; Lawyer, vol. XIV, p. 73. 
9. R.K. Kelkar, Outlines of Criminal Procedure, Ilird ed., 1983 p. 427. 
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in the courts, by showing that the discretion is judicially exercised. It is 
worth while to note here that the law vests in the judges a wide discretion in 
the matter of passing a sentence, even a death sentence. Thus, sec. 303 of 
IPC, has now been struck, down by Supreme Court in 1982, comprising a 
bench of Mr. Chandrachaud, CJ, Fajal Ali J. Tulzapurkar J.C. Reddy, J. 
and Varadraja, J. on the ground that it does not leave any discretion to the 
judges to inflict any other sentence. 
Moreover, the provision stating the requirement of'reasons' would 
facilitate the task of High Courts, in appeal or in proceedings for confirmation 
in respect of sentence (where the sentence awarded is that of death).'" 
Under Sec, 363 (4) Cr.P.C. 1973, when the accused faces death 
sentence by any court and appeal lies from such judgment as of right, the 
court shall inform him of the period within which his appeal should be 
preferred. 
Further, when the court of session passes a sentence of death, the 
proceedings shall be submitted to the High Court, and the sentence shall 
not be executed unless it is confirmed by the High Court, [sec. 366(1)] The 
court passing the sentence shall, then, commit the convicted person to jail 
custody under a warrant [sec. 366(2)]. 
Considering the irrevocable character of the death penalty it is the 
duty of the referee Court to deal with the entire evidence and make its own 
10. Observation of the 41" report of Law Commission of India: p. 232 para 26:10. 
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appraisal of the material and come to an independent conclusion, and it is 
vitally important that a thorough scrutiny of the decision of the trial court is 
made as a necessary precaution against any possible mistake of the trial 
court in reaching that decision.'' 
The precautionary measures of the scrutiny of the decisions by the 
High Court is further strengthen by SS. 369 and 370.'^ Sec. 369 provides 
that in every case so submitted to the confirmation of the sentence, or any 
new sentence or order passed by the High Court, shall, when such court 
consists of two or more judges, be made, passed and signed by atleast 
two of them. Then section 370 provides that where any such case is heard 
before a bench of judges and such judges are equally divided in opinion, 
the matter is to be placed before another judge of that High Court and that 
judge, after such hearing as he thinks fit, shall deliver his opinion, and the 
judgment or order shall follow that opinion.'^ Where the sessions judge 
acquits the accused of murder, but the High Court setting aside the order 
of the session's court passed a sentence of death, the accused is entitled to 
prefer an appeal to the Supreme Court.''' 
Under Sec. 415 Cr.P.C. 1973, where a person is sentenced to death 
by the High Court and an appeal from its judgment lies to the Supreme 
Court under sub-clause (a) or sub-clause (b) of clause (1) of Art. 134 of 
11. State vs. Goranga Sahu, 1978 Cr. L.J. 276,279 (Orissa, High Court) 
12. Sec. 369, Sec. 370, Cr.P.C. 1973 
13.Sec. 392 Cr.P.C. 1973 
14.Sec. 379 Cr.P.C. 1973 
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the Indian Constitution,'^ or where a sentence of death is passed or 
confirmed by the High Court, and the person so sentenced makes an 
application to the High Court for the grant of certificate under Art. 132 or 
under Art. 134 (1) (c) of the Constitution,'^ or where the High Court is 
satisfied that the person sentenced intends to present a petition to the 
Supreme Court for the grant of special leave to appeal under Art. 136 of 
the Constitution,'^ the High Court shall order the execution of sentence to 
be postponed for such period as it considers sufficient to enable him to 
present such petition. 
Moreover, under sec. 416 Cr.P.C. 1973, if a women sentenced to 
death is found to be pregnant, the High Court shall order the execution of 
the sentence to be postponed, & may, if it thinks fit, commute the sentence 
to imprisonment for life. 
In 1967, Law Commission of India, in its 35"^  report, recommended 
the imposition of capital punishment for young persons, only if at the time 
of offence, Ihcy have reached the age of 18 years.'" The IPC Amendment 
Bill, 1972, says, "Ihe death sentence, shall not be passed on a person 
convicted of a capital sentence, if at the time of committing the offence, he 
was under 18 years of age, and death is not the only punishment provided 
by the law for that offence. 
IS.Sec. 415 (I) Cr.P.C. 1973 
16.Sec. 415(2) Cr.P.C. 1973 
17.Sec. 415(3) Cr.P.C. 1973 
18.Law Commission ofIndia,35"'Report, Vol.1, 1967, R 358. 
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Taking into consideration the constitutional provisions we find that 
no person is deprived of his life or liberty except, according to the procedure 
established by law." 
The President of India is empowered to grant pardons, reprieves, 
respites or remissions of punishment or to suspend, remit or commute the 
sentence of any person convicted of any offence in all cases where the 
sentence is a sentence of death^° and the Governor of a state has got the 
same power to suspend, remit or commute a sentence of death.^' 
(E) CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY OF DEATH SENTENCE 
The constitutional validity of the capital punishment, as provided in 
the Indian Penal Code, has been challenged on various occasions and the 
Supreme Court has always upheld that the capital punishment provided in 
IPC is constitutionally valid. It is indisputable fact that there is nothing in 
the Constitution of India which expressly holds capital punishment as 
unconstitutional, though there are provisions that suggest that the 
constitutional scheme accepts the possibility of capital punishment. 
However, there are several provisions in the constitution such as the 
Preamble, the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles which can be 
relied upon for challenging the constitutionality of capital punishment. It is 
clear that only a limited category of serious offenders visited with capital 
19, Art 21 of Constitution of India, 
20, Art. 72(1) (c) of Constitution of India. 
21, Art. 72(3) of Constitution of India. 
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punishment. That means a person's life is liable to be extinguished any time 
after he has extinguished the life of another or committed some other serious 
offence. The crux of the whole issue is that each one of us has an inherent 
right to life and none of us can divert any one of this precious right, and, if 
he does so, it has to be at the cost of his own life. There are numerous 
legal luminaries who argue that the very fact that the death penalty is retained 
in Indian criminal statues runs counter to one's right to life. It is submitted 
that these learned jurists probably overlook the fact that even right to life is 
not an absolute right. However, the abolitionists have not become 
disheartened by various pronouncements of the Supreme Court declaring 
Capital punishment to be constitutional. The crusaders against death penalty 
after sensing that they cannot succeed in Legislature, they resorted to legal 
battles inspired by the Farman's decision" of U.S. Supreme Court and the 
legislative changes brought about in Cr.P.C.^ ^ The various arguments given 
by the abolitionists in support of their contention that capital punishment is 
unconstitutional and replies to their contentions by the Retentionists who 
argue that capital punishment as provided at present is fully constitutional 
may be summarised as follows : 
Constitutionality of capital punishment may be considered in respect 
of two aspects of the matter. Firstly, the question is whether the capital 
22.Furman vs State of Gorgia, 408 US 238 (1973). 
23.The new Cr.P.C. 1973, makes life imprisonment a rule and death penalty an 
exception. This is a shift in the legislature policy. 
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punishment as such is unconstitutional and can not be awarded in any case 
whatsoever. In other words, the problem is whether capital punishment 
can not be awarded for any offence and by following any procedure at all? 
Secondly, the question is that even though the capital punishment as such 
may not be unconstitutional, whether capital punishment as provided in 
various sections of the Indian Penal Code is unconstitutional because the 
provisions of the Indian Penal Code forwarding capital punishment is 
violative of certain provisions of the constitution? These two aspects of 
the matter may be considered separately so as to have a clear vision on the 
subject at issue. 
(i) Constitutionality of capital punishment as such, 
(ii) Constitutionality of the provisions of I.P.C, providing for capital 
punishment. 
But before discussing these two issues, it would be in fitness of 
things to discuss the cases in which the constitutionality of the death 
sentence was challenged. 
The leading cases in which the Constitutional validity of death 
sentence was mooted thoroughly before the Supreme Court are 
Jagmohan's^^, Rajendra's^^ and Bachan's^* Cases. 
24. Jagmohan Singh vs State of U.P. AIR 1973 SC 947. 
25.Rajendra Prasad vs. State of U.P, AIR 1979, SC 916. 
26.Bachan Singh vs. State of Punjab, AIR 1980, SC 898. 
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(a) First Attack on Death Sentence (Jagmohan Singh's Case) 
In this case the constitutional valiclty of awarding death sentence 
was challendged as contrary to Articles 14, 19 and 21 of the Constitution. 
It was argued that death penalty is unconstitutional being violative of 
fundamental right of life. Under Art. 13 of the Constitution, any law which 
takes away or abridges the rights conferred by part-Ill of the Constitution, 
to the extent of inconsistency is void. So death penalty abridges the rights 
guaranteed under Article 19 & 21, hence is void. It was further argued that 
right to live and move which is basic to the enjoyments of freedoms within 
the permissible constitutional limits, can not be understood to co-exist 
with that legislative injunction which has the character of destroying life. 
Therefore, any legislative attempt, on the destruction of life can not be 
deemed to be a reasonable restriction. Another ground of attack is on the 
basis of excessive delegation of legislative power to judiciary. There is no 
guideline for judiciary but it has to lay down the guideline while awarding 
the death sentence. 
The Supreme Court rejected the argument that death penalty is 
violative of Articles 14,19,21 and 245 of the Constitution. The argument 
that Art. 14 is violated was rejected by the court by citing its earlier decision,^ ^ 
in which it was held that even if a law superficially appears to be unequal in 
application, it "may not necessarily amount to a denial of equal protection 
27.BudhanChaudhary Vs. State of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 195. 
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of law, unless there is shown to be present in it an element of intentional 
and purposeful discrimination". The Court also said that Sec 302,1.P.C. 
does not contravene the constitutional provisions, as the trial is held as per 
the provisions of Indian Evidence Act and Cr.P.C. which are undoubtedly 
part of procedure established by law. In the instant case, the Supreme 
Court held that the provisions of Art. 19 deal with seven freedoms, like 
freedom of Speech and Expression, Freedom to assemble peaceably 
without arms etc., but not directly with freedom to life. 
The Supreme Court further held that, provisions of the criminal 
procedure code and the Articles of the Constitution such as Art. 134, 
clearly show that Constitution Makers had recognised Death Sentence as 
a permissible punishment and had made constitutional provisions for 
Appeal, Reprieve, and the like. The court also said that, "When an error is 
committed in the matter of sentence, the same is liable to be corrected by 
Appeal and Revision to higher courts, for which appropriate provisions 
have been made in Cr.RC. 
But more important than these provisions in the Constitution is Art.21, 
which provides that "no person shall be deprived of his life except according 
to the procedure established by law. So deprivation of life is constitutionally 
possible if that is done according to procedure established by law. The 
judges were satisfied that no hard and fast rules could be laid down, in 
what manner and in what classes, the discretion of the judge should be 
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exercised. The exercise of judicial discretion on well recognised principles 
is the safest possible safeguard for the accused. This discretion could be 
liable to be corrected by Superior Courts. The court also said that there 
are grave doubts about the expediency of transplanting western experience 
in our country. Social conditions are different and so also the general 
intellectual level. Arguments which would be valid in respect of one area of 
the world may not hold good in respect of another area. 
(b) Rajeiidra Prasad Case : To be or not to be 
After the decision of Jagmohan's case the constitutional validity of 
death sentence was not open to doubt but again in Rajendra Prasad vs. 
State of U.P.^^ the question of validity of death sentence arose though the 
precise question for decision in this case was not the 'constitutionality' but 
'canalisation of sentencing discretion; i.e. to formulate principles to promote 
decisional precision. The Supreme Court observed that capital sentence 
may be awarded where the survival of the society is in danger. In his 
majority opinion Justice Krishna Iyer observed that giving discretion to the 
judge to make choice between death sentence and life imprisonment on 
"special reasons" under Section 354 (3) Cr.P.C. would be violative of 
Article 14 which condemns arbitrariness. The Court limited the 'special 
reasons' in sec. 354(3) of Cr.P.C. for awarding capital punishment to cases 
28.AIR 1979, S.C. 920. 
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which leave no optiorrK t^hte"C(;}urft hy\ji4b execute the offender if state and 
society are to survive. Death penalty cannot be given "unless the inherent 
testimony cozing from that act is irresistible that the murderous appetite of 
the convict is too chronic and deadly that ordered life in a given locality or 
society or a prison itself would be gone if this man were now or later to be 
at large. 
In simpler words, the court said that capital punishment would not 
be justified unless it is shown that the criminal was dangerous to the society, 
Krishna Iyer, J. pleaded for the abolition of death sentence and retention of 
it only for punishing "white collar crimes, anti-social offences (such as 
hijacking or selling of spurious liquor etc.) and very hardened criminals. 
The ruling of Rajendra Prasad's case was followed in Guruswamy's case" 
and in Dalbir Singh's case-". Howevei^Mr. Justice Sen in his dissenting 
judgment held that the question whether the death sentence should be 
abolished or the scope of sec. 302, IPC & Sec. 354(3), Cr.PC. should be 
curtailed, is a question to be decided by Parliament and not by the Court. 
It is submitted that the minority judgment is correct because after the 
amendment in Cr.P.C. and the decision in Jagmohan's case the death penalty 
is only an exception and the life imprisonment is the rule. The discretion to 
make choice between the two punishments is left to the judges and not to 
29. Guruswamy vs. State of Tamil Nadu, AIR 1979 S.C. 32. 
30.Dalbir Singh vs. State of U.R, AIR 1979, S.C. 
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the executive. Justice Kailasam also opined that Justice Krishna Iyer's 
observation run counter to Jagmohan's case. 
(c) Bachan Singh & "Rarest of Rare" Yardstick 
The matter was again considered by a bench of five judges of 
Supreme Court in Bachan Singh vs. State of Punjab.^' When Jagmohan 
was decided, A.K. Gopalan governed Arts. 19 and 21 of the Constitution, 
but later on R.C. Cooper's" and Maneka Gandhi's" cases developed a 
new liberty jurisprudence. In Bachan Singh case, the court was asked to 
reconsider its opinion in Jagmohan's case. Reconsideration of Jagmohan's 
case was necessitated because of the new inteipretation of Art. 21 in Menka 
Gandhi's case which was not available at the time when the Court decided 
Jagmohan's case. In M§i^a Gandhi's case, the court held that the procedure 
prescribed under the law as to deprive his life and liberty must be fair, just 
and reasonable, and in that order it has to pass a test not only under Article 
21 but under Articles 14 and 19 of the Constitution. The abolitionists after 
having extra phillip, challenged the constitutional validity again. However, 
in Bachan Singh vs. State of Punjab,'^ the Supreme Court overruling its 
earlier decisions in Rajendra Prasad case by 4 to 1 majority, with 
Chandrachud, C.J., ruled that death sentence as an alternative punishment 
31.AIR 1980 S.C. 684. 
32.AIR 1970 S.C. 564. 
33. AIR 1978 SC 312. 
34.AIR, 1980 S.C. 684. 
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for murder is not unreasonable and violative of Articles 14, 19 and 21 of 
the Constitution, and that 'special reasons' for death sentence, must be 
recorded in writing. 
The Court held that, "It can not reasonably or rationally be contended, 
that any of the rights mentioned in Article 19( 1) of the Constitution confers 
the freedom to commit murder or the freedom to commit any offence, 
whatsoever." The Court held that the deprivation of freedom consequent 
upon an order of conviction and sentence, is not a direct and inevitable 
consequence of penal laws, but is merely incidental to the order of conviction 
& sentence, which may or may not, come into play i.e. which may or may 
not be passed. Hence, Sec. 302, IPC does not have to stand the test of 
Article 19(1) of the Constitution. 
The Court further held that Art. 21, does not recognise the right to 
life and personal liberty as an absolute right and can be cut down or taken 
away in 'accordance with procedure established by law'. The Supreme 
Court held that the regular trial procedure under the Amended Cr.P.C. 
1973 & the Evidence Act. 1872, constitute the established procedure. The 
Court fuither held that, in view of various Constitutional postulates, including 
the powers of the President or Governor under Arts. 72 & 161 respectively, 
to suspend, remit or commute the death sentence, right to appeal to Supreme 
Court by convict, sec. 235(2) of Cr.RC. 1973, where the judge shall hear 
the convict, on the question of sentence & then, pass sentence on him 
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according to law & statutory requirements of special reasons for such 
sentence, satisfy the dictates of Art. 21. Thus, the Court held death penalty 
under Sec. 302 IPC neither per se because of its execution by hanging 
constitutes an unreasonable, cruel or unusual punishment, nor the framers 
of the constitution considered death sentence for murder or other prescribed 
offences as a degrading punishment, which would defile the dignity of an 
individual. 
The majority, however, expressed the need for liberal construction 
in the field of Death Penalty and held that the judges should never be blood 
thirsty and shall award death penalty only in 'rarest of rare' cases. The 
Court summed up the propositions as : 
(i) The extreme penalty can be inflicted only in gravest cases of 
extreme culpability. 
(ii) In making choice of the sentence in addition to the 
circumstances of the offence, due regards must be paid to 
the circumstances of the offender also,-''' 
Now, we shall discuss the two points so as to have a clear vision on 
the subject at issue : 
(i) Constitutionality of capital punishment as such. 
(ii) Constitutionality of the provisions of I.P.C. providing for 
capital punishment. 
35.AIR, 1980 S.C. 942. 
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(i) Constitutionality of Capital Punishment as such : 
The abolitionists contend that the every concept of the death sentence 
is against the various provisions of the constitution. They argue that Art. 
19 of the Constitution grants fundamental rights to various human freedoms. 
No doubt reasonable restrictions may be imposed on these freedoms on 
various grounds in that article. The crux of these grounds is that the 
restrictions on freedoms must be reasonable and must also be in public 
interest. However, the state is not empowered to take away all these freedoms 
in toto. For example^the state may provide that the freedom of speech will 
be subject to the condition that no citizen shall say anything which may be 
harmful to the security of the state. But the state can not order that a citizen 
will not speak at all. Similarly, the state is not empowered to order that a 
citizen will not form any kind of association or move in any part of India or 
reside anywhere in India or abroad or any profession,business or occupation 
at all which is the effect of capital punishment. By awarding capital 
punishment to a citizen the state takes away all his freedoms granted under 
Article 19 of the Constitution and does not merely impose reasonable 
restrictions on them. On the other hand^the Retentionists argue that by 
awarding capital punishment the state prevents citizens from murderers 
and by destroying their freedoms which are granted to them under Article 
19. The grant of certain freedoms to citizen does not mean that any citizen 
may exercise them so as to destroy similar freedoms of others. The object 
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of awarding capital punishment is to regulate the freedoms of citizens in 
such a way that all may not remain confined to a few stronger citizens only. 
Moreover the highest court of justic^in this country,has held in more than 
one case that reasonable restrictions may extend even to total prohibition, 
if the facts and circumstances of a particular case so demand. It follows 
that capital punishment as such is not unconstitutional being violative of 
Article 19 of the constitution. 
The abolitionists further argue that Article 21 of the constitution 
guarantees the right to life. It imposes a restriction on the state not to 
deprive a person of his right to life except according to procedure 
established by law. Nothing is a good law which does not give effect to the 
fundamental values and purposes of the Constitution. Thus, they argue 
that the death sentence being not in keeping with the constitutional values 
and purposes is violative of Article 21 of the Constitution. Against this the 
Retentionists argue that Article 21, instead of denoting that capital 
punishment is prohibited by the Constitution, denotes that even life of a 
citizen may be taken away by the state under certain circumstances but 
only according to the procedure established by law. It follows that subject 
to the restrictions imposed by Article 21, capital punishment is 
constitutionally permissible. No doubt the procedure referred to in Art. 21 
must be fair^ust and reasonable. But that does not follow that the capital 
punishment even awarded according to the fair, just and reasonable 
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procedure prescribed by law would be unconstitutional. Thus,capital 
punishment is contemplated by Article 21 itself and there is no question of 
its being unconstitutional in its entirety. 
Besides countering the arguments of abolitionists about the 
unconstitutionality of capital punishment on the ground of violation of 
Articles 19 and 21, the retentionists argue that Article 72, which confers 
power on the President to pardon, remit, or commute a sentence of death, 
contemplates capital punishment. Similarly Article 161 of the Constitution 
which confers similar powers on the Governor of a State, also contemplates 
capital punishment. Thus^Articles 21, 72 and 161 clearly indicate that the 
founding fathers proceeded on the assumption that capital punishment as 
such is constitutional unless the law providing for capital punishment violates 
any of the provisions of the Constituion. 
(ii) Constitutionality of the provisions of I.P.C. providing for capital 
punishment: 
Under the Indian Penal Code, there arc provisions which provide 
capital punishment as alternative to the punishment of imprisonment for 
life. The abolitionists argue that alternative sentence of death is violative of 
Article 14 of the Constitution because of the discrimination between the 
citizens as life imprisonment may be awarded to some convicts while death 
sentence may be awarded to others. They argue that it is also violative of 
Article 245 of the Constitution by reason of excessive delegation of 
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legislative powers to the judiciary. Their contention is that the Legislature 
has not made reasonable classification on the basis of which court could 
avoid capital punishment nor has the legislature laid down any principles 
on the basis of which the court could make such classification that would 
assist in awarding sentence of death or imprisonment for life. They argue 
that a study of decided cases would reveal that in similar circumstances, 
death sentence is awarded while the imprisonment for life has been awarded 
in other cases. It shows the arbitrariness in the matter of choosing death 
sentence instead of imprisonment for life which is awarded in other cases. 
Against this, the retentionists argue that alternative sentence of death 
as provided in sections of I.P.C, does not violate Article 14 or 245 of the 
Constituion. They argue that it is not possible for the legislature to provide 
for the exact quantum of sentence to be awarded in different cases. In 
most of the sections of I.P.C, the courts have been given ample discretion 
in the matter of awarding actual sentence subject to the maximum laid 
down for a particular offence by the legislature. The reason is obvious, the 
legislature can not foresee all the facts and circumstances in which different 
offences may be committed. Therefore, sufficient discretion must, as of 
necessity, be given to the courts in the matter of awarding sentence keeping 
in view all the facts and circumstances of a given case. Moreover, the 
judges are,by the very nature of their profession, trained to decide cases 
objectively and not subjectively. It follows that there can be no question of 
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arbitrai4iness in the matter of awarding sentence in a given case. Moreover, 
S. 235(2) of the code of Criminal Procedure 1973 provides for a separate 
hearing on the question of sentence after an accused has been convicted 
of an offence. This further obviates the fear of arbitrariness in the matter of 
providing death sentence. Besides this, S. 354(3) Cr.P.C. requires special 
reasons to be given for awarding death sentence. In the very nature of 
things the judges would be inclined to adopt the easy course of awarding 
imprisonment for life instead of taking the trouble of giving special reasons 
for giving death sentence. Unless they find that the brutality and 
gruesomeness of the accused demand that death sentence should be 
awarded to him. It follows that death sentence will be awarded after due 
consideration and not arbitrarily. The retentionists further point out that 
after the award of death sentence by the session the case has to go to the 
High Court for confirmation and the accused has also right to appeal to the 
High court against the decision of the sessions judge and further to the 
Supreme Court if the High court goes against him. Moreover, it has been 
held by the Supreme Court in a number of cases that where power is given 
to a high officer, there is a presumption that it will not be used arbitrarily 
without due consideration. If it be so there can be definite presumption 
that the highest Court of Justice in the country would not allow death 
sentence unless there are special reasons to do so. 
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Desirability of Capital Punishment 
The abolitionists argue that even if capital punishment is 
constitutionally permissible, it is not desirable for the society to take the 
life of a man merely because his mind had at one time derailed and he had, 
in his imbalance mind, committed a wrongful act. Sometimes, the 
abolitionists even argue that the capital punishment being undesirable can 
not be held to be constitutional. On the other hand, the retentionists argue 
that capital punishment may not be desirable as a general rule but it may be 
necessary in certain exceptional cases. 
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DEATH PENALTY AND SPECIAL STATUTES 
(A) RECENT RISE IN DEATH SENTENCE 
In the context of world wide awakening against imposition of Capital 
Punishment and in spite of the ruling of Apex Court of India in Mithu v. 
The State of Punjab' it is strange that the legislative wisdom is in favour of 
increasing offences punishable with death penalty. Some recent legislations 
have provisions which are punishable with death. The relevant portions of 
the following legislations are cited below: 
The Arms (Amendment) Act, 1988 : 
During May 1988, the Arms (Amendment) Ordinance of 1988 was 
promulgated which later on became law and was enforced with effect 
from 1st Sept., 1988. The amended section 27(3) stands as follows : 
27(3) - Whoever uses any prohibited arms or prohibited 
ammunition or does any act in contravention of section 7 and such 
use or act results in the death of any other person, shall be punished 
with death. 
Section 7 of the Arms Act forbids acquiring or possession, use, 
sale or manufacture etc. of any prohibited arms unless he has been specially 
1. Cr.L.J. (1983)811. 
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authorized. Section 27(3) becomes applicable when a person dies by the 
act of the accused in contravention of Section 7. 
The Narcotics Drugs & Psychotropic Substances Act was 
passed in 1985. It provides for stringent punishment ranging in some cases 
from a minimum of 10 years to a specified period of 20 years. In 1985, an 
enhanced penalty of upto 30 years was provided for second time offenders. 
In 1988, the NDPS Amendment Act introduced the death penalty, for certain 
offences after previous conviction. This generally relates to offences relating 
to engaging in the production, manufacture, selling etc. of narcotic drugs/ 
psychotropic substance of specified quantities (eg. Opium - 10 Kgs; 
Cocaine - 500 gms) or it may relate to financing these activities directly or 
indirectly. 
NDPS (Amendment) Act, 1988 : 
Section 31-A was inserted^ by this Act which provides for death 
penalty for certain offences after previous conviction. It speaks : 
Section 31 -A : Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 31, if 
any person who has been convicted of the commission of or attempt to 
commit, or abetment of, or criminal conspiracy to commit, any of the 
offences punishable under section 15 to Section 25 (both inclusive) or 
Section 27-A is subsequently convicted of the commission of, or attempt 
2. By Act 2 of 1989 Section 9 (w.e.f 29th May 1989). 
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to commit or abetment of or criminal conspiracy to commit an offence 
relating to, 
(a) engaging in the production, manufacture, possession, transportation, 
import into India, export from India or transhipment of the narcotic 
drugs or psychotropic substances specified under column (1) of 
the Table below and involving the quantity which is equal to or more 
than the quantity indicated against each such drug or substance as 
specified in column (2) of the said Table. 
(b) financing directly or indrectly any of the activities specified in CWuse 
(a), shall be punished with death. 
In the statement of objects and reasons of the Act^  one of the objects 
listed is to "Provide death penalty on second conviction in respect of 
specified offences involving specified quantities of certain drugs" because 
India has been facing a problem of transit traffic in illicit drugs which has 
caused problem of drug abuse and addiction. 
The Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 
Atrocities) Act, 1989 bears witness to legislative recognition of judicial 
fallibility. It recognises that fabricated on false evidence could result in the 
conviction and execution of "an innocent" member of a scheduled caste 
or scheduled tribe. As a warning to such fabricators, and presumably hoping 
that it will act as a deterrent, the Act imposes the punishment of death, and 
only death. 
3. Act 2 of 1989. 
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The S.C. and the S.T. (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 : 
Section 2(1) of the Act provides that whoever not being a member 
of Scheduled caste or Scheduled Tribe • gives or fabricates false evidence 
intending thereby to cause or knowing it to be likely that he will cause, any 
member of a S.C. or S.T. to be convicted of any offence which is capital 
by the law for time being in force shall be punished with imprisonment for 
life and with fine; and if an innocent member of a S.C. or a S.T. be 
convicted in consequence of such false or fabricated evidence, the person 
who gives or fabricates such false evidence, shall be punished with death. 
After defining a "terrorist act" the TADA Act 1985 (and the Act of 
1987) prescribes the punishment of death for committing a terrorist act. In 
1985, dealing with "enhanced penalties" a contravention of rules made 
under the Arms Act, the Explosives Act or the Inflammable Substances 
Act with the intention to 'aid any terrorist or disruptionist' was made 
punishable with death. While enacting the 1987 Act, however, parliament 
in its wisdom, has not provided for the death penalty. 
After Roop Kunwar had committed sati at Deorala and public ire 
had been unleashed, the Government passed the Commission of Sati 
(Prevention) Act, 1987. This Act prescribed the alternative punishment 
of death for any person who abets actual commission of Sati either directly 
or indirectly. 
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Moreover, The Indian Penal Code (Amendment) Bill, 1992"* in 
response to an unprecedent increase in the lie/>JOUS cases of rape of minor 
girls provides that whoever commits rape on a woman when she is under 
10 years of age, shall be punished with death. Similarly, whoever being a 
relative of a woman, commits rape on such woman when she is under 18 
years of age, shall be punished with death. 
A feature witnessed in many of these Acts is the "Creation of Special 
Courts" to deal with these offences. 
(B) EXISTING SOCIO-POLITICAL CONDITIONS 
The existing socio-political conditions are playing vital role in the 
murder cases. Politicians are using criminals for their benefits and murders 
are committed by those criminals under the roof of politicians and also 
under the roof of the people of high strata. And these criminals are escaped 
by those politicians with their help and their positions. So these criminals 
are acquitted from offences. Even murders are committed by the people 
of high strata and murderers are escaped by their approach in the politics 
and administration. Now criminals are fully and openly participating in the 
politics and it has changed our socio-political conditions and in spite of 
their involvement in henious crimes, they escape from the death penalty 
because of its rarest use. 
4. Bill No. LXVl of 1992, introduced in RajyaSabha on 26 Feb, 1993. 
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Some years back hundreds of executions took place in different 
parts of the world. This aroused the conscience of humanity throughout 
the world, particularly when the Iranian Regime executed hundred people 
after a mere summary trial and Ex-Prime Minister of Pakistan Mr. Zulfiqar 
All Butto was hanged despite the request of many heads of the states to 
spare his life. In recent past also it was attempted to hang sacked Pakistani 
Prime Minister Nawaj Sharif. 
Political murders are taking place in several parts of the world, 
because of the increase of fundamentalism and terrorism. In India some 
most important murders have been committed by the different groups of 
terrorists and we have lost so many political stalwarts like Mahatma Gandhi, 
Indra Gandhi, Rajeev Gandhi etc. 
Besides this^there are many other areas where new crimes are 
emerging in menacing proportions such as smuggling and isolations of 
foreign exchange regulation, hijacking, match-fixing, under-invoicing, over-
invoicing, black marketing and hoardings, profiteering, racketeering, share 
pushing, tax evasion, adulteration of drugs and cosmafics, selling of spurious 
liquor and many other isolations by men in legal profession. 
An unassailable fact is that crime is increasing alarmingly, heinous 
crimes like brutal murder, rape and murder, rape of minor girls, bride burning 
and torture etc. have become a regular feature indicating that our society 
suffers from deep moral degeneration. Such a situation is more or less 
prevalent almost everywhere in the present day world both in developed 
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and un-developed countries. Considering the present situation such as 
terrorists and disruptive activities, successionist activities, political or 
religious genocide, trade in human organs or on rare animal species etc., it 
is expected that more legislations providing death penalty in future may 
come. 
(C) REQUIREMENT OF THE IMPOSITION OF DEATH 
PENALTY UNDER SPECIAL STATUTES 
As far as my wisdom goes, I don't think that at present, it would be 
appropriate to abolish death penalty. The alarmingly increasing rate of 
heinous crimes checks us from doing so. Secondly, we, the people of 
India, have not yet attained that "certain State of Enlightenment" where 
eradication of capital punishment can be thought of. Today we are living in 
a value-less and selfish world. My humble submission therefore, is, that 
instead of eliminating death penalty, it should be extended to some more 
areas too. The following grave sorts of cases may be the appropriate objects 
of death sentence : 
(i) Dowry Cases 
(ii) Rape Cases 
(iii) Cases of Food and Drug Adulteration 
(I) DOWRY CASES 
Every marriage ordinarily involves a transplant. A girl bom and 
brought up in her natural family when given in marriage, has to leave the 
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natural setting and come in to a new family. When a tender plant is shifted 
from the place of origin to a new sitting, great care is taken to ensure that 
the new soil is suitable O'^ not, being different from the soil where the 
plant had hitherto been growing; care is taken to ensure that there is not 
much variation of the temperature, watering facility is ensured and 
congeniality is attempted to be provided. When a girl is transplanted from 
her natural setting in an alien family, the care expected is bound to be more 
than in the ca.se of a plant. Plant has life but the girl has a more developed 
one. Human emotions are unknown to the plant life. In the growing years in 
natural setting the girl now a bride has formed her own habits, gathered her 
own impressions, developed her own aptitudes and got used to a way of 
life. In the new setting some of these have to be accepted and some she 
has to surrender. This process of adaptation is not and can not be one 
sided. Give and take,^and let live, are the ways of life and when the bride 
is received in the new family^he must have feeling of welcome and of love 
and affection, grace and generosity, attachment and consideration that she 
may receive in the family of the husband, she will get in to new mould, the 
mould would last for her life. She has to get used to a new act of relationship 
- one type with her husband, another with the parents-in-law, a different 
one with the younger ones in the family. For this^he would require loving 
guidance. The elders in the family including the mother-in-law, are expected 
to show her the way. The husband has to stand as mountain of support 
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ready to protect her and espouse her cause where she is on the right and 
equally ready to cover her either by pulling her up or protecting her willingly 
taking the responsibility on to himself when she is at fault. The process has 
to be a natural one and there has to be exhibition of co-operation and 
willingness from every side^ Otherwise how would the transplant succeed? 
But when the people who are expected to be the ocean of love and 
affection to the married girl, become thirsty of her blood and kill her 
mercilessly only for a little money then why not the extreme penalty be 
inflicted to them. Our Apex Court has also observed in State (Delhi 
Administration) Vs. Lakshman Kumar (AIR 1986 SC 250) that death 
penalty may not be improper in case of bride burning. 
In India, the problem gets aggravated as we have the rampant problem 
of dowry and despite our best efforts, it is getting out of our hands. The 
social evil of dowry, whatever be its origin, has, in free India assumed 
menacing proportions. Not that prior to independence we did not have this 
problem, But today in most of the so-called high castes, it is very difficult 
to marry girls without giving dowry. We have tried to tackle the problem of 
dowry by legislation, and the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 was put on 
the statute book. But the problem could not be solved. The Joint 
Parlimentary Committee on Dowry was constituted, and it came out with 
its recommendations. Most of these were accepted by Parliament, and the 
Dowry Prohibition (Amendment) Act, 1984 was passed. Soon it was 
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discerned that if the problem is to be tackled through law, law must have 
some sharp teeth. The offence should be cognizable, non-bailable, and 
punishment should be higher, more vigorous, than the imprisonment for a 
few months, and a fine of a couple of thousand rupees. As a result. 
Parliament passed the Dowry Prohibition (Amendment) Act, 1986. To tackle 
the cruelty and violence against the married woman - amendments in the 
Indian Penal Code, code of Criminal Procedure and Inidan Evidence Act 
were made. 
The Dowry Prohibition (Amendment) Act, 1986 has tried to tackle 
this aspect of problem by providing that if a married woman dies within 
seven years of her marriage in suspicious circumstances, the matter needs 
investigation. As laid down in the Amending Act of 1986, few states have 
appointed Dowry Prohibition Officers. Dowry Cells too, practically do 
not exist and wherever they exist, they are not effective. In Joint Women's 
Programme V. State of Rajasthan^, the Supreme Court directed the 
State Government for creation of cells for investigating dowry deaths and 
other dowry offences with which one or two active women social workers 
should be associated. 
(A) RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF I.P.C. 
The Indian Penal Code provides life imprisonment or even capital 
punishment for murders (section 302) and imprisonment of either description 
5. A.I.R. 1987 SC 2060. 
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for a term which may extend to ten years for abetment to suicide (sec 306). 
When we are discussing dowry deaths, it is necessary to state that the 
Indian Penal Code contemplates not that kind of suicide which the married 
girls are forced to commit. The married girls are forced to commit because 
of constant and extreme mental and physical torture. It is not merely that 
society and the criminal justice system have not responded in this regard. 
Several voluntary organisations have been raising their voices against this 
social menace. In 1961, Dowry Prohibition Act was brought on the statute 
book providing for imprisonment and fine for the 'giver' and 'taker' of the 
dowry. The enforcement of dowry prohibition act has somehow been 
indifferent owing to the traditional customs of dowry and toleration of the 
menace by public. Rarely, people are prepared to report this offence or to 
testify against the offenders. 
Section 302 of the LP.C. provides "Punishment with death or 
imprisonment for life and shall also be liable to fine". 
Section 306 provides that "if any person commits suicide, whoever 
abets the commission of such suicide, shall be punished with imprisonment 
of either description for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall 
also be liable to fine". 
Section 309 provides that, "whoever attempts to commit suicide 
and does any act towards the commission of such offence shall be punished 
with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to one year or with 
fine or with both". 
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Murder by burning is extremely difficult to prove. Perhaps that is 
why dowry deaths through burning are common. Even suicides are the 
same thing as homicide. A victim is led to suicide through extreme torture 
or cruelty. But it is difficult to pinpoint a burn case to be homicidal or 
suicidal. No wonder the police returns back such cases as "suicide".^ 
Punitive measures may be adequate in their formal content but their 
successful enforcement is a matter of great difficulty. That is why^there is 
need to reinforce the punitive measures, by appropriate preventing 
measures. Detection, investigation and punishment of offences are certainly 
important but there is equally a great need for certain preventive measures. 
Though the removal of unhappiness in the family is beyond the province 
and capacity of law. But the law can still provide suitable remedies that 
may avoid, or at least reduce, the harm caused by situations which precipitate 
tragedies in family life.^  
Bride-burnings are nothing but cold blooded murders. Most of the 
bride-burnings registered by the police relate to abetment to suicide under 
section 3061.P.C. and not murders. Under the existing laws it is impossible 
to prove abetment to suicide in the court of law, if the victim has not left 
behind a dying declaration. Legal experts feel that the law of abetment 
should be amended to include "harassment"^ So far there is no appropriate 
6. Women in a changing society, S.K. Ghose, P. 64. 
7. Ibid. 
8. The Indian Police Journal, Oct. - Dec. 1983, P32. 
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punishment in tiicTSi^.'booli f9r families that harass a young wife to the 
point where she is compelled to commit suicide. Several judges have cited 
the same precedent on time to time. They have stated that maltreating a 
wife and creating circumstances that drive her to suicide does not amount 
to abetment within the meaning of the word abetment as defined under 
section 306 of the Indian Penal Code. 
In Gurcharan Singh Vs. State (A.I.R. 1981, Delhi H.C.) Justice 
R.N. Aggarwal has observed that harassment does not amount to abetment 
to suicide. Since investigation or active complicity can almost never be 
proved. There are few convictions under section 3061.RC. though a large 
number of cases are registered under this section. 
In State (Delhi Administration) Vs. Lakshman Kumar (AIR 1986 
SC 250), in the last week of May 1983 S.M. Aggarwal, Additional District 
and Sessions Judge in Delhi sentenced Laxman Kumar along with his mother 
and elder brother to death for burning his eight month pregnant wife Sudha 
for not having brought enough dowry. This is the first time that capital 
punishment was awarded for a dowry related case. 
The extensive publicity by the media and the growth of women's 
organisation to check the evils of dowry have succeeded in generating 
wide spread concern among the MPs as a result of which the Criminal Law 
(Second Amendment) Act 1983 was passed. The Act amended the I.P.C, 
the Cr.RC. 1973 and the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. In IPC, after Chapter 
XX, the Chapter XX-A. 
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(Sec. 498-A, Cruelty by husband or other relatives) was inserted. 
Later on, noticing the rapid increase in dowry deaths. Sec. 304-B was 
inserted in IPC by an amendment in 1986. This sec. provides imprisonment 
for life as maximum punishment but we find today that this punishment 
has also failed in curbing dowry deaths. 
Thus, with ever-increasing dowry deaths, the Judiciary and Legislature 
should play a vital role in expounding the law and clarifying the legal norms 
so that the culprits may not escape punishment on account of technicalities 
and inadequacies of law. 
EVIDENCE IN DOWRY DEATH 
Many a time culprits in dowry escape punishment because of non-
availability of evidence beyond reasonable doubts. I myself have personally 
witnessed two cases of very brutal bride-burning and in both the cases the 
culprits could not get the deserving punishment due to lack of evidence 
and the culprits are still enjoying their mis-deeds by remarrying. So/his is 
also a great difficulty in serving justice in the cases of dowry deaths. A 
solution must be found out so that the bride - killers may get the severest 
punishment and the like-minded people could be deterred from committing 
inhuman and gruesome killings. 
PUNISHMENT : DEATH SENTENCE 
Despite the fact that society is male dominated, the woman- who is 
capable to procreate and preserve the society, has an important role to 
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play. Therefore^he has to be respected. She has, in her, the greater divinity 
as a natural gift. Unfortunately, the women - the creator, protector and 
preserver of the society is being burnt alive by the society on account of 
unsatisfied dowry demand. Who is responsible for this inhuman and 
disasterous incident? Bride, bridegroom or their relations? It is not easy to 
answer. But whoever is responsible for this brutal incident must not be 
dealt with any lenience. Moreover, the Courts must not hesitate even in 
awarding death penalty if the culprits have crossed the limits of brutality in 
the cases of bride-burning. At present the maximum penalty is life 
imprisonment, it must be extended to death sentence. 
Our apex court has also uttered in Lakshman Kumar's case that 
death penalty may not be improper in case of bride burning. 
Kundaslabala Subrahmanyam vs. State of A.P.^ Prem Singh vs. 
State of Haryana'°, Venugopal vs. State of Karnataka", Ram Kumar vs. 
State of Haryana'^ and Pawan Kumar vs. State of Haryana,'-' these are 
some very recent cases in which brutal and inhuman incidents of bride-
killings have taken place as a result of intention, pre-plan and in furtherance 
of common or similar intention falling under various sections of IPC (i.e. 
302,34,498A, 304B etc.) when a killing is pre-planned, intentional, brutal 
and extremely inhuman then what more is needed to award death sentence? 
9. (1993) 2 s e c 681. 
lO.AIR 1998 SC 2628. 
11.1999Cr.L.J.29(S.C.) 
12.1999Cr.L.J.462(S.C.) 
13.AIR 1998 SC 958 
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DOWRY KILLINGS ; SATI OF OUR TIME'^ 
Having largest number of dowry - related cases in the world, India 
has just held an international seminar on dowry and dowry deaths. The 
statistics are horrible, shameful and grim and the figures are rapidly going 
up. Moreover, if any attempt is made to probe into their accuracy, the 
figures would surely climb further, not diminish. In 1997, the number of 
dowry- deaths was 19,435 with 18,523 cases pending. The next year, it 
had crossed 22000. 
There are some 25,000 dowry-related cases every year and 22055 
dowry deaths by June 2000 is certainly not anything to be proud of Those 
who raise such a tumult over women reservation in Parliament and stall the 
proceedings seem supremely callous about what Prof M.N. Srinivas has 
called "The Sati of the 20th Century". 
Contrary to the expectation, most Indian cases are from the families 
of the educated and upper castes. Social ostracization does not seem to 
be working. In fact, the husband, acused of murder, does not find it difficult 
to secure another wife. The tragedy about dowry cases is that those who 
can do something about forcing justice, sit back and let time slide by. In 
1997 only 15.2 percent of the cases pending were tried and shameful indeed, 
only 4.9 percent of the cases tried ended in convictions. The total amount 
of cases instituted in 1998 was 8974. The percentage of tried cases was 
17.8 and convictions were handed out in 5.7 percent. Cases pending trial 
were 7223 that is to say 80 percent of the cases instituted were pending. 
14. An English Daily, The Pioneer, Feb. 2,2001 
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The women's movement has helped to expose and press for justice 
in dowry deaths but the central point is that such deaths mirror the 
subordination and oppression of women in the country. This has not 
changed much in 54 years of independence. The prime cause for murder 
is, of course, the lust for money and consumer goods but there are cases 
where the bride is killed for not having produced a son or no child at all. 
The police are not considered as the protectors of harassed brides. 
They, generally, take the complaints of cruelty and violence (when the 
bride or her family does have the courage to go to the police) as a "family 
matter". In most of the cases, the role of police is well known, reaching the 
scene late, reluctance to record an FIR, registering cases under wrong 
sections, preferring to register most dowry -death cases as suicides, 
manipulating the evidence, discouraging the recording of dying declarations 
and from all these things there emerges corruption and other evils. Most of 
the dowry cases meet the same fate. The picture shows few prosecutions, 
a negligible number of convictions and a long trail of pendings. I have no 
hesitation to say that in the matters of dowry deaths, very little is happening. 
SUGGESTIONS 
1. Urgent need of speedy trials (delay results in the loss of evidence or 
subornation of witnesses). 
2. Constitution of special family courts. 
3. Life ban on the marriages of bride killers. 
4. Provision of death sentence for the accused of bride killing. 
5. Necessity of short-stay homes where the oppressed, threatened and 
battered wives could take shelter. 
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(11) RAPE CASES 
Women who since ancient times were respected and worsiiipped as 
incarnation of "Shakti" are today victimised by crimes. The offences and 
atrocities against women, far from being controlled, have grown on 
increasing trend, the life of a woman still remains in peril. Even after five 
decades of our Independence, a day does not pass in India without the 
news paper reporting about atrocities on women. 'Rape' is the worst form 
of victimisation of women, this crime is described as a deathless shame 
for women. Several enactments have been passed in India, to bring about 
changes in the status of women and to eradicate crimes perpetuated against 
them. But the desired results are yet to be achieved. Besides biological 
factors, social, psychological, economic and political factors are responsible 
for the plight of women. The need of the hour is to mould and evolve the 
law so as to make it more responsible to the demands of the time in order 
to resolve the problems of women. 
Women As the Rape Victim - The Intensity Of The Problem 
In India, as the statistics indicate, 'In every 54 minutes - One rape, in 
every 26 minutes - One Outraging of modesty, in every 42 minutes - One 
Dowry Death, in every 43 minutes - One Kidnapping, in every 51 minutes-
One Eveteasing, in every 33 minutes - One Torture to women, in short, 
within every 7 minutes one woman is the victim of a criminal attack.'^ 
IS.World Population Report, 1997. 
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A few recent disgusted instances of rape : 
A 14 month old girl was raped in Kalyanpuri in East Delhi on 
September 10. 
A Three year old girl from Sylavaniya Public School was raped on 
her way back home. 
A 90 year old widow was raped by her neighbour in her own house 
in Anand Parbat on July 4. 
A 45 year old father continued to rape his minor daughter for a year. 
A 3 6 year old father of eight children brought his newly-wed daughter 
from her husband's place and raped her repeatedly in Badarpur. 
The J.C. Bose hostel rape case in Jaipur drew nation wide attention 
as the victim, the daughter of a very senior Journalist, continued to 
be raped for years by the different set of persons. 
Four Nuns were raped at Jhabua in Madhya Pradesh followed by 
the gang rape of three women in Mathura. The wife of a Senior IAS 
Officer B.B. Biswas was subjected to sexual harassment for years 
in her residence in Patna by Mritunjay Yadav, son of the prominent 
Laloo Yadav's aide, Hemlata Yadav. 
Gang rape of Miss Anjana Mishra in Orissa etc. 
No list can be said exhaustive. 
Even after marriage and also at an advanced age, women have been 
subjected to rape. Even, sometimes the dead body is not spared. Thus, it 
has been rightly said that women are tortured from "Womb to Tomb". 
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In response to an unprecendent increase in the het>ious cases of 
rape, Central Government proposed a bill [The Indian Penal Code 
(Amendment) Bill 1992'^ ] providing that whoever commits rape on a woman 
when she is under ten years of age, shall be punished with death. Similarly, 
whoever, being a relative of a woman, commits rape on such woman when 
she is under 18 years of age, shall be punished with death. 
This move is based on the opinion that the offence of rape must be 
dealt in the strictest way possible. The controversy regarding death penalty 
has once again brought to fore by the introduction of this bill. It would be 
in the fitness of things to evaluate the feasibility of such a bill in the light of 
increasing pressure for the abolition of capital punishment itself 
ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE PROPOSED BILL 
Several arguments are advanced in order to support the claim for 
abolition of capital punishment; these need to be dealt within the perspective 
of the specific offence that the proposed Bill seeks to target i.e. rape and 
related crimes: 
(i) Deterrence is one of the important objectives of Criminal law. The 
opponents of the Bill argue that capital punishment is no more an 
effective deterrent. They also refer to some empirical studies 
conducted in this regard. They maintain that death penalty will not 
be able in deterring effectively the other sexual offenders because 
16. Supra Note 4. 
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these crimes are committed in the fury of lust and to extinguish a life 
only for a crime committed in fury can never be held just, fair and 
reasonable. Some of the members of Rajya Sabha are also of the 
view that capital punishment to rapists would not serve as a greater 
deterrent'^. 
(II) Secondly, as there are no set guidelines laid down by the legislature 
or the judiciary with regard to when punishment of death is to be 
invoked. The Supreme Court has simply said that it is "to be used 
sparingly'*" if the proposed bill is indeed passed, this particular 
problem would amount - how it is to be determined whether a 
particular rape case is a fit one for the punishment of death, while 
another is deserving only of a lower punishment? Any attempt of 
categorising such crimes would lead to injustice. This would seem 
to leave only the choice of a mandatory sentence of death to a 
rapist, which in turn may be challenged as violative of the right to 
life. 
(III) Thirdly, unlike all other criminal punishments the irreversible nature 
of death penalty is also against its infliction to rapists. It would be 
the highest cost to be paid by the accused for his guilt. 
u 
(IV) Fourthly, Capital punishment is unj^tified retribution. Justice, it is 
often insisted, requires death penalty as the suitable retribution for 
17."Bill for Death to Rapists : States Consulted", The Hindu. 5 Dec. 1998, R 15 
IS.RajendraPrasad vs. State of U.R AIR 1979, SC 916. 
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heinous crimes only. It could be defended on retributive grounds 
only for the crime of murder and not for any crime such as rape. 
Moreover, death sentence leaves no room or opportunity for a rapist 
to reform himself. Thus, death penalty for a rapist seems to be an unviable 
form of crime control. Thus, the opponents of the proposed bill are of the 
view that the Government should evolve long term measures which address 
the problem of rape from a social and educational, rather than purely a 
penal, point of view. 
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF THE PROPOSED BILL 
(I) The advocates of the Bill maintain that it is only for saying that death 
penalty is no more deterrent. Life naturally is dearest to all and no 
one wants to lose it. The fear of death has always been deterrent and 
will remain too. Hans't the fear of getting HIV-positive deterred 
many from going for free sex and when merely the fear of a disease 
has deterrent effect then why not the fear of death will have? Isn't it 
strange to say that death sentence has no deterrent value. 
(II) Secondly, to say this that the rapes are committed in fury of lust is 
not always true. Consider the cases of gang-rape in which girls are 
kidnapped in a well planned manner, carried to a pre-settled and 
lonely place, beastly rape is committed up to hours (sometimes till 
many days too), threatened to kill not only to girl but the whole 
family and sometimes killings take place too. Is it only a fury of lust? 
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Isn't it a heinous crime? Can it be curbed only by liberal punishment? 
Can a woman in night, walk on road free and without fear? Not even 
a single day we find our newspapers without a news related to 
rape? 
(III) Thirdly, the opponents say that death penalty is appropriate only in 
very heinous crimes when rapes are committed on children of four, 
five or seven years of age and are sometimes killed, then whether 
these rapes are not heinous? Is it lust only? Can a girl child of 4 or 
five years arouse the sexual feelings of a boy of 20 years? 
(IV) Fourthly, ours is a male - dominated society but when those who are 
the protectors and the guards (such as family members, police etc) 
commit rape even on their children or close relatives; Don't they 
deserve a heavier punishment? Can we tolerate a society where a 
daughter is not safe with her father or brother even in her own home? 
I don't think that this smell of western air would be fit for a society 
like ours. It is only western countries (not India) where rape is no 
more than a cup of tea. 
Thus, keeping in view all the above mentioned propositions and 
realising the gravity of rapidly increasing sexual offences (like gang-rape, 
child rape, strangulation of the victim or killing of any other relative etc.) it 
would not be improper to submit that capital punishment may also be a 
proper punishment for such inhuman and heinous crimes. 
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THE ORDEALS OF RAPE VICTIMS 
A rapist violates the victim's privacy and personal integrity, and causes 
physical and psychological harm. Rape is a physical assault on the women 
and is destructive of the whole personality of the victim. A murderer destroys 
tlie physical body of his victim, but a rapist degrades the soul of the helpless 
victim. Rape is an experience which shakes the lives of the victims. For 
many its effect is a long term one, impairing the capacity for personal 
relationship, altering their behaviour and values, and generating endless 
fear. 
The victim who reports a rape suffers at each stage i.e. after reporting 
to the Police, during investigation and trial. The witness of the victim also 
suffers harassment, humiliation, financial loss, loss of time and all these 
result in mental pain and suffering to the victim and her witness. The criminal 
justice system does not take into account all these factors. It is satisfied 
with the apprehending, trial and punishment of the offender only. The system 
does not adequately compensate the victim of rape for the pain, suffering, 
loss of earning etc. In the end, even if the offender is punished, the victim 
does not gain substantially. Psychiatry and the helping professions have 
nothing to offer to the rape victim. There is no scheme to rehabilitate and 
treat the victims. 
An unsympathetic legal system is another stumbling block in the 
way of a victim seeking justice. Such cases turn into a script for the court 
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room drama where the victim is asked for the intimate details of the act. 
Thus, it becomes a source of sadistic pleasure for the media, police and 
the masses too. A High Court advocate sites the example of Heera (8 
years), who was raped by her cousin. Heera was interrogated and asked 
obscence questions about sexual assault on five different occasions in the 
presence of the culprit. Ultimately the case was closed down for lack of 
substantial evidence. "How does our law expect that a girl of eight will 
explain how she was raped when she herself does not understand the 
gravity of crime". In incestual cases, the victim is so traumatized by the 
fact that the person involved is her father or brother, it becomes impossible 
to establish the crime. 
Rape Victims - A case for Payment of Compensation 
In India there is neither a comprehensive legislation nor a statutory 
scheme to provide compensation to rape victims either by offender or by 
the State. The State, at times, makes to the rape victim under the direction 
of the Supreme Court, ex-gratia payment which is not only adhoc and 
discretionary but also inadequate. 
The material section in case of rape seems to be sub-sections (3) of 
357, Cr.P.C. This section was introduced with the passing of the new 
Cr.P.C. in 1973. The sub section empowers a court in its discretion to 
order the accused to pay by way of compensation a specified amount to 
the victims of the offence even if fine does not form a part of the sentence 
imposed on him. 
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However, Section 357, Cr.P.C. suffers from certain weai<:nesses and 
it lias limitations of its own. Thereb>^it does not fully cater to the victim's 
needs. The limitations are : 
(i) the compensation awarded under this section cannot exceed the 
fine imposed on the offender, 
(ii) the order for payment of compensation must be reasonable, the 
quantum of compensation is to be determined by taking into account 
the nature of the crime, the justness of the claim by the victim and 
the ability of the accused to pay. 
(iii) in awarding compensation, no sum in excess of the loss actually 
suffered by the complainant should be ordered to be paid, 
(iv) the loss or injury must be of such a nature to entitle a person for an 
action in civil court, 
(v) compensation is at the discretion of the court. 
Judiciary and Payment of Compensation 
The courts in India have rarely resorted to these statutory provisions 
to exercise their discretionary powers to compensate victims of crime. 
The trial courts have ignored these provisions and have not utilised these 
during their sentencing process. Perhaps the main reason for this is due to 
the traditional outlook of criminal justice agencies which are totally offender-
oriented, and, by and large, have felt satisfied as having fulfilled their 
responsibility when an offender has been punished. Another reason could 
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be that the recent advancement of victimological knowledge has not flown 
into the penological corridors of our Magistrates, despite the law having 
empowered them to utilise these provisions. I lowever, from the year 1995 
onwards, there appears to be a shift in the attitude of the Supreme Court 
towards rape victims. The Supreme Court had laid down the guiding 
principles in Harikrishnan's Case.^ ^ 
"It is an important provision but courts have seldom invoked it 
perhaps due to ignorance of the object of it... This power was intended to 
do something to reassure the victim that he or she is not forgotten in the 
criminal justice system. It is a measure of responding appropriately to 
crime as well reconcilling the victim to the offender. It is to some extent a 
constructive approach to crime. It is indeed a step forward in our criminal 
justice system. We, therefore, recommend to all courts to exercise this 
power liberally so as to meet the ends of justice in a better way. 
The Supreme Court in a sensational rape case observed^", "Judges 
who bear the sword of justice should not hesitate to use that sword with 
utmost severity to the full and to the end if the gravity of the offences so 
demand. In this case, the accused Medical Officer was convicted for 7 
years RI and fine of Rs. 25,000.00 was ordered to be paid as a victim 
compensation". 
In another rape case^' of Nuns, both the rape victims were awarded 
2.5 Lakhs as victim compensation. The other affected Nuns who were 
assaulted and molested were also paid compensation of one Lakh each. 
19. State of Haryana Vs. Sukhbir Singh, AIR 1988 SC 2127. 
20. Naval Dubey's case 1992, AIR SCW 1480, P. 1496-97. 
21. Times of India, February 8, 1995, P. 6. 
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Tamil Nadu Government paid compensation to a victim woman of 
Rs. 1 Lakli because she was assaulted and ravished at one Police Station^^ 
and in another case,order was passed for immediate payment of Rupees 
50,000/- as victim compensation in Maharashtra^^ 
The Court gave a further direction to the compensatary law in rape 
cases, in its verdict in Delhi Working Women's Forum's Case^ **. Again the 
Supreme Court, in Bodhisatwa Case^^ laid down that rape is violative of 
Art. 21 of the Constitution, which guarantees the right to life to a person. 
The Court went a step further than the Delhi Working Women's Forum's 
Case and awarded interim compensation to the victim a sum of Rs. 1,000/ 
- every month, during the pendency of the case together with arrears of 
compensation during the period i.e. from the date of filing of the case by 
the victim. 
Further, the victims of rape need social rehabilitation because with 
no fault of their own they get social ostracization instead of commiseration 
which they deserve. In rape cases to safeguard the prestige of affected 
woman, Hon'ble Court of Orissa ordered not to publish the name of women 
in any media and further, she is to be described as 'Victim' in that case 
during the trial. 
Suggestions 
The following suggestions are made for the protection of rights of 
women victims of Rape. 
22.Padmini Vs. State of Madras, 1993, Cr.L.J. 2694 (Madras). 
23. State of Maharashtra Vs. Chandra Prakash, AIR 1990 SC 658. 
24. Delhi Working Women's Forum Vs. Union of India, (1995) 1 SCC 14. 
25. Bodhisatwa Gautam Vs. S. Subhra Chakraborly, AIR 1996 SC 922. 
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1. A Special Compensation Fund and Compensation Boards should 
be established at Central, State and District Level, to provide relief to the 
victims of rape. 
2. Compensation to the victim under Section 357, Cr.P.C. should be 
made compulsory instead of discretionary to the victims of rape. 
3. Interim compensation should be provided to the victims of rape in 
all cases. 
4. Death Sentence to be awarded to the convict in a rape case involving 
a minor girl child. It can be tackled meginingfully only by framing strict law, 
with no case for lenience. 
5. Rather than clubbing all minors under a single statute, the law should 
classify the rape into rape of infants (0-9 years), pre-pubescent minors (9-
13 years), minors (13-18 years), and of adults. 
It is also mentionable here that very recently National Human Rights 
Commission (NHRC) has demanded to redefine rape laws. The Pioneer 
under the title of "Child Victims Left out of Legal Ambit"? writes^^: 
There is an urgent need to redefine rape in legal terms. This was one 
of the conclusions reached at the recently - concluded workshop organised 
by National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) on child abuse and rape. 
According to the National Commission of Women (NCW), the 
existing definition of rape is "too restrictive". 
"Only one form of rape is considered to be fit for proceedings 
under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code i.e. a complete act. Any other 
form of sexual assault, either by a stick or anything else, is not considered 
to be rape under existing law, "says the NCW paper. 
26. The Pioneer, Dec. 14, 2000. 
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The other criminal acts pertaining to sexual assault, "which are not 
less offensive and serious, are not criminalised as rape. Such acts of 
criminality might lie within the definition of Section 354 of the IPC which 
includes the offence resulting in "outraging the modesty of woman". And 
under this provision maximum sentence prescribed for the offender is two 
years, which is considered to inappropriate, considering the ill-effects of 
such acts on the victim. The ill-effect includes physical injury incurred by 
the victim accompanied with shock and a long term mental trauma. 
Another lacunae found in the existing law is that both the adult and 
child victims are treated under Section 375. 
The Penal Code doesn't have special provision for the child victims, 
which often crops up as a major hurdle for the investigating agencies as 
well as courts. 
Hence, there is a reasonable demand for a separate law on child 
abuse. 
During the workshop NHRC Chairman Justice J.S. Verma also 
conceded that the absence of a clear-cut law was a major hurdle in dealing 
with cases of child sexual abuse and rape. He had emphasised that the 
defintion of child abuse should be made clear and the punishment for 
such crimes should be strict. 
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We need a vigilant and responsive legal system. Besides growing 
instances of child abuse and domestic violence, there is an urgent need to 
legally recognise "caste rape" and 'caste violence" as especially humiliating 
forms of abuse. Over the past three decades, there has been a rapid rise in 
rapes of lower caste women (often in front of family members) who are 
becoming assertive of their rights and dignity (for instance, Banwari Devi). 
Recently, in Gujarat, a Dalit woman was disrobed and beaten for fetching 
water from a common well, as a result of which her husband committed 
suicide. No civilized society can tolerate such crimes, and as the prevailing 
law is obviously inadequate and unequal to tackle such offences, so new 
laws are the need of the hour. 
We need specific new laws to tackle the new forms of deviance and 
depravity, with punishment commensurate to the gravity of the offence. 
We cannot, for instance, countenance the continuation of invisible "quotas" 
for the award of the death penalty where the crime is so heinous as to make 
one's blood curdle. In countries like Singapore, the death penalty is strictly 
awarded to those found guilty of trafficking in drugs. There is no need to 
be squeamish about it. In the Indian context, the death penalty should be 
stringently applied in all cases of rape - cum - murder and trafficking in 
women, and all acts of terrorism resulting in the death of civilians and 
security personnels. 
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(III) CASES OF FOOD ADULTERATION 
Health of its citizens has become one of the primary concerns of 
any state beginning from the second part of this century. It would not be 
surprising therefore, to say that community health is actually a national 
wealth by itself. In order to attain this meritorious objective a state not only 
is required to ensure the provision of healthy food and drugs, but it also 
falls upon the state to ensure that there is no adulteration in food stuffs, 
drugs and cosmetic as well. One of the most disputable of all socio-
economic offences is the adulterators of food-stuffs, drugs, medicines, 
cosmetics and such other essential commodities which are basic necessities 
of life in its broader sense. It is the most atrocious form of crime that can 
be committed by businessmen against the public health and even the lives 
of innocent citizens. According to Professor Ahmad Siddiqui, the problem 
is so widespread that from 25 percent upto 70 percent of the foodstuffs 
consumed in India are adulterated or contaminated. The same is true of 
the products of spurious drugs^^. Each year many people fall victim of 
tainted or adulterated food. Many more suffer from functional disorders, 
infirmity and degradation of the normal rate of life expectancy. 
Public opinion^* sometimes goes so high that residents of the State 
of West Bengal have submitted to the Law Commission that those found 
27. Ahmad Siddique, Criminology : Problems and Perspectives. P. 393. 
28. Ibid. 
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guilty of adulteration of medicines and foodstuffs should be punished 
with death and life imprisonment, respectively. In addition to this, it has 
been forwarded that their property should be confiscated and publicity be 
given of their deeds through mass media. 
However, adulteration of foodstuff and drug has not yet received so 
much attention in the eye of the public as should have been, perhaps largely 
due to the non-dramatic nature of the offence and to the an-onyrnous 
nature and weak status of the victims against whom the perpetrators direct 
their offences. Infact, in the eye of the public these categories of offenders 
should have been labelled and stigmatized more than murderers. They 
are acutually silent, yet serial killers. 
Adulteration is increasingly becoming more and more scientific, well 
and highly developed occupation. Recent scientific advances have found 
their places in the hands of the unscrupulous food manufacturers and 
traders, A great degree of deception and misrepresentation is being used. 
Various attempts are made from time to time to increase the consumer's 
appeal by adding cheap, synthetic and prohibited colouring matters and 
flavours to make the food item more attractive. Poisonous and cheap 
preservatives are indiscriminately employed in the process of storage and 
chemical substances of doubtful nature are deliberately added to disguise 
an article of its true nature. Thus, recently the problem of adulteration in 
foodstuffs has assumed a terrible shape. 
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The law relating to food adulteration is found to some extent in the 
Indian Penal Code but mainly exists in the Prevention of Food Adulteration 
Act. 
Indian Penal Code 
The law relating to food adulteration is contained in section 272 and 
273. Section 272 of the code would read as under : 
"Adulteration of food or drink intended for sale, whoever adulterates 
any article of food or drink, so as to make such article noxious as food or 
drink, intending to sell such article, or knowing it to be likely that the same 
will be sold as food or drink, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
-to 
description for a term which may extend^six months or with fine which 
may extend to one thousand rupees, or with both". 
Mere adulteration with hamiless ingredients for the purpose of getting 
more profit is not punishable under this section. For example, mixing of 
water with milk is adulteration but it does not make the milk noxious unless 
the water used is noxious. 
This section is directed only against the adulteration of an article of 
food or drink which renders it noxious for consumption. The section does 
not make an offence to sell inferior food, section 273 of the code would 
read as under: 
'Sale of noxious food or drink—'Whoever sells or offers or exposes 
for sale, as food or drink any article which has been rendered or has 
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become noxious, or is in a state unfit for food or drink, knowing or having 
reason to believe that the same is noxious as food or drink, shall be punished 
with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six 
months or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with 
both"2^ 
The section makes a person liable when he sells or offers or exposes 
for sale noxious food or drink, if the food is served at dinner for which no 
price has been charged, there is no offence, the pledge of an article of 
food, such as rice, which may result in its sale, is not sale, nor an offer of 
a sale, so long as it remains a pledge. 
The Indian Penal Code deals with the cases where the article of 
adulterated food is injurious to health and the seller is intended or has 
knowledge or reason to believe to sell the article as food or drink. 
Sections 272 and 273 of the code provides for criminal sanctions in 
cases of intentional sale of noxious food and drink. The provisions cover 
the contemplation of sale as well as sale of noxious food or drink unfit to 
be sold as such for human consumption. It does not define adulteration 
and adulteration is not penal unless it is noxious. Since the criminal liability 
under the code was limited, it did not prove effective to control the increasing 
malady of food adulteration. 
29.AbdulRehman(1902)I.L.B.R. 153Dhava891.C.761. 
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Indian Penal Code deals with the basic problem of food adulteration 
as its provisions are not adequate to cover the every form of adulteration. 
When the Indian Penal Code was considered inadequate to deal with the 
offences of food adulteration. It was felt necessary to enact the separate 
law on the subject. 
To meet with the situation of food adulteration state wide legislations 
were passed.^" The first such Act was passed in 1912 which was known 
as "The United Provinces Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1912. In 
all 22 states Acts were in force with minor variations though the object was 
the same. All these acts aimed at the purity of food stuff but unfortunately 
the aims remained unachieved. 
Therefore, in order to bring uniformity in all the laws of the states 
and to deal with the problem satisfactorily^ the Prevention of Food 
Adulteration Act, 1954 was enacted. Now prosecutions are usually filed 
under this Act. 
The object of the Act is to prevent adulteration and misbranding of 
food as defined therein, aims to provide for adequate punishments for 
food adulteration and to make the definition of the offence comprehensive 
so as to make it impossible for the culprits to escape on technical grounds. 
The Act tackles the problem by enlarging the meaning of the term 
'adulteration' to attract all types of unhygenic food so as to bring a person 
30. Eg. Assam Pune Food Act, 1932; Bombay Prevention of Food Adulteration 
Act, 1935; Punjab Pune Food Act, 1929 etc. 
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dealing with sucli unhygenic food within the clutches of the Act for 
punishment. It further extends the liability not only against the dealers and 
vendors but also against the manufacturers, distributors and storers of 
articles of food for sale for human consumption. Vicarious liability, over 
and above, strict liability, joint liability of firms does not leave room to any 
person to escape from liability for selling unhygenic food. 
Analysing the scope and object of the Act, the Full Bench of Kerala 
H.C. held in State of Kerala V. Vasudevan Nair'' "The Act as a piece 
of consumer legislation regulates to some extent the consumers supply 
regulations. The consumers demand enforcement of discipline amongst 
the producers, consumers and dealers of food to ensure safety in realm of 
food. The consumer's legitimate ignorance and total dependence on the 
fairness of competence of those who supply his daily needs have made 
him a ready target for exploitation. The Act is intended to protect him 
against out right frauds. 
Our Supreme Court has also underlined the importance of the Act 
in Dinesh Chandra V. State of Gujrat^ ^ and State of Orissa Vs. K. Rajeshwar 
Rao", making use of the following words : 
"The object and purpose of the Act is to eliminate the danger to 
human life from the sale of unwholesome articles of food. The legislation 
is on the topic, "Adulteration of Food Stuffs and Other Goods", (Entry 18 
31.19751.F.A.C. 8. 
32.AIR 1989 S.C. 1011 to 1015. 
33.AIR 1992, SC 240. 
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List III, VII Schedule). It is enacted to curb the wide spread evil of food 
adulteration and is a legislative measure for social defence. It is intended to 
suppress a social and economic mischief and evil which attempts to poison 
merely for monetary gains, the very source of sustenance of life and well 
being of the community. The construction appropriate to a social defence 
legislation is, therefore, one which should suppress the mischief aimed at 
by legislation and advance remedy. 
SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS OF THE ACT 
Indian Penal Code containing basic laws relating to food adulteration 
has completely ignored the impact on the social and economic fabric caused 
by adulteration of harmless ingredients. It was supplemented by special 
Act bearing elaborate provisions of a substantive, procedural and 
evidentiary character. Section 5,6 and 7 of the Act are of substantive nature 
which make absolute prohibition of the commission of the offences, of 
food adulteration. 
Sec. 5 Prohibition of import of adulterated articles 
No person shall import into India -
(i) any adulterated food, 
(ii) any misbranded food/ 
(iii) any article of food for the import of which a licence is prescribed, 
except in accordance with the condition of the licence, and 
(iv) any article of food in contravention of any rule made thereunder. 
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Sec. 6 Application of Law to Sea Customs and Power of Custom 
Officers 
(1) The law for the time being in force relating to sea customs and 
goods, the import of which is prohibited by section 18 of the Sea 
customs Act, 1878 (8 of 1878) shall, subject to the provisions of 
section 16 of this Act, and officers of customs and officers 
empowered under that Act to perform the duties imposed thereby 
on a customscollector and other officers of customs have the same 
powers in respect of such article of food as they have for the time 
being in respect of such goods as aforesaid. 
(2) Without prejudice to the provisions of sub section (1), the customs 
collector, or any officer of the Government authorised by the Central 
Government in this behalf, may detain any imported package which 
he suspects to contain any article of food, the import of which is 
prohibited under Section 5 of this Act and shall forthwith report 
such detention to the Director of the Central Food Laboratory and, 
if required by him, forward the package or send samples of any 
suspected articles of food therein to the said Laboratory. 
Sec.7 Prohibition of manufacture and sale of adulterated articles 
No person shall himself or by any person on his behalf manufacture 
for sale, or store, sell or distribute : 
(i) any adulterated food; 
(ii) any misbranded food; 
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(iii) any article of food for the sale of which a licence is prescribed 
except in accordance with the conditions of the licence; 
(iv) any article of food the sale of which is for the time being prohibited 
by the food (Health) Authority in the interest of public health; 
(v) any article of food in contravention of any other provision of this 
Act or any rule, thereunder; or 
(vi) any adulterant. 
Explanation 
For the purpose of this section, a person shall be deemed to store 
any adultered food or misbranded food or any article of food referred to 
in clause (iii) or clause (iv) or clause (v) if he stores such food for the 
meinufacture. Moreover for any article of food for sale, section 7 of the 
Act prohibits the manufacturer for sale, or store, or distribution of any 
adulterated food by any person or other on his behalf. 
Explanation appended to this section provides that store of any 
food to manufacture any article of food therefrom amounts to store within 
the meaning of this section. Section 2 (XIII) of Act defines sale as under:-
"Sale" with its grammatical variations and cognate expression means 
the sale of any article of food, whether for cash or on credit or by way of 
exchange and whether by wholesale or retail, for human consumption or 
use, or for analysis, and includes an agreement for sale, an offer for sale, 
the exposing for sale or having in possession for sale only article and 
includes also an attempt to sale any such article. 
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It is clear from the language of the clause that the definition of the 
word sale is very wide and it includes every kind of sale. The term 'sale' 
was given dictionary meaning in the case Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
V. Laxmi Narayan'"* by the Supreme Court. Their Lordship of the Supreme 
Court observed as under ; 
"Sale means action or an act of making over to another for price, the 
exchange of a commodity for money or other valuable considerations, 
dispossession of goods for money". 
It was held that for the purpose of the Act, the mere offer of an 
article of food for a money consideration irrespective of whether such 
consideration is ascertainable element of a consolidated charge for a number 
of things, would bring it within the mischief of sale under section 2(iii) of 
the Act. 
It was held in the case of Om Prakash Vs. Delhi Administration^^ 
that the definition of'Sale' in section 2(xiii) includes sale of any article of 
food for analysis and it would sum that even if several samples are taken 
by Food Inspector for analysis from the same stock of adulterated article 
of food, taking of each sample would constitute a distinct and independent 
and each sale would be an offending act attracting the penal provisions of 
the Act. 
34.1976 Cr.L.J. 347 SC. 
35.AIR 1976 S.C. 195 
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It was held in case of State of Uttar Pradesh V. Babu LaP* that 
where a person sells an article of food for analysis,his act constitutes a 
'sale' within the meaning of section 2(xiii) of the Act. By its very definition 
a sale is no less than a sale because it is for analysis, it need not necessarily 
be for human consumption or for human use. 
In Malkait Singh Vs. State of Punjab^ ,^ it was said by the Supreme 
Court that, infact, the storage or carrying of a heavy quantity of food grain, 
drugs, and essential commodities without licence is preparation for illegal 
sale. But the legislature has failed to make the provisions for covering such 
a situation. So such preparation is still not made an offence in the context 
of the above said articles of food etc. Why not the provisions for a 
presumption be made that the carrying of heavy quantity or storage of 
food grain etc., without legal justification in itself is for the purpose of 
prohibited sale, so as to nip the offence in the bud? 
PUNISHMENTS 
The punishments provided under section 16 of the Act are not equal 
to the magnitude of the offence and are inadequate, but surprisingly a wide 
discretion is left to the caprice of the judges for awarding mild punishments 
to such offenders. The legislature has almost placed no limitation over the 
powers of the judges in pronouncing a certain penalty. Therefore, too wide 
36.1977Cr.L.J. 1233 All. (F.B.) 
37.AIR 1970, SC 713. 
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discretion has been given to the judges for sentencing purpose which is a 
defective policy adopted by the legislature in the above context. 
Under section 16(1) of the Prevention of Food Aduheration Act, six 
months mandatory imprisonment with fine Rs. 1000/- is provided for the 
offences committed under the Act. 
The minimum punishment provided under the Act is inadequate in 
preventing the offences of food adulteration, thereby^ hundredsof cases of 
death and paralysis arc reported which occur because of the intake of 
adulterated food. Even baby food is not spared by such offenders and by 
taking adulterated food^babies suffer from 'diarrhoea' and die. It is very 
strange that even after 53 years of independence health has still not been 
made a fundamental right in India. 
The punishments prescribed under S. 16(1) of the Act are inadequate 
and therefore, fail to prevent the offence of Food Adulteration. So the 
severe and deterrent penalties are required to control such crimes. Thus, 
there is an urgent need to reformulate the penal policy in connection with 
such offences. Penal provisions contain such provisions that if a magistrate 
thinks it fit for special reasons then he may award the punishment less than 
the minimum, provided such special reasons are to be recorded in writing. 
Such provisions must either be done away with or proper guidelines should 
be provided as to what reasons are to be regarded as special reasons for 
awarding a punishment below the minimum. 
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The Law Commission-'' had already recommended that the court's 
discretion to award the sentence below the minimum should be minimised 
and, suggested the grounds which should^b£^ considered sufficient for 
awarding the sentence below the minimum : 
that the offender is a young man; 
that the offender is merely a carrier; and 
that the departmental penalties are already severe. 
Further it is submitted that some other grounds should also not be 
considered sufficient for awarding the punishment below the minimum, 
which are as follows : 
that the offender belongs to a family of high social status; 
that the offender is only male member of his family; and the like. 
Under Section 16(ID) of the P.F.A. Act, if a person convicted of an 
offence under this Act commits the same offence then court before the 
subsequent conviction takes place has discretion to make an order for the 
cancellation of the licence issued under this Act. It is submitted that food 
adulteration is rampant everywhere at present. So the provision made for 
the cancellation of the licence in that content must be made mandatory by 
the legislature. Thus/he additional penalties like publication and cancellation 
38.47th Law Commission Report, P. 89 
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of licence in cases of persistent offenders, would serve as very effective 
measures which would certainly help in preventing such offences. 
Under Section 20 of the P.F.A. Act, 1954 there are provisionsfor 
taking sanctions before launching the prosecution. These pre-requisites 
for launching the prosecution or filing of a complaint were prescribed 
during the regime of the British for the protection of British officers from 
prosecution. But unfortunately such sanctions for prosecution have been 
retained by our legislature for the protection of the persons in authority 
after independence. This policy is a sheer discrimination of the equality 
before the law and equal protection of the law, this violates Article 14 of 
the Constitution. 
These provisions for sanction for the prosecution should be done 
away with. 
The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act 1954, was amended by 
Act 49 of 1964, Act 41 of 1971, Act 24 of 1972 and it was amended in 
1976^' to make the provision more effective and punishment more stringent, 
it was again amended in 1986 and conferred power and right on consumer 
associations to draw samples of food stuffs and initiate legal action if it is 
found to be adulterated. 
The Act,as it stands even today, appears to have not achieved its 
objects due to increased complexities, lack of successful administrative 
39. Sethi, Commentaries on Prevention of Food Adulteration Act (1979) Edn. 
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procedure and extending culpability directing from vendor to distributor 
and manufacturer. 
It is found that the petty shopkeepers fall prey to the clutches of 
law, whereas the big fish are kept out of the net. Justice Bhagwati, realising 
the societal effects of such evasive action expressed in Ganeshmal Jashraj 
V. State of Gujrat*" as follows : 
"It is common knowledge that small tradesman purchase the food 
stuffs sold by them from the wholesalers and sometimes even directly 
from the manufacturers and the adulteration is made by whole salers or by 
the manufacturer. Ordinarily,it is not the small retailers who adulterates the 
article of food sold by them. Yet, it is only the small retailers who are 
caught... The result is that a wrong impression is being created in the 
public minds that the law is being properly enforced...". 
CONCLUSION 
To conclude,we can say that the law on Prevention of Food 
Adulteraton as it stands today is not sufficient. There is much need for its 
amendment and death penalty should be added in the punishment, and 
such punishment should be awarded in rarest of the rare cases, because 
Food Adulteration is a such kind of abuse which affects the entire society 
40.A.I.R. 1980, S.C. 264. 
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and sometimes it creates large number of death and otlier harm to the 
society; which can not be avoided. For example^latest development in 
Food Adulteration is, adulterated milk which is adulteraed with urea, nirma 
and other chemicals and it affects directly on the hormones and generates 
fatal diseases like impotency, immature delivery etc. 
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PART-A 
JUDICIAL ATTITUDE: PHASE-WISE CHANGE IN 
JUDICIAL MIND IN AWARDING DEATH SENTENCE 
The attitude of the Supreme Court ol India towards death penalty 
has been considerably changed to one of observing more lineancy to the 
offender when his life is at peril. The court has to over come many fetters 
imposed by statutes. Thus^in Joseph Vs. Slate of Goa, Daman' Justice 
V.C. Krishna Iyer stated that judges are bound by the statutes by the oath 
of their office.^  This helplessness is implicit in many decisions and in some 
cases the Supreme Court has gone to the extent of mentioning it.^  
In order to understand the judicial attitude towards death penalty in 
the last five decades, this period can be divided in five phases depicting 
the judicial response to the legislative changes made in this direction in 
IPC's as well as Cr.P.C's old codes. The five phases may be 
Phase I - When Death Penalty was a rule (1950-55) 
Phase II - Age of Judicial Discretion (1955-73) 
1. AIR, 1977 S.C.1812 
2. "... Judges must enforce the laws whatever they be, and decide according to 
the best of their lights, but laws are not always just and lights are not always 
luminous. Nor again, are judicial methods always adequate to secure justice. 
We are, bound by Penal Code and Cr. RC, by the very oath of our office." Id, at 
1813. 
3. "Sentencing under the Indian Scheme is not yet redistically forward looking 
nor correctionally flexible but Parliament, in its wisdom, may examine this 
inadequacy". Shiv Mohan Singh Vs. State of Delhi, AIR 1977, SC 979,951. 
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Phase III - When Life Imprisonment was a Rule (1973-80) 
Phase IV - Birth of the Doctrine : "Rarest of Rare Case" 
(1980-83) 
Phase V - Post Bachchan Singh's Case Era (1980-onwards) 
The cases divided in these phases clearly indicate the trend of judicial 
mind during the last 50 years. 
PHASE I - WHEN DEATH PENALTY WAS A RULE (1950-55) 
In our country under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 death 
sentence was a rule and life imprisonment an exception in capital offences 
and whenever the court preferred to award a lesser sentence than death in 
such offences it was required under section 367(5) of Cr, PC, 1898 to 
record its reasons in writing. 
Thus, in Kirpal & others Vs. State of U.P./ the Supreme Court 
held, -
"The appellant's act may probably be said not to be premeditated in 
the sense that he preplanned or lay in wait to get an opportunity to kill the 
deceased Jairaj. But it is obvious that when he found him in a fallen and 
helpless position lying on the ground, he must have been actuated by the 
pre-existing enmity to finish the man. The nature of his stab was brutal and 
fatal and this throws light on his deliberate intention. In such case, we have 
4. AIR 1954 SC 706, 
also in Nawab Singh vs. State of U.P., AIR 1954 SC. 278. 
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no doubt to agree with the High Court, in awarding him the sentence of 
death". 
Moreover, In Sunderlal Vs. State of M.P.^ where both the 
deceased and the accused went to a goldsmith with some ornaments. The 
Court found that the ornaments were established to be of deceased and 
the accused could not give any satisfactory explanation as to how he came 
in possession of the same. The Court held that "the circumstancial evidence, 
therefore, was sufficient to hold the accused responsible for murder of the 
deceased and the accused was rightly convicted of the offence under sec. 
302 IPC and sentenced to death."^ 
However, the Court, in order to award lesser punishment, had to 
state reasons, thus^in Dilip Singh Vs. State of Punjab'' the Supreme 
Court held: 
"This is a case in which no one has been convicted for his own act 
but is being held vicariously responsible for the act of others. When there 
are no means of determining, who inflicted the fatal blow and who took in 
a lesser part, a judicial mind can legitimately decide to award the lesser 
penalty." 
5. AIR 1954 SC 28 
6. Also in Ram Bharosey vs. State of U.R AIR 1954 SC. 704. 
Kutuhal Yadav vs. Stateof Bihar AIR 1954 SC. 720 
7. AIR 1953 SC 364 
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PHASE n - AGE OF JUDICIAL DISCRETION (1955-73) 
Later on by an amendment in the year of 1955,section 367(5) of the 
Cr.P.Code, 1898 was omitted and thus, thereafter the courts became free 
to award either death sentence or life imprisonment. The perusal of following 
cases indicatesthe judicial mind to deal with the death sentences. 
Thus, in Jaghir Singh Vs. State of Punjab* where a person is 
murdered in a cruel fashion. The dead body is taken in a procession on a 
mare by the accused persons for a distance ofone mile. At the end of this 
horrid procession,they chop away the head of the deceased. The Supreme 
Court deprecated such a dastardly act and observed : 
'The murder was ruthless and cold-blodded. There are no extenauting 
circumstances and Supreme Court found it just and proper to inflict 
death penalty.' 
But^in Mohan Singh Vs. State of Punjab'" - the Supreme Court 
observed that Session's Judge sentencing accused, who were vicariously 
liable but who did not give fatal blow, to imprisonment for life, while 
sentencing Mohan (appellant), who was believed to have given fatal blow, 
to death penalty. Supreme Court, however, held if the test applied by the 
8. AIR 1968 SC 43. 
9. See also Venkalu vs. Hyderabad AIR 1956 SC171, Briji Bhushan vs. State of 
U.R AIR 1957 SC 474, Sree Kantiah vs. Mysore, AIR 1958 SC 672, Mukhtiar 
Singh vs. State of Punjab, AIR 1971 SC 1864, Mohinder vs. Delhi 
Administration, AIR 1973 SC 697, Rameshwar vs. State of U.R AIR 1973 
SC926 
10.AIR1971 SC2519 
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session's judge was correct, then Mohan too should have given the benefit 
of that test and the circumstances, so imprisonment for life would more 
appropriate for him than death penalty." 
The Supreme Court^inspired by an expert study,was of the opinion 
in Oni Prakash vs. State of Haryana'^ that imposition of death sentence 
on accused, a boy of 19 years, was excessive when two co-accused who 
were alleged to instigate the accused to fire the deceased, were given benefit 
of doubt. 
Again,in Hazara Singh vs. State of Punjab'^, The Supreme Court 
held that where there was no pre-meditation and when the contending parties 
met accidentally and attacked each other, the conflict resulted in a sudden 
quarrel. The Court set aside conviction of death penalty under Sec. 302 
IPC, but sentenced each one of them to imprisonment for ten years. 
Similaiy, weighing the facts and circumstances of the case, in Sultan 
vs. State of Haryana''', Supreme Court observed that if death is caused 
by firing gun shots by two persons and it is found that the shots fired by 
one person were separately sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to 
cause death but the shot which the other accused hit was not sufficient to 
cause death, he can'nt be awarded the extreme penalty of death even if he 
had fired the gun with the intention to kill. '^  
11. Also in Brahma Singh vs. State of U.P., AIR 1972 SC 1229 
12.AIR1971SC1388 
13.AIR 1957 SC 469 
14.AIR 1972 SC 811 
15. Also sec Dcvcndra Singh vs. State of U.R, AIR 1972 SC 1230 
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Biil^in lliikuin Singh vs. State of IJ.P.'** when the appellant was 
forcibly taking his cart through the crops, he was causing a struggle out of 
which the deceased lost his life. On appeal the Supreme Court held : 
"When several persons are armed with lathis and one of them is 
armed with hatchets and are agreed to use these weapons in case they are 
thwarted in the achievement of their object, it is by no means incorrect to 
conclude that they are prepared to use violence in prosecution of their 
common object and that they knew that in the prosecution of such common 
object it was likely that someone may be so injured as to die as a result of 
these injuries."'^ 
And also in Maghar Singh vs. State of Punjab'*, the deceased 
was murdered by his second wife, his son and his wife's paramour. On 
appeal the Supreme Court held : 
"It was a preplanned, cold-blooded and dastardly murder in which 
as many as seventeen injuries were caused on the deceased, most of which 
were on vital parts of his body. There are no extenuating circumstances to 
justify the giving of any lesser sentence by this court.'' 
16.AIR 1961 SC. 1541 
17.Id. at 1543, per Raghubar Dayal, J. Also in Shyam Bihari vs. State of U.P., 
AIR 1957 SC 320, Vadiveluvs. State of Madras, AIR 1957 SC617,Mijazi vs. 
State of U.R, AIR 1957 SC 572, Kartar Singh vs. State of Punjab, AIR 1961 
SC 1787, Muniappam vs. Madras, AIR 1962 SC 1252. 
18.AIR 1975 SC. 1320 
19.Id. at 1324, per Mutaza Fazal Ali, J. also in Kaima vs. State of U.R, AIR 1965 
SC 180, Marathi vs. State of U.R, AIR 1965 SC 202, Shyam Singh vs. State of 
U.R AIR 1967 SC 152, Kamesh Singh vs. State of U.R AIR 1968 SC 1402, 
Ruslain vs. Slate of Rajaslhan, AIR 1970 SC 1305, Bhagwan Swaroop vs. Stale 
of U.R, AIR 1971 SC 429 
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In certain clear cases where the offence is proved by circumstantial 
evidence, the Supreme Court had inflicted death penalty. As in Mohan 
Singh vs. State of UP^ " the Supreme Court on the basis of evidence that 
shows that the accused gave the deceased three 'paras' and within half an 
hour he became ill and died within two hours, that the food which the 
deceased had taken did not contain any poison & that the chemical 
examination shows that he had died of arsenic poisoning, held the accused 
guilty of murder of deceased & confirmed the death punishment, 
PHASE III - LIFE IMPRISONMENT AS A SUBSTITUTE OF 
DEATH SENTENCE (1973-80) 
Now the Code of Criminal Procedure 1973 in its Section 354 (3) 
provides that in case of death sentence special reasons are to be stated. 
Now imprisonment for life was the rule and capital sentence was an 
exception. 
Thus,in Asgar vs. State of U.P.,^ ' where Appellant Asgar has been 
convicted under Sec. 302 of IPC for intentionally causing the murder of 
one Ramswaroop Singh on account of an alleged dispute concurring the 
repayment of debt. On appeal Supreme Court held (Justice UNITWALLIA): 
20. AIR 1960 SC 659. Also in Wasim Khan vs. State of U.P., AIR 1956 SC 400, 
Tarachand vs. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1962 SC 130, Rajender Kumar vs. 
State of Punjab, AIR 1966 SC 1322. 
21. AIR 1977 SC 2000. Also in Ambaram vs. State of U.P., AIR 1976 SC2196, 
Trilok Singh vs. State of Punjab, AIR 1977 SC 1747, Srirangam vs. State of 
Tamil Nadu, AIR 1978 SC 274, Bishnu Das Shaw vs. State of West Bengal, 
AIR 1979 SC 970. 
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"The High Court while confirming the death sentence does not seem 
to have clearly kept in view the change of law which was brought about by 
the 1955 amendment of the old code, when the High Court held": 
"The murder was premeditated and we hardly find any extenuating 
circumstance in this case. He must, therefore, pay the extreme penalty 
of death". 
But for giving extreme penalty some case ought to have been made 
out by the High Court as after the amendment, under the new code mere 
absence of extenuating circumstance in favour of accused is not enough 
for awarding extreme penalty." 
Perhaps the social, economic and psychic conditions of the accused 
are one of the most conspicuous elements that persuade the Supreme 
Court for taking a lenient view of the criminals condemned to death. Ediga 
Anamma vs. State of Andhra Pradesh," is a striking example. 
A woman ... and her child were murdered. The tragedy happened 
out of the jealousy of the appellant, a woman, beaten away by her husband 
and in-laws but finding solace in a middle-aged shepherd who had amorous 
clandestine relationship with both - the deceased and the appellant. Reducing 
the death penalty on the appellant, the Supreme Court took account of the 
physical and psychic breakdown of the hopeless appellant in the following 
words : 
22. AIR 1974 SC 1799. Also in Mohd. Aslam vs. State of U.R, AIR 1974 SC 678, 
Varghese vs. State of Kerala, AIR 1974 SC 736, Har Dayal vs. State of U.R 
AIR 1976 SC 2055. 
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"Here the criminal's social and personal factors are less harsh, her 
femininity and youth, her inbalanced sex and expulsion from the conjugal 
home and being the mother of a young boy - these individually inconclusive 
and communicatively marginal facts and circumstances tend towards award 
of life imprisonment. We realise the specultative nature of the correlation 
between crime and punishment in this case, as in many others, and 
conscious of fallibility, and the death penalty." 
Some judgments also went for personalisation of punishment taking 
into consideration both physical and mental state of accused in reducing 
the extreme penalty. Thus, in Thanglah vs. State of Tamil Nadu.^ -* The 
appellant was sentenced to death on the charge of committing the murder 
of his wife, kothaiyaki. Justice Chandrachudh, for Supreme Court, held 
that it is clear from the various facts and circumstances of the case that he 
had committed the murder under the grave stress of acute poverty for 
which he was taunted from time to time by his wife and other relatives. 
Considering that the appellant had led a happy married life with the deceased 
for ten years and the fact that the couple has three small children, the 
sentence may with some justification be reduced to life imprisonment. 
However, in Suresh vs. State of Maharashtra^ ,^ where the accused 
was charged with murder of the deceased Manibai. The Supreme Court 
found. 
23.AIR 1977 SCI 777. 
24.AIR 1975 SC 783. 
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"That the evidence adduced by prosecution, that it was the appellant 
alone who inflicted the stabs and thereby caused the death of the deceased. 
The deceased was unarmed when the appellant came to the room with the 
intention to kill her, although she tried to run away when she received the 
fust stab, the appellant pursued her and inllictcd several stabs on the vital 
parts of the body. There were as many as 13 injuries on her body and 
seven among them were fatal. Thus, we see no mitigating factors and 
therefore, we confirm the sentence." 
And to conclude, in Rajendra Prasad vs. State of U.P.", the 
Supreme Court has observed that capital sentence may be awarded where 
survival of the society is in danger. The Court has expressed its fear that 
judicial discretion in awarding death sentence may turn out injudicial tyranny 
and thus, violate Art. 14 of the Constitution. In its opinion, section 302 
IPC and Section 354(3) Cr.P.Code, 1973 have to be read in the humane 
light of part III and Part IV of the Constitution, further illuminated by the 
Preamble of the Constitution. Death sentence may be awarded in the case 
of planned motivation, white collar criminals, persons guilty of adulteration 
etc., hardened murderes beyond rehabilitation or where officers of law are 
killed by designers of murder. Further, special reasons stated by the Court 
in awarding death penalty must relate to criminal as well and not to crime 
alone. 
25.AIR1979Cr.L.J.792 
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PHASE TV ; BIRTH OF THE DOCTRINE "RAREST OF RARE 
CASE" (1980-83) 
1873 to 1980, the legislative dictate has changed from death sentence 
being the norm to becoming an exeption, and necessarily to be accompanied 
by reasons. Bachaii Singh vs. State of Punjab^', was a landmark in the 
escalating debate on the question of the compatibility of the death sentence 
with Art. 21 of the Constitution. The Supreme Court while holding the 
validity of the death penalty expressed the opinion that a real and abiding 
concern for the dignity of human life postulates resistance for taking a life 
through law's instrumentality. That ought not to be done save in the rarest 
of rare cases, when the alternative option is unquestionably foreclosed. 
However, the Court declined to formulate any aggravating or mitigating 
factors as it would fetter judicial discretion, but held that a murder 
"diabolically conceived and cruelly executed" may attract extreme penalty. 
It is not possible, the court opined, to feed numerous imponderable 
circumstances in an imperfect and undulating society. 
But what are those rarest of rare occasions is the delimma. What 
appears as brutal and gruesome to one judge may not appear to be so to 
another. For example, in one case the murder of wife and two children with 
the motive of leading life with the paramour could not convince Krishna 
26.AIR 1980 SC 898 
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Iyer, J. for death penalty, while Sen, J. wondered what else could be a fit 
case for death panalty than the one at hand. 
It is submitted that if the difference in perception is so glaring among 
two judges of the highest court in the country what is relative position 
among very large number of session's judges in the country. 
It was, however, in Machchi Singh vs. State of Punjab", where 
four men were awarded death sentence by the sessions court and the High 
Court for shooting down seventeen persons including men, women and 
children within their homes at night, in five incidents. The motive was a 
family feud. The Supreme Court upheld the death sentence of the three of 
the four persons. Justice Thakkar^ speaking for the court^was impelled to 
attempt a definition of the 'rarest of rare' case^^, thus : 
1. When the murder is committed in any extremely brutal manner. 
2. When the murder is committed for a motive which evinces total 
depratity and meanness. 
3. Anti social or socially abhorrent nature of the crime. 
4. Crimes of normous proportion, like multiple murders. 
5. Personality of victim of murder eg. an innocent child or a helpless 
woman. 
However, these are apparently the judicially evolved guidelines which 
are to assist the courts in determining sentence. 
27.(1983)3 s e c 470 
28. A detailed discussion in Part B. 
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PHASE V ; POST BACHCHAN SINGH'S CASE ERA (1983-
ONWARDS) (A trial period to observe the post-effects 
of the Doctrine') 
Marring rejected legislative prescription of existing guidelines, and 
have drawn up some frame work of reference for itself. Has the judicial 
hierarchy adhered to its own dicta? A perusal of the Supreme Court's 
decisions during the decade should, therefore, serve as pointers in 
understanding thejudicial mind. 
INCONSISTENCY 
In Ujagar Singh vs. Union of India^", where the accused was 17 
years when the offence was committed. Taking into consideration the 
extreme young age of the petitioner, the Supreme Court set aside the 
sentence of death. 
On the other hand, it may not be a relevant factor where the accused, 
"clearly shared the common intention of murder," the fact that he was 
between 18 and 20 years could not be an extenuating circumstance.-"^ 
Similarly Dousing her for dowry, may be an offence worthy only of 
the death penalty in Kailash Kaur vs. State of Punjab^', or there may be 
factors external to the offence and the offender, like wrongful acquittal by 
the High Court, which may be forceful mitigating circumstance, even where 
29.1981Supp.SCC8. 
30.Lok Pa] Singh vs. State ofM.R, 1985 Supp SCO 76. 
31.(1987) 2 s e c 631 
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it is a brutal bearing of a pregnant young wife (Delhi Administration vs 
Laxman Kuniar)'^ 
Properly reasoned decisions are imperative, so that there is no mistake 
in understanding the judicial mind of all the powers of the courts. This 
power to deprive life naturally demands the most explicit exercise. 
A term such as "terrific" murder has been considered too adjectival 
to fulfill the requirements of perceptible justice, for what murder is not 
terrifc? (Muniappan vs. State of Tamil Nadu)" & while the sessions 
court and the High Court had given "special reasons", the Supreme Court 
was not able to agree that this was a proper case for death sentence. 
Until recently, it is very difficult to ascertain that what are exactly the 
rarest of rare cases and this criterion is still solely on the sweet will of the 
Judges. As in SK. Ishaque vs. State of BiliaH'*, murder of three persons 
by burning them with the help of kerosene inside a shop, absence of material 
on record showing which of the appellants actually sprinkled the kerosene 
and set the shop on fire or that they knew that there were three persons in 
the shop, though appellants were armed with bombs and firearms but 
they did not use the same against the victims, the Supreme Court held that 
in such circumstances, death sentence is not justified. 
Or, in Dharampal Singh vs. State of Rajasthan'S where accused 
intentionally causing injuries on chest of deceased by fire arms, civil, criminal 
32.(1985) 4 s e c 470 
33.(1981)3 s e c 11 
34.(1995)3 s e e 392 
35.(1998) Cr.L.J. 3372 
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and revenue cases pending between complainant party & the accused party 
prior to incident, it was held not a rarest of rare case. 
Also in State of M.P. vs. Manohar Singh'*, the accused, simply 
to gratify his greed, caused death of an old man and attempted to murder 
another old and helpless person, was not held as a rarest of rare case. 
But in Panchi vs. State of U.P.'% accused persons armed with 
sharp edged weapons, entering house of deceased persons & butchering 
four persons to death including a five years old child and an old lady 
mercilessly, the Supreme Court held that the appellants deserve nothing 
less than death sentence. 
In an another case of Duraiswamy Gounder vs. State'^, in which 
accused attacking his wife and daughter with sickle in spur of moment 
without any premeditation, susequent conduct of accused in cutting himself 
by same weapon indicating his repentance for what he did, the court held 
that the circumstances are not one of the "rarest of rare cases" & thus 
imposing death penalty would deprive the accused of opportunity to reform 
himself & consequently taking care of his minor children. 
But,in Suresh Chand Bahri vs. State of BihaH', Conspiracy 
hatched by the husband with his two associates to kill his wife & two 
children simply to gain control over the property, murder of wife committed 
36.(1998) Cr.L.J. 3630 
37. (1998) Cr.L.J. 3305. Also in Govind Swami vs. State of Tamil Nadu 
(1998) Cr.L.J. 2913 
38.(1998) Cr.L.J. 1470 (Madras High Court) 
39.AIR(1995)SC2420. 
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in an extremely brutal, gruesome, diabolical, revolting & dastardly manner 
as victim's body truncated into two parts in a most devilish style, the Court 
held such case as rarest of rare case & justified the High Court in confirming 
the death penalty. 
Similarly in Kanta Tiwari vs. State of M-P."*", the deceased was 
an innocent, helpless girl of 7 years of age, was kidnapped by the appellant, 
to whom she called her uncle. She was raped, strangulated to death and 
the dead body was thrown into a well. Holding the facts & circumstances, 
rarest of rare, the Supreme Court held that death sentence is eminently 
desirable not only to deter others from committing such attrocious crime 
but also to give emphatic expression to society's abhorrence of such 
crime.'*' 
MORE DIMENSIONS 
In these years the Supreme Court has had to decide on other death 
sentence related issues too. 
1. With regard to the time factor in execution the attitude of the court is 
more than inconsistent. In Ediga Annamma''^  Krishan Iyer, J. held that 
the prolonged agony has ameliorative impact according to the ruling of this 
court and in this case a delay of two years and two months was taken into 
account for commuting death sentence to life imprisonment. Similarly, in 
Chawla vs State of Haryana'*-' (1 year to 10 months), in State of U.P. 
40.AIR (1996) SC 2800 
41. Also in Mohd. Chaman vs. The State, (1998) Cr.L.J. 3739. 
42.Supranote, 22p. 803 
43.AIR 1974 SCI 039 
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vs. Lalla Singh^^ (6 years) in Bhagwan Biix Singh vs. State of U.P.^ ' (3 
years & 7 months) were considered by the court for commuting the sentence 
of death to life imprisonment. In T.V. Vatheswaran vs. State of Tamil 
Nadu***, the accused who was the architect of sensational, diabolical 
murders in Madras was sentenced to death in 1975 & was kept in solitary 
condemned cell for over 8 years awaiting to be executed. Justice Chiannappa 
Reddy frowned at this inhuman way of taking away life and quashed the 
sentence of death. The Court held that two years is the reasonable period 
and further delay is unconstitutional and violative of Art. 21. 
This laudable decision of the court was, however, immediately 
overruled in Sher Singh & Others vs. State of Punjab'*^ and finally in 
Triveniben vs. State of Gujraf*, the court held that there can be no right 
for predetermined period for concluding that the delay in the execution of 
the death sentence is unconscionable and ought to be commuted to life 
imprisonment, the court retain the discretion to decide, thus,there is a lot 
of inconsistency in deciding the time factor as a mitigating circumstance. 
2. In 1983, a three Judge Bench heard a challenge to execution of 
death sentence by hanging in Deena alias Deen Dayal vs. Union of India**'. 
44. AIR 1978 SC. 1368. 
45.AIR1978SC.34 
46.(1983) 2 SCR 348 
47.AIR 1983 SC 365 
48.(1989) I s e c 678 
49.(1983) 4 s e c 645 
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The court, however, held that hanging is not unconstitutional. But in 
Lachhmidevi vs. State of Rajasthan'", where a mother-in-law burnt her 
daughter-in-law for dowry, the Rajasthan High Court found her guilty and 
in anger passed an order for execution of death sentence by public hanging. 
The case naturally caused a furore. The Supreme Court roundly condemned 
public hanging as a "barbaric practice" and a "revolting spectacle, harking 
back to earlier centuries". 
50.(1988) 4 s e c 456 
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PART - B 
"RAREST OF THE RARE" - AN ANALYTICAL 
OBSERVATION 
Protagonists of an "eye for an eye" philosophy demand "death for 
death". The Humanists, on the other hand, press for the other viz. death in 
no case. A synthesis has emerged in Bachan Singh V. State of Punjab' 
wherein the 'rarest of rare case', formula for imposing death sentence in a 
murder case has been evolved by the Supreme Court. Identification of the 
guidelines spelled out in Bachan Singh in order to determine whether or 
not,death sentence should be imposed is one of the problems engaging 
our attention. 
(A) SIGNIFICANCE AND EXTENT 
The doctrine "rarest of the rare cases" is based on Gandhian theory, 
i.e., "hate the crim^not the criminal". And thus/rom this quotation, we can 
interpret the significance and extent of Death Penalty. And if we go through 
the deep study of it, we find that the court wants to say that the death-
penalty should be awarded rarely and only in such cases which are henious, 
affecting the humanity and are brutal. 
The problem of Death Penalty is not very acute in respect of death 
sentences awarded by criminal courts in caserof general course of nature 
1. AIR 1980 SC 684. 
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because death penalty is being awarded in very few cases of murder and in 
most of tiie cases of murder the alternative penalty of life imprisonment is 
awarded. 
There is also one other characteristic of death penalty that is revealed 
by a study of the decided cases and it is that death penalty has a certain 
class complexion or class bias in as much it is largely the poor and the 
dovm-trodden who are the victims of this extreme penalty. We would hardly 
find a rich person going to the gallows whoever has money to hire the 
services of great talents, has a reasonable chance of escaping the gallows 
though he has really committed a murder. It is only the poor, the resourceless 
people who have nobody to support them, who usually go to the gallows. 
The death penalty in its operation is declaratory.^ Capital punishment / 
Death penalty as pointed out by warden Duffly is a 'privilege of the poor'.^ 
Keeping the above points in the view the Apex Court propounded 
the doctrine of "rarest of rare". 
(B) JUDICIAL DISCRETION AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES 
OF THE ACCUSED 
In Jagmohan's case'*, the Supreme Court has held that the sentencing 
discretion is to be exercised judicially on "well recognised principles" after 
balancing all the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of the crime. By 
2. RajyaSabha Debates, April 25,1958, Col. per Sh. B.B.B. Sinha. 
3. QuotedinAIR1982,S.C.1325atP. 1388. 
4. AIR 1973 SO 947. 
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"Well recognised principles", the court meant the principles crystallised by 
judicial decisions, illustrating as to what are regarded as aggravating or 
mitigating circumstances. However, an exhaustive enumeration of 
aggravating or mitigating circumstances is not possible because every case 
has its own facts and circumstances and we can hardly find two cases 
having same facts and circumstances. Standardisation, thus, is impossible. 
Moreover, it may tend to defeat the very purpose of sentence and may 
produce opposite results too. So the exercise of judicial discretion on well 
recognised principles seems to be the safest possible safeguard for the 
accused. However, no doubt it is a greater liability upon a judge, while 
dealing with the question of death penalty, to ponder over the case from all 
angles. He must take into consideration the nature of the offence, the 
circumstances of the crime, the degree of deliberation, the age, sex, 
character, education, family life and the antecedants of the criminal, and 
whether the accused is first offender or a habitual or a professional criminal, 
availability of different sentences i.e. alternative punishments and if all these 
things are taken into consideration then I expect that a reasonable decision 
will come out. 
The Indian Penal Code, Amendment Bill 1972 says, "The death 
sentence shall not be passed on a person convicted of a capital offence if 
at the time of committing the offence, he was under 18 years of age and 
death is not the only punishment provided for the offence. Thus^the 
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suggestion of Law Commission in its 35th report 1967 has been accepted 
in Penal Law of India. 
"In Raghubir Singh's Case' Justice Krishna Iyer said, when the 
convict is in his 20's, it is not irrelevant in considering death sentence". If 
an appeal is made against the death sentence for murder, to High Court 
and the judges agree on the question of guilt but differ on sentence, it is 
usual not to impose death penalty unless, there are compelling reasons for 
the extreme punishment. The Supreme Court has shown preference to life 
imprisonment in all cases except those which do not have extenuating 
circumstances at all. 
In the Ediga Anamma^ and subsequently in Rajendra Prasad's Cases^ 
the Supreme Court by judicial legislation articulated "broad norms and 
essential principles", in respect of the sentencing choice under section 302 
I.P.C. In the Ediga Anamma's case, the court said, where the murderer is 
too young or too old, the clemency of penal justice helps him, where the 
offender suffers from socio-economic psychic, or penal compulsions in-
sufficient extruciatingly long, may persuade the court to be compansionate. 
Likewise, if others involved in the crime and similarly situated, have received 
the benefits of life-imprisonment or if the offence is only constructive, or 
again, if the accused has acted suddenly under another's instigation, without 
5. Raghubir Singh vs. State of Haryana,A.I.R., 1975, S.C. 677 
6. Ediga Anamma vs. State of Andhra Pradesh, S.C.I 974, p. 799. 
7. Rajendra Prasad vs. State of U.R,A.I.R. 1979, S.C. p. 916. 
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premeditation, perhaps the Court may humbly opt for life imprisonment 
even where a just cause or real suspicion of wife's infidelity pushed the 
criminal into the crime. On the other hand, the weapons used and the 
manner of their use, the horrendous features of the crime and helpless state 
of the victim and the like, steal the heart of the law for a sterner sentence". 
The court, thus, commended some sort of the principled pragmatism, 
and judicial liberalism, in the choice of the penal strategy. It emphasised 
that the consideration of dignity of man and a sublime value of human 
rights, penological humanisation must enter into judicial culturisation of the 
judges' choice in the matter of sentencing. It puts out the retributive idea 
from consideration of criminal justice. 
The tangible guidelines and the relevant factors, which should in-
-articulately guide the court in its sentencing choice might include the degree 
of horrendous killing, individual and social motivation and psychological, 
social, cultural, spiritual, and secular norms. An instance and illustration of 
application of the articulated judicial legislation on the question was provided 
in the Shankaria's case. 
In Shankaria's case*,he was accused for commission of a large 
number of crimes involving murders and attempted murders in certain areas 
of the state of Rajasthan, adjoining Haryana and Punjab. He made a clear 
confession of his guilt, the accused was convicted for double murder on 
8. Shankariavs. State of Rajasthan, A.I.R., 1978, S.C.p. 1248. 
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the basis of his confessional statement, which was retracted by him at the 
trial and on the basis of other circumstancial evidence^the crime was proved 
to be committed by him in a most brutal and dastardly fashion. 
The court sentenced him to death, the High Court and Supreme 
Court dismissed the appeals and confirmed the Death Sentence. The 
Supreme Court observed "The grisly and gruesome nature of the murders, 
hapless and helpless state of the victims, the fiendish Modus operandi, of 
the accused killer (appellant) to kill and then steal, eat, smoke, and bathe 
himself mindless of the spectra of the slain and the groans and gasps of the 
dying, betrays an extreme depravity of character. 
There are numerous other circumstances justifying the passing of 
the lighter sentence or the extreme punishment. None the less, it cannot be 
over-emphasised that the scope and concept of mitigating factors in the 
area of Death Penalty must receive a liberal and expensive construction by 
the courts in accord with the sentencing policy - enshrined in section 354(3) 
Cr.P.C. 
In Ranga-Billa case', Supreme Court upheld the Death Sentence of 
the accused on ground that murder was pre-planned, cold-blooded, and 
committed in most brutal manner, hence^ there were no extenuating 
circumstances warranting mitigation of sentence. 
9. Ranga Billa vs. Union of India, Supreme Court, 1982. 
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In Chabil Prasad Agarwal's case'" the accused had been attempting 
to extract money from the unfortunate boy's father, even after the boy had 
been murdered by making the father to believe that the boy was alive and 
would be returned to him if he paid the ransam. This is one of the rarest of 
rare cases in which the extreme penalty of the death is called for, the Supreme 
Court confirmed the Death Sentence. 
RAREST OF RARE CASES CATEGORISED 
This rarest of rare yardstick does not in reality supply the specific 
criteria and what are those rarest of rare occasions, is the dilemma. It was, 
however, in Macchi Singh vs. State of Punjab'"^ ''^  that a division bench 
of the Supreme Court on July 21, 1983 made an attempt to define the 
'rarest of rare cases'. Justice Thakkar speaking for the Court held that five 
categories of cases may be regarded as rarest of rare cases deserving 
extreme penalty. They are : 
Firstly : Manner of Commission of murder - When the murder is 
committed in an extremely brutal manner so as to arouse intense and extreme 
indignation in the community, for instance, when the house of the victim is 
set a flame to roast him alive, when the body is cut to pieces or the victim 
is subjected to inhuman torture. 
Secondly : Motive - When the murder is committed for a motive 
which evinces depravity and meanness eg. a hired assassin, a cold blooded 
10. Chabil Prasad Agarwal appellant vs. Sunil Chandra Biswas. 
10 (a). (1983) 3 s ec , 470. 
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murder to inherit property, or gain control over property of a ward, or a 
murder committed for betrayal of the motherland. 
Thirdly: Anti-social or socially abhorrent nature of the crime - where 
a scheduled caste or minority community person is murdered in 
circumstances which arouses social wrath; or bride burning for dowry, or 
for remarriage. 
Fourthly: Magnitude of the Crime - Crimes of enormous proportion, 
like multiple murders of a family or persons of a particular caste, community 
or locality. 
Fifthly : Personality of victim of murder - When the victim is an 
innocent child, a helpless woman, a public figure generally held and 
respected - whose murder is committed for political or similar reasons 
other than personal reasons. 
In this background^ome propositions emerged from Bachan Singh's 
case should also be taken into consideration when the question of the 
imposition of death sentence arises : 
(i) The extreme penalty need not to be inflicted except in the gravest 
cases of extreme culpability; 
(ii) Before opting for the death penalty the circumstances of the 'offender' 
also require to be taken into consideration along with the 
circumstances of the 'crime'. 
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(iii) Death sentence must be imposed only when life imprisonment appears 
to be an altogether inadequate punishment having regard to the relevant 
circumstances of the crime, and provided and only provided, the 
option to impose sentence of imprisonment for life can not be 
conscientiously exercised having regard to the nature and 
circumstances of the crime and all the relevant circumstances; 
A balance-sheet of aggravating and mitigating circumstances has to 
be drawn up and in doing so the mitigating circumstances has to be 
accorded full weightage and a just balance has to be struck between 
the aggravating and the mitigating circumstances before the option 
is exercised. 
(a) Is there something uncommon about the crime which renders 
sentence of imprisonment for life inadequate and calls for death 
sentence? 
(b) Are the circumstances of the crime such that there is no alternative 
but to impose death sentence even after according maximum 
weightage to the mitigating circumstances which speak in favour of 
the offender? 
These are apparently the judicially evolved guidelines which are to 
assist the courts in determining sentence. If taking an overall global view 
of all the circumstances in the light of the aforesaid propositions and taking 
into account the answers to the questions posed hereinabove, the 
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circumstances of the case are such that the death penalty is warranted, the 
court should proceed to do so. 
Jumman Khan vs. State of U.P." is a case of cardinal importance in 
the domain of capital punishment. The case is important mainly for three 
reasons : Firstly, it illustrates the strict application of the doctrine "rarest of 
rare cases". 
Secondly, the constitutional effect of inordinate delay in the execution 
of death penalty is more clearly explained. 
Thirdly, it removes the clouds of doubts with regard to the 
constitutionality of the death penalty. 
The facts of the case assumes importance as the case was brought 
within the category of rarest of rare cases. Jumman Khan, the petitioner, 
went at the house of his neighbourer Ausaf Khan on 22.6.1983 at around 4 
P.M. He requested Ausaf Khan's wife to send her daughter, Sakina aged 
about 7 years with him for bringing ice from the market. Later on, the dead 
body of Sakina was recovered from the house of the petitioner. The post-
mortem report revealed that she had been raped and strangulated to death. 
The trial court sentenced him to life imprisonment under section 3761.P.C. 
and to death under section 3021.P.C. Thus, the conviction entirely rested 
upon strong circumstantial evidence. On appeal, the High Court also 
confirmed the conviction and sentenced him on the ground that the accused 
11. AIR 1991 SC 345. 
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did not deserve to any lenience for committing the most gruesome and 
beastly act. His special leave petition was also rejected by the Supreme 
Court on the ground that it was a crime against the society. The murder 
was committed with extreme brutality. While dismissing the SLP, the Court 
observed : 
The only punishment which the appellant deserves for having 
committed the reprehensible and gruesome murder of the innocent child to 
satisfy his lust is nothing but death as a measure of social necessity and 
also as a means of detering other potential offenders',^  
Having seen that there was no way to avoid death penalty, Jumman 
Khan made request for mercy. He presented a mercy-petition to the 
Governor on 12.4,1986 and it was rejected on 18.2.1988. Then, he filed a 
review petition against the order of rejection of his mercy petition. Initially, 
there was a stay on his execution which was vacated on 6/7th November, 
1988. He also presented a petition to the President of India which was 
received by the Government on 28.3.1988. And, it was also rejected on 
10.6.1988. Another petition addressed to the President was also received 
through State Government and the same was also rejected in the month of 
October, 1988. 
After failing to have presidential clemency, the petitioner challenged 
the death sentence on following grounds in the present writ petition : 
12. Supra note, 11 at p. 346. 
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(a) The Capital punishment should not be imposed solely on the basis 
of circumstantial evidence. 
(b) There was substantial non-compliance with section 235(2) of the 
code of criminal procedure, 1973. 
(c) hi the light of strong dissenting opinion of Justice Bhagwati in Bachan 
Singh case, the Bachan Singh should be reviewed by a larger bench. 
The constitutionality of section 3021.P.C. should be re-examined in 
the light of all subsequent decisions rendered in the context of 
Article 21. 
(d) The death sentence of the petitioner should be commuted to life 
imprisonment because of undue delay in the consideration of mercy 
petitions. 
However, the constitutionality of death penalty was seriously argued. 
It was strongly contended that death penalty was not only outmoded, 
unreasonably cruel punishment but also defiled the dignity of the individual 
and violated the basic structure of the constitution. Thus, by and large, the 
views of abolitionists were advanced. The contention was further 
strengthened by three points : 
(a) The question of death penalty could not be foreclosed forever on 
the doctrine of stare - decisis. 
(b) The question needed reconsideration of the view of expanding 
horizons of Article 21. 
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(c) All the decisions upholding the constitutional validity of capital 
punishment had created confusion. Therefore, there was need to 
clear the confusion. 
In rejecting the argument, the Court referred to Sher Singh's case'^ 
and pointed out that: 
Not even a single decision of this Court which has caused the slightest 
shadow of doubt on the constitutionality of capital punishment was brought 
to our notice. 
Justice Pandian speaking for the Court asserted that on every 
occasion, it has been asserted affirmatively that "the constitution does not 
prohibit the death penalty'"''. 
The Court also pointed out that in Bachan Singh case, it has been 
held that death penalty did not violate Articles 14 and 21 of the constitution. 
In Triveni Ben V. State of Gujrat'^ the constitutionality of death penalty 
was re-affirmed by the court and in Allauddin Mian V. State of Bihar'^, it 
was held that death penalty should be awarded only if there were special 
reasons for doing so. After Sher Singh, Bachan Singh and Allauddin, the 
Court in the instant case, held that "the death sentence is constitutionally 
valid" Bachan Singh's case needed no reconsideration. The entire actual 
position was explained by Justice Pandian in the following words : 
IS.Sher Singh v. State of Punjab A.I.R. 1983 SC 365. 
14. Supra note 11 at p. 348. 
15.A.I.R. 1989 SC 1335. 
16.A.I.R. 1989 SC 1456. 
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"The sentence in every criminal case when confirmed by this court 
is justified and, therefore normally it is not open for review or reconsideration. 
However, this Court on several occasions in appropriate cases even after 
the imposition of sentence of death reached its finality, has commuted that 
sentence to one of life imprisonment, by exercising its extra ordinary powers 
when this Court felt that the execution of that sentence was not justified on 
account of the subsequent supervising circumstances, namely the undue 
delay which has elapsed since the confirmation of that sentence by this 
Court".'^ 
In a multiple murder'* case decided recently the accused Dharmpal 
was charged in earlier case for rape. In the said proceedingrfie had given a 
threat that if any body gives evidence in the proceeding then he will not be 
spared. Notwithstanding the threat^the victim disposed in the court and 
ultimately he (the accused) was convicted. The accused preferred appeal 
against conviction. While he was released on bail during pendency of appeal, 
he along with his brother attacked the family members of the victim and 
caused death to all five members by inflicting brutal and merciless axe 
blows. Deciding the matter, the Supreme Court held that such circumstance 
is rarest of rare cases and confirmed the death sentence. 
In another multiple murder'^ case where the accused a member of 
B.S.F. killed seven members of a family in pre-planned manner/he Supreme 
17. Supra note 15. 
IS.Nirmal Singh v. State of Haryana 1999Cr.L.J. 1836. 
19. Om Prakash v. State of Haryana 1999 Cr.L.J. 2044 
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Court reasoned such cruel act as a result of human mind going astray 
because of constant harassment of the family members and altered the 
sentence of death to imprisonment for life. 
In another case^° where two persons, a jail guard and a convict 
undergoing sentence in jail for kidnapping and rape, commited rape on a 
minor girl, daughter of an Assistant Jailor, in whose residence they were 
engaged as domestic helpers and stabbed her to death and disposed of the 
dead body in the septic tank of the house, the High Court of Madhya 
Pradesh confirmed the sentence of death. The reasoning advanced is -
"The rape and murder was extremely abhorring and shocking to the 
conscience and to society. It has been committed in cold blood. There 
was no cause for provocation against the family or against the girl. Their 
action was abhorring, demonic, brutal, beastly, cruel and depicts abysmal 
depravity and murder in cold blood... we find no condoning and mitigating 
circumstances in favour of these accused persons. 
The present position of law as declared by the Supreme Court is 
that: "The punishment to be awarded for a crime must not be irrelevant 
but it should conform to and be consistent with the atrocity and brutality 
with which the crime has been perpetrated, the enormity of the crime 
warranting public abhorrence and it should "respond to the society's cry 
for justice against the criminal". If for such heinous crimes, and for wanton 
20. State of M.P. v. Molai 1999 Cr.L.J. 2698. 
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and brutal murders the deterrent punishment is not given, the case of 
deterrent will lose its relevance.^' The sentencing process has to be stem 
where it should be.^ ^ 
(C) EFFICACY AND IMPACT OF THE DOCTRINE ON DEATH 
PENALTY 
There was a survey conducted by Dr. Faizan Mustafa^^ to examine 
the effect of doctrine of "Rarest of rare", to test the hypothesis that the 
doctrine instead of bringing down the rate of death penalty has infact 
contributed to its increase. The Bachan Singh decision in which the doctrine 
of rarest of rare was propounded, was delivered in 1980. In this survey,all 
reported decisions involving death penalty which had come to either High 
courts or Supreme Court have been studied. 
Two tables have been prepared to show confirmation of death penalty 
or its reduction into life Imprisonment. 
Time Period 
1970-80 
1981-91 
Time Period 
1970-80 
1981-91 
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS 
No. of 
cases 
61 
101 
No. of 
cases 
103 
194 
No. of cases in 
which death 
serjtence was 
reduced to life 
imprisonment 
38 
61 
Percent 
62.3 
60 
No. of cases 
in which death 
sentence was 
confirmed 
23 
40 
HIGH COURT DECISIONS 
No. of cases in 
which death 
sentence was 
reduced to life 
imprisonment 
43 
68 
Percent 
41 
35 
No. of cases 
in which death 
sentence was 
confirmed 
60 
126 
Percent 
37.7 
40 
Percent 
59 
65 
21.Ravjiv. State of Rajasthan AIR 1996, SC787. 
22. Jashubha Bharat Singh Gohil v. State of Gujrat (1994) 4 SCC 353. 
23. Dr. Faizan Mustafa. Doctrine of Rarest of Rare and increase in imposition of 
Death Penalty; C&M.L.J., Vol. 28 No. 3, p. 250-251. 
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SURVEY X-RAYED 
It is evident from these tables that in the decade just before Bachan 
Singh case, i.e. 1970-80, out of 61 cases, involving the question of death 
penalty, in 23 cases i.e. 37.7% the court confirmed death penalty. On the 
other hand, in the decade after Bachan Singh, i.e. 1981-91, out of 101 
cases, in 40 cases i.e. 40% the apex court confirmed the death penalty. 
Thus^there is an increase of 3% in the confirmation of death sentence 
by the Supreme Court. 
In High Courts, during 1970-80, out of 103 cases involving the 
question of death penalty, the High Court confirmed the death sentence in 
60 cases i.e. 59%. On the other hand, during 1981-91, out of 194 cases 
involving the question of death sentence, 126 cases i.e. 65% were confirmed 
by the High Courts for death penalty. Thus^t is clear that there is an 
increase of 6%. 
Thus^it is concluded that the hypothesis that there is an increase in 
award of death penalty is positively proved. High Courts are more prone 
in the award of the death penalty in comparison to Supreme Court. This 
discrepancy can be explained by applying the theory that the greater is the 
distance from the scene of the crime, the more lenient would be attitude of 
the court to award the sentence. 
Then^the increase in number of death penalty cases can be explained 
by looking into overall increase in capital cases & deterioting law and 
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order situation in the country. Despite all this, the death penalty could not 
and will not bring down the rate of criminality. 
The recent orders of Supreme Court, more than once staying all 
executions raised high hopes that professional hangmen might have to 
look for alternative jobs, but all these hopes were shattered and the curtain 
had finally wrong on the lives of those who are now living in the death in 
our numerous prisons. However, now it is the best time for those who are 
campaigning for the abolition of death penalty to join forces outside the 
courts and mount a massive offensive to put an end to this most heinous 
violence against the people. 
chapter - Vl 
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CRIES FOR AND AGAINST CAPITAL 
PUNISHMENT; A VISUALI2ATIQN 
The problem of Capital - Punishment has remained controversial in 
every nook and corner of the world. It has got some special significance in 
India today, when the two diametrically opposed schools are pleading, for 
and against its Abolition and Retention. 
The controversies are not confined to the commentators alone, but 
its reflections may also be found in the judicial pronouncements of different 
High Courts and the Supreme Court of India. 
An humble attempt has been made in the following pages to examine 
the Controversy, in the light of changing Socio-Economic conditions in 
the country and suggest suitable measures for certain reforms. 
As mentioned above, the sentence of death has been the subject of 
heated debate in different countries of the world for the last so many years. 
During this period both - retentionists and abolitionists, have developed 
ritualistic arguments on the key issue of the controversy. But the controversy 
has not been settled either by events, by legislation, or by changing ideas. 
Abolitionists and Retentionists continue to throw statistics at each other, 
Thorstein Sellin has demonstrated a scientific study of crime rates 
and trends which shows that the abolition or the re-establishment of capital 
punishment in a country has never led to an abrupt and appreciable rise in 
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criminality. This is a strong argument for the abolitionists. The figures 
themselves, however, must be interpreted with particular case, because of 
the conditions peculiar to each country, the forms and trends of delinquency 
and the nature, makeup and the action of the bodies responsible for 
investigation, prosecution and punishment under each system. The problem 
of Death Penalty i.e., the controversy about its retention and abolition is to 
be studied in the list of new circumstances and climate of the 20th Century. 
INDIAN CONTEXT 
In India, no issue regarding the abolition of capital punishment was 
raised in the Assembly until 1931, when one of the members from Berar, 
Sri Gaya Prasad gave a notice of motion, for circulation of the Bill but it 
was defeated'. 
Subsequently in 1933, a motion was adopted in the Legislative 
Assembly of India at Shimla, granting leave to introduce a bill to abolish 
the capital punishment for offences under the I.P.C.^  It seems that the Bill 
was never moved, although leave was granted to introduce the bill. 
The government's policy on capital punishment in British India prior 
to independence was clearly stated twice in 1946 by the then Home Minister 
Sir John Thome, in the debates of the Legislative Assembly, "The govt, 
does not think it wise to abolish capital punishment for any type of crime 
for which that punishment is now provided"^ 
1. Report of the Legislative Assembly Debates, Vol. 1,1937, p.4. 
2. Ibid, Vol. 3, Simla, 1933, p. 25-38. 
3. Report of the Legislative Assembly Debates, Vol. 4, 1946, p. 2770. 
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Even after India attained independence, the government's policy on 
capital punishment remained unchanged and the then Home Minister 
declared in Legislative Assembly on 29th March 1949, that the present is 
not considered as an appropriate time for the abolition of Capital 
Punishment''. 
In the year 1956, the govt, of India sought the opinion of all the 
states in India on the issue of abolition of Capital Punishment. It is learnt 
that all the states, emphatically opposed abolition of capital punishment. 
Capital punishment was debated in Indian Parliament for the first 
time on 25th April 1958, then a resolution for the abolition of capital 
punishment was moved. But out of 14 members of Rajya Sabha, 9 
supported the retention of capital punishment. 
The second time^Capital punishment was debtaed in Rajya Sabha 
on August. 25,1961, this was in the form of a resoltuion to abolish capital 
punishment but this time, out of nineteen members who took part in the 
discussion in Rajya Sabha, only six members advocated the abolition of 
capital punishment. 
Third time^ capital punishment was discussed, when a resolution 
was moved in the Lok Sabha by a member of Parliament on 21 April, 
1962, for its abolition. But,this time out of fourteen members^only five 
spoke for the abolition of capital punishment. 
4. Ibid,Vol.3,partl, 1949,p. 1913. 
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Thus, on all the three occasions the abolitionists did not make a 
deep impression. Not only were the members in favour of the retention of 
capital punishment but some of them also suggested legislation for the 
award of capital punishment for some additional offences like, Adulteration 
of Food and Drugs, etc. 
However, very recently under the title of "Death Penalty may be 
Abolished" the Times of India' writes : The South Asian Human Rights 
Documentation Centre (SAHRDC) has suggested to the Constitution 
Review Commission that it should recommend abolition of death penalty. 
However, till it is abolished, the SAHRDC has asked for strict and explicit 
standards which comply with the emergent international consensus towards 
minimization of the death penalty. The commission had approached the 
SAHRDC for suggestion on the death penalty. 
(A) ARGUMENTS FOR RETENTION AND EXTENSION 
The Law Commission of India,in its 35th report 1967, favoured a 
cautious approach and pleaded its retention as an exceptional penalty. It 
maintained that the problem of retention and abolition could not be discussed 
without going into the conditions prevailed in India. Thus,the retentionists 
of death penalty emphasize that all their arguments have to be considered 
in the light of conditions prevailed in India. The arguments that may be 
5. Times of India, dated : 19 Oct. 2000 
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valid in respect of other countries may not necessarily be valid for India. 
The position regarding law and order may vary from state to state and 
even within a state. India is a vast country and the large number of her 
population is illiterate. The extra legal factors that act as a check on murder 
in western countries such as education, homogeneity, prosperity, viability 
and awareness of fault are unfortunately absent in many parts of India. The 
various arguments put forth by retentionists are as follows :-
(1) The first basic argument for retention of death penalty is that it is an 
indispensable deterrent to murder. "Remove it", and they say, "otherwise 
no one will be safe", murderers will stalk in the country undeterred. The 
weak and aged will lose an essential protection^. 
The contention of the advocates of death penalty regarding potential 
murderers is based upon the answer to the question, "what is that by 
which every man or woman fears most?" 
It is the knowledge that, penalty for murder is death, that holds back 
the hands of countless would be murderers. The love for life and its opposite 
the dread of death are most firmly embedded in human beings. 
"For kings and for beggars for the justly doomed and for the unjustly, 
says Carlyle, "It is a hard thing to die". 
They argue that the majority of murders are committed in India by 
the poor and backward classes. Prison conditions are often better than 
6. Law Commission 35 report 1967, Vol. I, p. 53. 
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conditions prevailing in tiieir homes and for such persons, death is the 
only deterrence. Moreover, life-imprisonment is inadequate to replace death 
penalty, particularly because of the practice of earlier release. There are 
several cases in which hardened criminals even though they return after 
several years, commit the same crime even on that very day offtwwffelease. 
Take the case of a wife, such are actual cases, when she is in love 
with somebody, but if she takes divorce, she finds herself illegible to get 
the property of her husband therefore^the only way to enjoy the paramour 
and the property is to kill the husband. The poor man's wife is raped by a 
richman, even children under 6 or 7 years are ravished, such criminals 
should be awarded death penalty and so also adulterators of food and 
drugs and medicines. 
A prisoner poisoned his brother to get possession of 40 Bighas of 
land. The brother had no wife and children. He was sentenced to three 
years imprisonment. Because he was to get 40 bighas land on release from 
prison, he was happy to undergo three years imprisonment. Many kill their 
brothers, uncles, wives and other relatives, a son kills father for mere gain 
of a property. 
Retention of death penalty creates conditions for non commission 
of the crime, i.e. acts as a deterrent, so death penalty has to be retained as 
a necessary evil. 
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In 1958, the then Home Minister Mr. G.R. Pant said by abolition of 
death penalty "we will be giving a sort of right to kill without punishment", 
apart from it, we shall be inviting dacoits to commit more murders by 
abolition of death penalty^. 
There are cold blooded and calculated murders that have been 
thought of and planned out months ahead, the abolition of death penalty in 
such cases would not be any use to society. Hence,this is not the time 
opportune to abolish death penalty. 
Moreover, when death penalty is going to be executed, and a person 
goes to be hanged, so meiny mercy petitions are submitted to the government. 
It is worth considerable, "why is it so in respect of one offence alone there 
are so many who come forward to ask for mercy being given to a prisoner?" 
This proves the deterrent effect of death penalty. 
Thus, there are criminals of the deepest die who can never be deterred 
by anything and there are many others who may not fear imprisonment but 
the natural instinct for living may still inspire fear in their minds. The majority 
of judges, members of Parliament and Legislatures and members of the 
bar and police officers, are definitely of the view that deterrent object of 
death penalty is achieved in a fair measure in India^ 
Retentionists contend that death penalty is far more powerful and 
effective deterrent than life imprisonment and that it would discourage 
7. Report ofRajyaSabha Debates, 1958, Vol. 21, p. 52. 
8. 35, Law Comjnission Report, p. 131. 
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criminal conduct on the part of those who are aware of its existence. Stephen 
says, "no punishment deters man so effectively from committing crime as 
punishment of Death". 
The Royal Commission report on death penalty said, "Prima facie, 
the penalty of death is likely to have a stronger effect as a deterrent to 
normal human beings, than any other form of punishment and there is 
some evidence, that there is infact so. Therefore, if the death penalty is 
removed, the fear that comes the way of people committing murders will 
be removed"'. 
All sentences are awarded for security and protection of society, so 
that every individual, as far as it is possible, may live in peace. Taking a 
realistic view, so long as the society does not become more refined, death 
sentence will have to be retained. The security of the society as well as 
individual liberty of every person has to be borne in mind. Capital punishment 
is needed to ensure the security'". 
(2) Retentionists say that Death Penalty is a social retribution and a 
state has a right to punish the worst criminal by death. 
They say that the criminal commits a terrible crime and as a result, 
an imbalance creates in society. In order to equalize or to restore the balance, 
the criminal ought to die otherwise the friends and relatives of the victim as 
9. G.B. Pant, Rajya Sabha Report, 1958. 
10. Sri Datar, Minister of State for Home Affairs, Lok Sabha Debates, 1962. 
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well as the general public who demand and expect satisfaction, may take 
the law in to their own hands and may even lynch the criminal. The 
supporters of death penalty say that, it is justified to forefeit the life of a 
person, who takes away another's life. David Dressier says, "a person 
who kills another must be eliminated from the society, therefore, fully merits 
his execution". 
In the Debate on 25 April 1985, it was stated that for the maintenance 
of law and order in the country, capital punishment is necessary. Life and 
property should be made secure. 
At the same timeyone should not revert back to the old barbaric and 
pre-historic practice of, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth". The 
then Home Minister G.B. Pant said that, "We do not stand for this dictum", 
but according to the modem science of penology, all sentences are awarded 
only for the security and protection of society. He further said that there 
are several countries which abolished capial punishment but after some 
experience they had to revert back to the old system and revive the capital 
punishment which they had abolished. Austria and New Zealand and 
England are instances in point and nine states of U.S.A, where they had 
restored the Death Penalty", 
11. Report of the Rajya Sabha Debates, 1958, Vol. 21, P. 452. 
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Thus, abolition of death penalty may do more harm to the country 
than we can visualise. There are certain cases, where a death penalty will 
not be out of proportion to the nature of the crime committed. 
(3) The retentionists have held that there are certain types of crimes 
which are of such a serious nature, so brutal, monstrous and inhuman that 
the community may disown the particular individual as an human being. In 
such a case death penalty might be considered the right type of 
punishment'^. In most of the cases the murders are committed with 
predetermination. The dacaoits, in our country, enter the house and rape 
the woman in presence of her husband. They stab them in the stomach, 
and kill children. Should such a brutal murder be pardoned? 
Another type of gruesome crime is, as we read daily in news papers, 
that girls aged 4 to 10 years are raped brutally. They are cut into pieces and 
thrown into tanks after rape. After all, there is a class, which might be 
called professional murderers and why should so much sympathy be shown 
to them? 
Where a man goes about doing heinous things, raping children, 
committing murders etc. should we say that he should not be put to death. 
Another serious nature of cases is of adulteration of medicines, death penalty 
should be awarded in this case and also in cases of food adulteration'^ 
12. RajyaSabha Debates, 1961, p. 1724. 
I3.Ibid.,p. 1747. 
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We also see so many cases of murder driven by religious fanaticism 
i.e., the life of a person is taken by another person because of a certain 
belief and that his religion demands that the non-believer or the believer in 
any other faith be killed and that if he commits such a crime, he would be 
rewarded in heaven. 
There is a superstition that the Gods or Goddesses would be pleased 
if a certain person or even if it be child of that very person is killed. Cases 
are not lacking wher virgin girls are sacrificed for getting a child by another 
lady. 
(4) As regards the miscarriages of justice, this is very rare, there may be 
one or two cases in hundred or a thousand where a wrong person is 
punished. Mensrea is very important ingredient of murder and unless 
mensrea is proved, no death penalty is awarded. Again, error may be 
corrected, in appeal, by superior courts''*. 
In our country, we have many other safeguards too. Whenever 
possible, instead of death penalty, the lesser punishment is given, and in 
cases of difference of opinion among judges over the question of death 
sentence, it is not inflicted. 
(5) Another arugment of retentionists is that if it would be abolished, 
the relatives and friends of the murdered man would take law in their own 
14.1bid.,p. 1765. 
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hand and wreak-vengeance from the murderer, by either kilhng him or other 
members of his family, and this would give rise to a chain of murder^s 
and if death penalty is properly carried out, instead of burtalising society, 
it satisfies the sense of justice and provides social satisfaction and a sense 
of protection. 
(6) The defenders of death penalty say that there are gangs and in murder 
cases, where witnesses have to give evidence, the moment death penalty is 
removed, every witness is murdered by the gangesters and it becomes 
very difficult to get the evidence. If these gangs are there, people will be 
afraid to come and give evidence. Once death penalty is removed, witnesses 
will not be safe even in the witness box. 
(7) Experience of other countries would not be conclusive for India. 
There is greater danger in India of increase in violent crimes if death penlty 
is abolished, particularly in respect of the professional criminals'^ 
In this connection it may be noted that in India, cases of dacoity and 
goondaism accompanied with murder or attempt to murder are frequent in 
certain areas. Moreowver many countries had to re-introduce capital 
punishment after abolition as in Australia, Newzealand, England and nine 
states of U.S.A.'^ 
(8) Supporters of death penalty say that it is needed as a threat or warning 
to potential murderers and if they were kept alive, would remain a threat 
15.Canadian Report, p. 11, para 35-54. 
16.U.N. Publication, p. 59, para 216. 
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and would endanger the lives of fellow citizens if they were paroled or 
pardoned and, thus, allowed to return to a life in freedom. There have been 
cases when murderers, after coming out of prison, pursued and attacked 
the man who got them convicted. Society must be protected from the risk 
of second offence by a criminal who is not executed and released or he 
may escape. 
Life imprisonment as a substitute for death sentence would be too 
risky and inadequate, nor would the threat of that penalty have the same 
power to inhibit murderous impulses'^ 
(9) Capital punishment marks the society's detestation and abhorrence 
of the taking of life and its revulsion against the crimes. It is supported not 
because of a desire for revenge but rather as the society's reprobation of 
the grave crime of murder. 
By emphasising the gravity of murder, capital punishment tends to 
foster the community's abhorrence of the crime. This decreases the incidents 
of murder in the long run'*. 
(10) With reference to the communal riots in India, it would be unwise 
for us to think in terms of the immediate abolition of capital punishment'^. 
(11) If we want to abolish the death penalty we have to change the entire 
n.Thorslcin Scllin, "Capital Punishment" p. 244, U.N. Publication, 1962, p. 60, 
& Ceylon Report, P. 40. 
18. Canadian Report, p. 10, para 40. 
19. Report oftheRajyaSabha Debates, 1961, p. 1710. 
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pattern of our living and the entire structure of society. We are living in a 
world where people may go to any extent of crime for very simple reasons. 
(12) Retentionists have argued that death penalty exerts a eugenic 
influence, 
(13) InaseminarorganisedbyGovt.oflndia, during May 8-10,1969, at 
Delhi on the subject of "Criminal Law and Contemporary Social Changes", 
a substantial number of the members submitted that death penalty should 
be abolished. They felt that not only the experience of other countries but 
also the experience of the period when capital punishment was not in force 
in - Travancore state (1945-1950) and in Goa (1876-1963) showed that the 
existence of capital punishment as a punishment for murder did not, in any 
way, operate as a deterrent against commission of murder. But the study 
group further reported that certain members of the group strongly pressed 
that the capital punishment is not only to be retained but it should also be 
extended to cover those persons who have committed serious offences 
such as white collar crimes, such as cheating in the construction of buildings 
and thereby endangering the lives of thousands, manufacturing drugs which 
are deleterious to human health, violation of foreign exchange regulations 
involving a loss of crores of rupees to the country's economy. 
Thus, the study groups' recommendations are quite opposite in 
themselves. This shows that the real importance of the deterrent value of 
capital punishment is realised in their hearts even when they are inclined to 
support its abolition. 
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Moreover, the matter of abolition or retention of capital punishment 
in India was examined by the Law Commission of India^°. The Commission 
after analysing the available materials and assessing the views of the 
abolitionists & retentionists concluded as under: 
"Having regard, however, to the conditions in India, the variety of 
the social upbringing of its inhabitants, to the disparity in the level of 
morality and education in the country, to the vastness of its area, to the 
diversity of its population and to the paramount need for maintaining 
law and order in the country, at the present juncture, India can not risk 
the experiment of the abolition of capital punishment". 
Law Commission under the Chairmanship of Justice Jayachandra 
Reddy, also favours the retention of death penalty in India on similar 
grounds.-^' 
Even the countries which abolished the death penalty have either 
retained it for certain specific offences or reintroduced it in the wake of 
peculiar circumstances which caused later on. It was observed by their 
lordships of the Supreme Court^ ,^ "in England death penalty was retained 
for high treason in the Sherman Bill of 1956. Even at present for that 
offence death penalty is a valid sanction. In the after math of assassination 
of Prime Minister Bhandaranayke in 1959 Ceylon hurriedly introduced capital 
punishment for murder owing to similar considerations. Israel sanctioned 
20.Law Commission of India - 35th Report, 1967, p. 354. 
21.Timcs of India 18.8.1998, p.5. 
22. Supra note, 13, 1980 Cr.L.J. 636, (para 118). 
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death penalty for crimes committed against the Jewish people & prosecuted 
the notorious Jew 'Baiter Adolf Henman' in 1962..."" 
The Supreme Court of America declared the death penalty as ultra 
vires of the constituion in Furman vs. Georgia on 29.06.1976^'' But this 
view was repelled subsequently by the chosen representatives of the people 
in as much as the legislatures of the 32 states reintroduced the capital 
punishment for murder and other various offences. 
So, if guilt is clearly established beyond a reasonable doubt under 
circumstances that guarantee a reasonable opportunity for the defendant 
to confront his accusers, to cross-examine witnesses, to present his case 
with the assistance of professional counsel, and in general to enjoy the 
benefits of due process of law; if in addition he has been given the protection 
of laws that prevent the use of torture to extract confessions and is provided 
immunity against self incrimination; if those who are authorized to pass 
judgment fmd^there were no excusing or mitigating circumstances; if he is 
found to have committed a wanton, brutal, callous murder or some other 
crime that is subversive of the very foundation of an ordered society; and 
if, finally the representatives of the people, excusing the people's sovereign 
authority, have prescribed death as the penalty for that crime, then the 
judge and jury are fully justified in imposing that penalty, and the proper 
authorities are justified in carrying it out^^ 
23.Mohd. Shamim, Capital Punishment, 1989 (May) - 95 Cr.L.J. p.59. 
24.(1972) (408 US 238 : 33 L ED 2d 346). 
25. Burton M. Leiser, Liberty, Justice & Morals, cd II, p. 257. 
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Moreover, I am of the view that death penalty not only be maintained 
but be extended too in some other areas such as dowry killings, infant-
rapes, gang-rapes, adulteration of food and drugs, cheating in construction 
of building, and thereby endangering the lives of thousands etc. These 
offences have emerged in a horrible shape today. Dowry cases have travelled 
from voluntary giving to killing, rape has come down on 10 or 15 months 
baby, adulterated drugs, in themselves are distributing death. Crime rate is 
increasing by leaps and bounds. Less heinous crimes are also giving alarm 
of ensuing great danger as is the case of dowry. At this juncture, it would, 
as I think, be improper to eliminate death penalty. Time has not yet arrived 
for its abolition. Instead, we must think over its expansion. 
(B) ARGUMENTS FOR ABOLITION 
There is an International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which 
encourages the abolition of death penalty and many countries have even 
abolished it despite the fact that today the human life, in some states, has 
become a cheap commodity. Death Penalty puts an end to all mortal ills 
and leaves no room either for sorrow or joy. In present, in our country the 
debate on capital punishment has assumed new dimension. The abolitionists 
have moved their movements with more emphatic arguments. They maintain 
that the society can control its criminal elements without resorting to this 
extreme type of punishment. The various arguments in favour of abolition 
are :-
(1) Death penalty is irrevocable and irrepairable and where a person is 
wrongly convicted and sentenced to death, the greatest injustice results 
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and such execution will amount to a blot on judicial conscience. The 
administration of justice is an human function and human beings are not 
infallible, an error may occur and if an error does occur in a capital case, it 
cannot be corrected after the sentence of the court has been carried out. It 
can be tolerated only when there is absolute certainity of the guilt of the 
accused and such certainty is not possible. Why not scrap Sec. 194 of 
IPC^*, if judicial error is ruled out? The fact that it remains on the statute 
book amounts to theoretical admission of miscarriage of justice and judicial 
error in imposition of death is a crime beyond punishment^^. Majority 
opinion in Baclian Singh's case^ * also admits such possibility but proceeds 
to say that, "these incidents can be infinitesimally reduced by providing 
adequate safeguards and checks". It is respectfully submitted that this is a 
strange logic which in its essence means that it is alright as long only very 
less number of innocents are executed, and this amounts to negation of 
well accepted principle of administration of criminal Justice which says, 
"let hundred guilty escape, but let not one innocent be punished'. 
(2) The concept of innocence in relation to death penalty deserves to 
be elaborated. It has two aspects, y/r^f/y, those who did not commit the 
crime at all but are sentenced to death because of judicial error, secondly, 
26. Sec. 194 IPC provides punishment for giving or fabricating false evidence 
with intent to procure conviction of capital offences. In case an innocent man 
be convicted and executed in consequence of such false evidence, such person 
may be sentenced to either with death or imprisonment for life or ten years 
and fine. 
27.AsperBhagwati,J.AIR1982S.C. 1326. 
28.AIR, 1980 S.C. 918. 
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the cases, where the accused committed the crime but did not deserve 
death penalty, because of absence of special reasons. May be the execution 
of the first category of innocents is minimum and rare, but undoubtedly 
the incidences of execution of second category of innocents are not rare, 
because of the subjectivism in perception of special reasons by various 
judges. Judicial error, also has two aspects, firstly, error with reference 
to a question of fact; secondly, error with reference to a question of law. 
Justice Bhagwati opines that error may result due to more than one reasons, 
such as improper investigation, perjury, police mistakes etc^ .^ Torture of 
the accused appears the only method of investigation that the police employ. 
Professor Baxi observes that " .... even with the greatest possible 
understanding, sympathy and concern for the plight of the Indian Police, it 
should be possible to reach a hypothesis that custodial violence or torture 
is an integral part of police operations in India^°." 
Judicial history does not lack in cases where grave errors in judgments 
were commited and innocent persons were hanged. Prof Borchard, has 
drawn attention to 65 cases, from - England & US, of persons convicted 
of crimes of which they were subsequently proved to be innocent^'. 
Prof A.L. Goodhart said, "It would be a terrible thing if a man has 
been hanged for a crime which he has not committed, in such a case law 
itselrwould be a murderer". 
29.AIR 1982 S.C. 1344. 
30. Upendra Baxi: The Crisis of the Indian Legal System" Vikas (New Delhi, 1982) 
p. 123. 
31. Borchard, "Convicting the Innocent", 1932 p. 297-298. 
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In Shnnkarlal Gyarasilal Dixit vs. State of Maharashtra",the 
sessions court and the High Court convicted the accused of the crime of 
rape and murder of a 5 year old girl, and both courts imposed the death 
sentence on the accused. The Supreme Court, reapprising the evidence, 
acquitted him. This seems a definite demonstration of judicial fallibility. 
This possibility of error is not the concern of only those who are 
outside the justicing system, but it appears to have agitated judges too. 
Ten persons were sentenced to death for the murder of four. The High 
Court, in brief order acquitted them all. Chanrachud J. speaking for the 
court said, "if ten persons sentenced to death could be acquitted on mere 
assumptions, there is a fear that ten, who were not guilty, could be convicted 
by the same indifferent process^''." 
Though juries strain every nurve and spend every bit of their energy 
before awarding death penalty, yet the slips made by the justices cannot be 
ignored. Lord Shaw said, "every human judgment is mingled with human 
error and in the issue of life and death, no judge should be charged with an 
irrevocable doom. 
The possibility of an innocent person being subjected to the ultimate 
penalty is no longer an abstract proposition rooted in a vague premise. It 
has, in fact, achieved legislative confirmation. 
33.(1981) 2 s e c 35. 
34. State of U.P. Vs. Jageshwar (1983) 2 SCC 305. 
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(3) Capital punishment is looked upon as the only most effective 
deterrent. But the deterrent effect of death penalty is falsified by 
statistics and logic. Justice Bhagwati clearly established that it is not the 
severity of the sentence, it is certainty of detection and punishment that 
acts as dclerrcnl". 
Why the deterrence of death penalty in sec. 302 IPC failed to contain 
recurring communal murders in Hyderabad (A.P.) and the murders that are 
committed by the fundamentalists & terrorists in Jammu & Kashmir. In 
fact, crimes are committed due to more than one reason and it is these 
reasons that drive one to commit a crime. 
Moreoi-ver, if deterrence is the object, then the family of the offender 
should also be punished, since this would increase the deterrent element. 
The British & the Canadian white papers as well as the work 
undertaken by the European Council, the committee for the prevention of 
crime created by the United Nations and the European Parliament, all these 
studies came to the same conclusion. Violent crime follows a curve that is 
a function of social and economic conditions and the evolution of the 
moral values of society at any given moment. It is unaffected by the 
existence or absence of capital punishment. In other words, the death 
penalty does not reduce crime, nor does its abolition increase it. "^^ 
35.AIR 1982 S.C. 1369. 
36.Moin Qazi, No Deterrent Against Crime, Lex Et. Juris Aug 1989 p. 16 
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By comparing California, which had the death penalty, with its 
neighbouring state, Oregon, which had abolished it, or Arkansas with 
Missouri or New York with Pennsylvanian, these studies came up with the 
surprising result that in most cases, where the death penalty had been 
abolished, the homicide rate was lower than it was where it had been retained. 
As a result, many criminologists, & sociologists have concluded that "the 
death penalty has no discernible effect as a deterrent to murder."" 
hi addition to this, certain facts about deterrence and the death penalty 
have been picked up from INTERNET,* which mentions following facts 
about U.S. situation. 
"A recent study of the deterrent value of the death penalty focussed 
on whether the death penalty deterred the murder of police officers. The 
searchers surveyed a thirteen year period of police homicides. The study 
concluded, "we find no consistent evidence that capital punishment 
influenced police killing & during the 1976-1989 period ... Police do not 
appear to have been afforded an added measure of protection against 
homicide by capital punishment.^^ 
A survey of experts from the American Society of Criminology, the 
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, and the Law and Society 
37. Schedler, George, "Capital Punishment and its Deterrent Effect," Social Theory 
& Practice, (1976). 
*INTEIINET, website: http://www, essential. Org/dpic 
38. W. Bailey & R. Peterson, Murder, Capital Punishment and Deterrence : A 
Review of the Evidence & an Examination of Police Killings, 50 Journal of 
Social Issues 53, (1994). 
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Association showed that the overwhelming majority did not believe that 
the death penalty is a proven deterent to homicide." 
Moreover, the so called deterrent effect of capital punishment does 
not operate on all kinds of murderers. The death penalty will have no 
deterrent effect upon those persons, who commit murder on account of 
serious physical, mental, and cultural deficiencies or those who commit 
murder on account of intensely difficult or emotional situations. 
In England in the 18th Century hangings were public, yet there was 
no evidence that the crime rate declined. The evidence placed before the 
Royal Commission of 1866 in England, indicated that of the 167 convicted 
of death sentence 164 had witnessed public executions previously. 
Examining world wide data on homicide, Norwal Morris, who 
prepared a report for the United - Nations, stated, "all the available data 
suggested that presence or absence of death sentence does not appear to 
affect murder rate and both are not interdependent.''" 
A study concerning six decades, 1910-1962, undertaken in the state 
of Ohio, in U.S.A. and California released in 1979, establish that capital 
punishment did not act as a deterrent to murder. Thus, if deterrent effect is 
not achieved then why it is retained. Justice Krishna Iyer is also of the 
same view. 
39. M. Radclct & Akers, Deterrence and the Death Penalty, The viewers of the 
Experts, 1995). 
40.An illustrated weekly oflndia, April 7-13,1985,p.8. 
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To those who say that capital punishment has a satutory deterrent 
effect, it may be said that history refutes it, the experience of other countries 
refutes it, and reason refutes it. Capital punishment not only offends against 
the fundamental ideals of the sanctity of human life, but also operates to 
destroy the very purpose for which it is inflicted. 
The recent researches in criminology have established that murders 
are committed due to the operation of multifarious factors sometimes 
beyond the control of the murderer. Murderers may be men or women, 
youths, girls, they may be normal or abnormal, feeble minded, epileptic, 
or insane. The crime may have occured so much in the heat of passion as 
to rule out the possibility of premeditation or it may have been well prepared 
and carried out ijicold blood. The emotions springing from weakness as 
often from wickedness, may arise due to cupidity, lust, jealousy despair, 
pity, self- righteousness, rage of fits, fear, anger, revenge etc. Therefore,it 
will be monstrous to inflict death on all persons irrespective of subjective 
and other considerations of the offenders'". 
The same is true of those who commit murders as a result of 
defective personality or highly unfortunate social environment. Nor can the 
death penalty be supposed to act as an effective deterrent in the case of the 
professional gunman. He realises that even if sentenced to death he may 
have this sentence commuted to life imprisonment and may ultimately be 
pardoned and restored to a life of freedom. 
41 .Dr. K.S. Chhabra, "Quantum of punishment in Criminal law in India, p. 104-6. 
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The jilted lover who kills his sweet-heart, the jealous paramour who 
murders his mistress and the disillusioned husband who fatally stabs his 
faithless wife are all rash, impulsive and inflamed persons beyond control. 
Only after the act has been committed they reflect upon the futility and 
enormity of their behaviour. No question of deterrence arises for these 
classes. 
Inspite of the retention of Capital Punishment, murders did take 
place. Somclimcs murders are committed by insane, dctcrrance can not be 
achieved in such a case, for, as he overcomes his insanity, he becomes a 
normal person. 
There have been cases in India and abroad, where people out of 
mercy have given poison or some injection to their near and dear ones to 
end their agony. Should such persons be sentenced with capital punishment? 
You must look to the criminal and not to the crime itself only. 
Punishment of death is selective and therefore, not deterrent in effect. 
It is not in all cases of murder that death penalty is awarded. In India out of 
every 110 prosecuted, only 2, were hanged or the number executed varied 
between 1, and 1.8%. What deterrent effect can there be in such 
circumstances?"*^ 
The evidence shows that absence of the death penalty does not 
increase crime. In 22 countries that have completely abolished it, there has 
42. Statesman, dated 20th Dec, 1963. 
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been no increase in the rates of homicide. In Goa and Travancore where 
capital punishment was not in force for many yrs., evidence shows that 
absence of death penalty did not increase crime/^ 
Prof Gillin says, "Our experience points out that death penalty is 
not necessary for social protection.'"''' 
Thus, Sellin rightly says, "The death penalty probably can never be 
made a deterrent." 
(4) On the question of equality, among other grounds, Justice Bhagwati 
based his argument that predisposition of Judges to Capital Punishment 
results in inequality."^ Justice Bhagwati, thus, sums up the whole situation 
in the form of a question that may be asked by the accused : Am I to live or 
die,depends on the way in which the Benches are constituted? 
Prof. Blackshield also demonstrated after a careful study that there 
is inconsistency in the confirmation of death sentences by the Supreme 
Court, and concluded that. " where life and death are at stake, 
inconsistencies which are understandable may not be acceptable."''* 
A law which in practice sends poor and illiterate (who can't defend 
the case by hiring best legal expertise) to gallows cannot be regarded as 
43. An Illustrated Weekly of India, 7-13, April, 1985, p.8-9. 
44. Gillion, "Criminology and Penology", P. 551,3rd edition. 
45. AIR 1982 pp. 1375-84, the learned judge says, that if eg. Justice Sen and Justice 
Kailasani had constituted the bench hearing Rajendra Prasad's Case, then, 
without meaning the slightest disrespect to these two eminent judges, one can 
hazard a guess that perhaps, the death sentence of Rajendra Prasad would have 
been confirmed. 
46. AIR, Blackshield, op. Cit., p. 166. 
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not violative of equal protection of laws. The observations of Justice 
Douglous in Furman vs. Georgia'*^ is worth quoting : 
"In a nation committed to equal protection of the laws there is not 
permissible 'caste' aspect of law enforcement. Yet we know that the 
discretion of judges and juries in imposing the death penalty enables the 
penalty to be selectively applied, feeding prejudices against the accused if 
he is a member of a suspect or unpopular minority, and saving those who 
by special position may be in a more protected position. In ancient Hindu 
La\^ ^a Brahmin was exempted from capital punishment, & under that law 
generally, punishment increased in severity as social status diminished. We 
have, I fear, taken in practice the same position, partially as a result of the 
ability of the rich to purchase the service of the most respected and most 
resourceful legal talent in the Nation." 
As far as U.S. is concerned, Richard E. Dieter, who has been 
Executive Director of Death Penalty Information Centre, has informed an 
INTERNET that the problem of racial disparities in the applications of the 
death penalty which existed before 1976 has not been eliminated. 82% of 
the murder victims in the case resulting in execution since 1976 have been 
white,"^ even though whites are victims in less than 50% of the murders 
committed in the U.S."' Since 1976,84 black defendants have been executed 
47. Furman vs. Gocrgia, 408 US, 238. 
48. Death Rov^  USA, NAACP Legal Defence & Education Fund (Jan. 1996). 
49. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics-1994. 
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for the murder of a white victim, but only 4 white defendants have been 
executed for the murder of a blaclc victim.^" 
In 1990, the U.S. General Accounting Office conducted a review of 
the best studies concerning race and the death penalty. They concluded 
that "Race of Victim was found to influence the likelihood of being charged 
with capital murder or receiving the death penalty, i.e. those murdered 
whites were found to be more likely to be sentenced to death than those 
who murdered blacks". 
Racial disparities in the death penalty continue in various ways : 
a In Maryland, 87% of those on death row are African Americans.^' 
O In Kentucky, 100% of those on death row are there for the murder 
of a white victim, despite the fact that there have been 1,000 African -
Americans murdered in that state since 1976." 
a In New Jersy, a recent death penalty study by the state's Supreme 
Court found, "strong and consistent biases "against black defendants." 
Back to home. Justice Bhagwati observed that, ^'there can be no 
doubt that death penalty in its actual operation is discriminatory, for it 
50.Facts about the Death Penalty, Death Penalty Information Centre (April 22, 
1996). 
51. P. Valentine, Md. High Court Block Execution of Police Killer. Washington 
Post, June 1, 1996. 
52. Who gets to Death Row? Editorial, Kentucky Courier Journal, Mar. 7 1996 
(Citing University of Louisville Study). 
53. C. Conway, N.J. Death Penalty study Raises Spectre of Bias Among Juris, 
February 20, 1996. 
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strikes mostly against the poor and deprived section of the community 
and the rich and the affluent usually escape from its clutches. ^ '^ 
SOME MORE ARGUMENTS 
(5) So far as the object of the punishment is concerned, it is worthwhile 
to quote penologist Beccaria^' - "The purpose of sentencing is not to 
torment the criminal nor undo his crime but the end of the punishment is to 
deter others and to reform the criminal. The punishment should be such 
which makes strong and lasting impression on the minds of others with 
least suffering to the criminals.^^ 
The aim of society should be to reform the criminal. This can be 
easily done because we have entered a civilized age. There was a time 
when man was uneducated, illiterate and savage and it required servere 
punishment to set criminals on the right path. But now man should open 
his eyes and he must realise that those days have become part of distant 
memory when "an eye for an eye" and "a tooth for a tooth" fulfilled the 
requirement of justice. But justice no longer lies in retribution. It demands 
the criminal's induction into a new social environment devoid of those 
circumstances that incited him. 
(6) When "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" is a practice, even 
then we don't want the rapist to be sexually assaulted, nor burn down the 
54.Supranote, 3.p.898. 
55. Beccaria, C; On Crime & Punishment. 
56.Dr. Mool Singh, Death Sentence - Rethinking in terms of its Abolition, 1989 
Cr.L.J.p. 126. 
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houses of the arsonists i.e. to pay in the same coin yet we think it natural to 
insist on killing the man who has killed, Why? 
Those who believe in the abolition of capital punishment, cite moral 
and ethical grounds in support of their arguments. They feel that the giver 
of life is Supreme Creator and that he alone has the right to take it away. It 
is further argued that capital punishment leads only to the destruction of 
the sinner and not the sin. 
(7) As Human life is complex and actuated not only by fear, but also 
loyality, greed, lust, and by many other factors, dissenting with the majority 
view Mr. Justice Krishna Iyer pleaded for abolition of death penalty. He 
observed: 
"Since every saint had a past and sinner a future, never wright of the 
man wearing the criminal veneer attire but remove the dangerous 
degeneracy in him, restore his retarded human potential by holistic 
healing of his favoured, fatigued or frustrated inside and by repairing 
the repressive, though hidden injustice of the social order which is 
vicariously guilty of the criminal behaviour of many innocent 
convicts." 
Capital punishment should be abolished because it is a legalised, 
revengeful and cruel destruction of God's most wonderful creation, the 
human being.^* 
57. Rameshwar«fe Another vs. Stateof U.P. AIR 1993 SC 940. 
58.Rajya Sabha Debates 25th April, 1968. 
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It will be greatest of Dharma to do away with that which takes away 
the life and thus give people a chance to become better, to become 
improved, giving a chance to people to live in amity, brotherhood, love 
and affection. 
Among the teachings of various religions, Christianity commanded, 
"Thou shalt not kill". While Islam laid down that if the relatives of a victim 
accept compensation and pardon, the offender should not be hanged. 
The principle of, "middle path", preached by Lord-Buddha was 
supposed to support the argument to abolish capital punishment. 
(8) It may be argued, how can a second death bring satisfaction or 
restore the balance which was tilted by the first murder? Capital punishment, 
in fact, brings no sense of relief or satisfaction to the victim's family. On 
the contrary, by a well planed and properly executed prison labour, the 
murderer may be made to support the victim's family and dependants as it 
is being done in Sweden and other western countries. This is the right way 
of sympathising with the victim's family. Neither execution of murderer 
pleases the conscience of the community. It appears, therefore, that capital 
punishment cannot be supported on the theory of retribution, 
(9) The argument that if capital punishment is not awarded to murderer 
there is a possibility of more killings by way of satisfying feelings of revenge 
need not be considered as an obstacle for abolition of capital punishment, 
particularly in the social context of this country because in India such 
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cases are few and even in countries like U.S.A. where lynchings were once 
common are now on decline. 
(10) The death penalty is often defended on the ground that it is less 
expensive than the imprisonment. But although the maintenance cost per-
prisoner may be high but the life of the prisoner cannot be taken on this 
ground. Life is not so cheap and cannot be weighed or measured in terms 
of money. 
It sounds somewhat ridiculous to advance such theory of cost in a 
social welfare state. 
Secondly, if this applies to those who are condemned to die, it may 
be applied to all prisoners who are being maintained at public expenses.*' 
(11) Capital punishment is morally indefensible. Society has no right to 
take the life of any person. It is morally wrong for the state in the name of 
the law to take life deliberately.^° It may be conceivable that capital 
punishment may be viewed by the society as a means of protecting itself 
by eleminating its enemies. This contention is not entirely valid in as much 
as offenders usually sentei^d to death are not necessarily habitual criminals. 
John Bright has remarked that, "capital punishment, whilst pretending 
to support reverence for human life, does in fact tends to destroy it." So 
capital punishment is morally wrong because it is barbarous and out of 
59.Taft, "Criminology", 1950,p.330. 
60. Ceylon Report, p. 38, "Summary of arguments under long term affect". 
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step with modem morality and thought/' By eliminating the criminal, the 
state does not erase the crime, but repeats it. 
(12) One of the abuses of capital punishment is that it is not reformative 
at all. In fac^capital punishment indicates the impossibility of reformation. 
Death penalty certainly prevents reformation. Thus^n view of the growing 
modem conviction that the principal object of punishment is to reform the 
offenders when it is possible to restore him to society, the death penalty is 
found to be entirely out of touch with the spirit of new penological thought. 
(13) There may be some criminals so hardened and inveterate as not to 
give much hope of reformation. But it is possible to make a positive forecast 
without trial that a particular offender is irredeemable. This argument applies 
with special force to crimes committed in a state of passion, which appears 
as quickly as it disappears leaving the criminal a victim of capital punishment. 
Even bmtal murderers who were sentenced to imprisonment when they 
were reformed, proved to be very good citizens. 
The recent researches in criminology have established that murders 
are committed due to the operation of multifarious factors, sometimes 
beyond the control of the murderer. 
(14) Death sentences are known to have been given on political reasons 
i.e. to supress political rivals. So there is danger of its misuse for this 
reason. 
61. Canadian Report, 1962, p. 61. 
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(15) Under the Indian law of murder, a person may find himself 
condemned to death on vicarious or constructive liability for the offence 
committed by someone else, though he might not be conscious of having 
done any killing or participating in killing. All that the court has to find is 
that the accused was one of the unlawful assembly, whose common 
objective was to commit murder, although there may not have been any 
common intention and participation by the accused in the actual commission 
of that offence. This shows, how harsh our law is and the amount of 
incalculable harm it does to innocent persons. 
(16) Moreover, all one must notice the distinctive things about the kind 
of killing that capital punishment always involves -
(i) When the state kills a prisoner, no one else's life, limit or liberty is 
therewith pressurized, saved or restored nor is any one's death or 
harm prevented. 
(ii) When the state kills a prisoner, it kills an human bemg whose abilities, 
moral development and capacities for autonomous conduct are not 
significantly different from other prisoners & most other persons. 
(iii) When the state kills a prisoner, an alternative is available - incarceration, 
isolation, temporary sedation - that would effectively reduce the risk 
of harm to others. 
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(iv) When the state kills a prisoner, it does not think what the prisoner 
prefers or what the future life of that prisoner would have been if he 
had not been killed." 
(17) It is often argued that sentence of death injures the family of the 
offender. It leaves the family of offender in misery and poverty by taking 
away its source of income and breadeamer. In Mahabharata there is a 
discussion between king Dyumatsena and his son Prince Satyawan. Prince 
says, "By killing the wrongdoers, the king kills a large number of innocent 
people as his mother, wife, father, children, all are killed. Thus, their relatives 
should not be punished by infliction of capital punishment. 
It violates our humanitarian sentiments. Death penalty is a form of 
cruelty and inhumanity unworthy of a human civilisation. Society places 
upon a certain individual, this brutalizing task of taking life, that no one of 
its members wishes himself to take. Men can take life in self defence or in 
the heat of passion and have a relieving sense of justification, but to take 
life in cold-blood causes all the humanitarian sentiments developed in 
thousands of years to come a setback. 
(18) Capital'punishment is a calculated murder by the state as the date of 
hanging is fixed and told to the condemned person in advance." It is also 
62. John F. Kams & L.S. Weinberg, The Death Sentence in Pensylvanian -1978-
1990,95 Dick Law Review Sum. 1991, p. 771. 
63.Lok Sabha Debates, 1962 p. 307-320. 
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not uncommon for men and women to sit in the death house for several 
years before their cases are finally settled by one way or the other. 
Moreover, Capital punishment is inhuman, cruel and unjustified. 
Revengeful and cruel destruction of a fellow human being, even if it is 
legalised, does not seem to be justified. The plea that death sentence is 
painless does not have any merits at all. Even the most efficient methods 
of execution do not result in instantaneous death. Besides, the prisoner's 
mental agony during the period between the pronouncement of the sentence 
and execution is incomparable. Life in a death cell is no life but death itself 
The kith and kin of the condemned also remain mentally tortured.^ 
If protection of society fi-om criminals is the object of the punishment, 
then the state should rather devise other effective prophylactic methods of 
nipping the crime in bud than to do away the criminals as poisonous snakes 
are beaten to death. 
Thus, now social conditions have completely changed since the 
time when capital punishment was considered almost indispensable. Human 
life was, then, very cheap and undignified but now with the concept of a 
social welfare state, this punishment is neither necessary nor desirable. 
64. K.S.Ajay Kumar, 1980(Ja)4CUCLp. 175. 
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ABOLITIONISTS FOR ALL CRIMES 
(Countries whose laws do not provide for the death penalty for any crime) 
Country 
ANDORRA 
AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRIA 
CAMOBIDA 
CAPE VERDE 
COLOMBIA 
COSTARICA 
CZECH AND SLOVAK 
FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC 
DENMARK 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
ECUADOR 
FINLAND 
FRANCE 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY 
HAITI 
HONDURAS 
HUNGARY 
ICELAND 
IRELAND 
KIRIBATI 
LIECHTENSTEIN 
LUXEMBOURG 
MARSHALL ISLANDS 
Date of 
Abolition 
1990 
1985 
1968 
1989 
1981 
1910 
1877 
1990 
1978 
1966 
1906 
1972 
1981 
1949/1987*** 
1987 
1956 
1990 
1928 
1990 
1987 
1979 
MICRONESIA (Federated States) 
MONACO 
MOZAMBIQUE 
NAMIBIA 
NETHERLANDS 
NEWZEALANDS 
NICARAGUA 
NORWAY 
PANAMA 
1962 
1990 
1990 
1982 
1989 
1979 
1979 
Date of 
Abolition 
for Ordinary 
Crimes 
1984 
1950 
1933 
1949 
1870 
1961 
1905 
Date of 
Last 
Execution 
1943 
1967 
1950 
1835 
1909 
1988 
1950 
1944 
1977 
J949*** 
1972** 
1940 
1988 
1830 
1954 
* • 
1785 
1949 
** 
** 
1847 
1986 
1988* 
1952 
1957 
1930 
1948 
1903* 
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PHILIPPINES 
PORTUGAL 
ROMANIA 
SAN MARINO 
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE 
SOLOMON ISLANDS 
SWEDEN 
TUVALU 
URUGUAY 
VANUATUT 
VATICAN CITY STATE 
VENEZUELA 
1987 
1976 
1989 
1865 
1990 
1972 
1907 
1969 
1863 
1867 
1848 
1966 
1921 
1976 
1849* 
1989 
1468* 
* • 
• * 
1910 
** 
* • 
TOTAL 44 COUNTRIES 
*Date of last known execution * * No executions since independence 
Courtesy: Amnesty International 
ConcCusion 
& 
^commendations 
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CONCLUSION 
To wind up our discussion made so far, it would be well in point to 
recapitulate the following essential things around which this work has been 
spinning. 
It is submitted that purposes of punishment stand in a.historical 
order and were given in different social backgrounds. The retributive theory 
had its source in the notion of private vengeance in the primitive society. 
When society developed further, and a priesthood came to dominate it, 
expiatory theory seems to have come into being. The preventive & deterrent 
theories came when the social organisation had grown stronger and the 
state had become powerful. In this way, through the various stages of 
development, the purpose of punishment went on expanding. In modem 
times, the researches in various fields of knowledge, new inventions and 
discoveries etc. have made a complete change in the our look towards the 
concept of the society, the individual and the state. Now the main purpose 
of punishment is to ensure social security & welfare. It is in this background 
that the reformative theory came into existence. 
The arguments for and against the Death Sentence is heavily 
influenced by the existing ideas about crime & punishment. On the one 
hand, there are people who are of the view that it is a relic of a worn out 
and effete civilization and smacks of barbarism. In the words of Mr. Bertrand 
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Russel, infliction of punishment on the criminals is nothing but a release of 
brutal instinct. Thus, according to them, extreme penalty of death has no 
place in modem epoch. Hence they consider it a necessary evil and sooner 
they are got rid of it, the better it would be for the country. 
On the other hand,there are persons whose number is no fewer than 
so-called abolitionists who are of the view that if the death penalty is taken 
out of the statute book, world would become a hell and nothing would 
grow and prosper therein except the crimes and criminals. A criminal would 
not be afraid of anything because he is cocksure of the fact, come what 
may be, he is not going to die. 
This debate, I think, can never be truly resolved on the basis of data 
and arguments. So many cultural and psychological factors are involved in 
it,therefore, both sides, in this debate, will continue to believe that they 
have clinched the issue in their own favour. 
The capital punishment can be justified strongly on the ground of its 
deterrent effect. Death penalty is far more powerful and effective deterrent 
than life imprisonment. Men fear death than imprisonment so it serves as a 
unique deterrent to professional criminals. Even if all the other objects be 
kept aside, the deterrent object would, in itself, furnish a rational basis for 
its retention. 
The death penalty also serves as a preventive to crime. Once man is 
executed^e is no more there to commit the crime again & the society is at 
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least got rid of that man. Moreo-ver, it prevents a potential criminal from 
committing the crime. The retributive object cannot, however, be totally 
ruled out. 'Retribution', as used here does not mean the primitive concept 
of "an eye for an eye", but connotes the expression of public indignation 
to a shocking crime, which can be better described as 'Reprobation'. The 
reprobation is offset by the extenuating circumstances. A subdued sympathy 
takes the place of reprobation, public sympathy whether through the court 
or through the prerogative of mercy or by express provision in some cases. 
However, the strength behind many of the arguments for abolition 
cannot be ruled out. We cannot ignore the arguments based on the 
irrevocability of death sentence, the severity of punishment, the need for a 
modem approach and the strong feelings shown by certain sections of 
public opinion in stressing deeper questions of human values. 
But arguments which would be valid in respect of one area of the 
world may not hold good in respect of another area. Similarly, even if 
abolition in some parts of India may not make a material difference, it may 
be fraught with serious consequences in other parts. 
Even after all the arguments advanced to support the abolition of 
capital punishment are taken into account, there does remain a residum of 
cases where it is absolutely impossible to enlist any sympathy on the side 
of the criminal, or to postulate any mental abnormality on his part or to 
assert that the deterrent effect is counter balanced by any external factors 
i.e. factors other than will and determination of the criminal. 
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On the question of total eradication of death penalty, there is, as we 
find, a noticeable hesitancy on the part of many nations (including India) to 
advocate total abolition of death penalty because of the violent erosions in 
society which affect the security of life and liberty. This fear, as I believe, 
consists some truth too. I submit that we should retain death penalty but -
(i) It should not be arbitrarily inflicted; and 
(ii) It should be imposed only for most heinous crimes in accordance 
with a law which is given an option of passing either the death sentence or 
life imprisonment depending upon the facts and cllcumstances of each 
particular case. 
According to Mr. Hidayatullah, the former Vice-President and Chief 
Justice of India, the doctrine of "rarest of rare" evolved in Indian 
Jurisprudence for the use of death penalty is capable of discounting the 
possible errors and the abuse of this sanction and therefore, a dispassionate 
approach to this problem in the context of mounting crime is most 
necessary. 
This mid way approach seems to be most appropriate particularly 
in the context of modem Indian society where the machinery of police as 
well as the magistracy is hardly adequate to tackle the problem of crime 
and criminals effectively. The object of punishment should be achieved by 
extending necessary safeguards to the life of individual but at the same 
time by limiting their liberty so as to eliminate crime. Moreo-ver, for suitable 
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and deserving cases, we have provision for grant of pardon and reduction 
of death sentence in life imprisonment. 
Regarding the recent changes made in the procedural codes in India, 
under Cr.P.C. 1898, the death sentence was a rule and life imprisonment an 
exception in capital offences, and whenever the court preferred to award a 
sentence lesser than death in such offences it was required under section 
367(5) of the Cr.P.C. to record its reasons in writing. Later on by an 
amendment in the year 1955 section 367(5) of the Cr.P.C. 1898 was omitted 
and thus-thereafter the courts became free to award either death sentence 
or life-imprisonment. Now the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 in its 
section 354 (3) provides that in case of death sentence special reasons are 
to be stated. Now imprisonment for life is the rule and death sentence an 
exception. In case of death sentence the court is required to state the 
reasons which justify its imposition as against the life imprisonment. 
In a series of cases t^he apex court has dealt with constitutionality of 
death sentence. In Jagmohan's' case, the question of constitutional 
impermissibility of death sentence based on provisions of Articles 16. and 
21 of the Constitution was raised for the first time. But the Court negatived 
the contention and held that deprivation of life is constitutionally permissible 
provided it is done according to procedure established by law. 
1. Jagmohan Vs. State ofU.P. AIR 1978 S.C. 947. 
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It was also argued before the Supreme Court that the discretionary 
power of the court to prefer death sentence to life imprisonment is 
uncontrolled and unguided by legal procedure and the risk of hanging of 
one accused from two similar offences committed by two different accused 
persons cannot be ruled out when the other accused is merely punished 
with life imprisonment. The objection was ruled out on the ground that 
certain things must be left to the discretion of the judges for rational 
sentencing. The judges, dealing with such cases, exercise their option only 
after balancing the aggravating and mitigating circumstances of the crime. 
The Supreme Court observed : "In India this onerous duty is cast upon 
judges and for more than a century the judges are carrying out this duty 
under the Indian Penal Code. The impossibility of laying down standards 
is at the very core of the Criminal law as administered in India, which 
invests the judges with a very wide discretion in the matter of fixing the 
degree of punishment. The discretion is liable to be corrected by superior 
courts. Laying down of standards to the limited extent possible, as was 
done in model judicial code, would not serve the purpose. The exercise of 
judicial discretion on well recognized principles is, in the final analysis, the 
safest possible safeguard for the accused^. 
In Rajendra prasad's case^ also the Supreme Court was of the 
view (per majority decision) that an accused can be given death sentence 
2. Jagmohan Singh Vs. State of U.P. AIR 1973 S.C. 497 :1973 Cr. L.J. 330. 
3. Rajendra Prasad Vs. State of U.P AIR 1979 S.C. 916 : 1979 Cr. L.J. 792. 
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only when his survival endangers the security of the society, However 
gruesome the killing or pathetic the situation may b^the life of a person 
cannot be terminated unless extraordinary grounds for imposing death 
penalty exist \ Thus,the preposition is that the extreme penalty should be 
imposed only in extreme cases or as it was expressed in the landmark 
decision in Bachan Singh's caj'^death penalty is to be imposed in "rarest 
of rare" cases when the alternative option is unquestionably foreclosed. 
In India, the issue of the abolition of capital punishment was raised 
for the first time in the Legislative Assembly in 1931, when one of the 
members from Bihar, Sri Gaya Prasad, sought to introduce a bill to abolish 
death penalty, but it was defeated''. In 1933 again leave was granted to 
introduce a bill to abolish capital punishment, but it was never moved^ In 
the post independence era, a bill was introduced in Parliament in 1956, but 
was rejected by the Lok Sabha. Further efforts made in Parliament in 195 8 
and 1962 were of no avail and resolutions were withdrawn after some 
debate in the House. The matter of abolition or retention of Capital 
Punishment in India was also examined by the Law Commissioner of India 
which favoured the retention of the death penalty^ considering the vastness, 
variety & diversity of India. 
The abolition of death sentence will result in deterioration of the 
situation i.e., peace and security within the state. Whether death sentence 
4. Report of the Legislative Assembly Debates Vol. 2 (1937) p.4. 
5. Ibid, Vol. 3, Shimla, 1933, p. 2538. 
6. Law Commission of India, 35th Report, 1967, p. 354. 
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has or has not served its desired ends as an effective deterrent is yet a 
question to which no answer can be ventured with any degree of certainty. 
The death penalty is not a right, it is a war of nation against a citizen whose 
destruction is judged to be necessary and useful. 
Secondly, the scrapping of death sentence will also not make the 
ghastly offence of murder disappear. It is, however, falling into more and 
more disuse by its limited imposition but it may not also be correct to 
contend that a penalty which is more infrequently imposed becomes 
valueless, in any protective, prohibitive or deterrent sense. The limited use 
is no argument against its retention. 
The Death Penalty should continue as usual, i.e. as a last resort, in 
the eternal war against the murderers who have least concern for human 
values. The scope of Death Penalty should also cover the rapists who in 
the way of satisfying their lust, do not spare even the girls of very tender 
age (recently in Delhi, a rape was committed with only 18 months old 
toddler). Moreover, grave offences of Dowry, Adulteration of Food and 
Drugs, and other anti-social offences such as hijacking, white collar crimes 
etc. should also be brought within the ambit of death sentence as in 
Rajendra Prasad's case, Krishna Iyer, J. has also advocated that, "White 
Collar crimes, anti-social offen^ ,^ e.g. Hijacking or selling spurious liquour 
or rare categories of socio-economic crimes, which obstruct the 
development and economic health of the community, should also be covered 
by death penalty. 
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The scope of death penalty, however, has already been extended to 
the Arms Act (in 1988), TADA Act (in 1985 and 87), the N.D.P.S. Act (in 
1988), the S.C. and S.T. Act (in 1989) and Sati Act (in 1987) and showing 
concern over an enormous increase in rape cases, a bill with provision of 
death penalty was, in 1992, also moved in Parliament but unfortunately, it 
could not be passed. 
Retention of the Death Penalty is the need of the day keeping in view 
the deteriorating law and order situation in the country. Abolitionists, 
however, suggest that it shall be a fitting tribute to the memory of Late 
Mahatma Gandhi if death penalty is abolished. But the retentionists argue 
that the cause of non-violence is equally served if the causes of explicit 
violence regardless of ideals are visited with implicit violence of capital 
punishment and stress on its application in such a manner that its harshness 
is mitigated but efficiency retained. 
If we really want to bring down the incidences of crime, we shall 
have to improve the social and material environment, we have to train the 
impulses and emotions of people and reclaim them through proper 
education. The offender is circumscribed by environment, by political, 
social and economic conditions in the country. 
ThusJ would like to conclude saying that unless the inherent moral 
values in man can effectively control his basic instict of jealousy, grudge, 
cupidity and hatred etc., the death sentence should be retained. The 
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abolition would be better only after arriving at a "Certain State of 
Enlightenment". 
TWO MAJOR WORRIES 
(I) Undue Delay in Disposal of Cases : 
(II) No Fair and Fixed Criterion of "Rarest of Rare" 
(I) Undue Delay in Disposal of Cases 
Those who have been working with and watching the functioning of 
our criminal justice system would agree that it has become more criminal 
friendly. "It is shocking and amazing but true that it may take at least 
324 years in disposal of pendency of cases if we run by the same pace as 
we have in present. Even in the Apex Court of the country, 20,307 cases, 
till Nov. 19,1999 are waiting for disposal and in High Courts, till Dec. 
1998, almost 32 Lakh cases are pending and in Lower Courts, this number 
is more than 2 Crores. Moreover, these figures are also two years old. 
That is why^NEWYORK TIMES writes in its report, "The Wheel of Justice 
hardly moves in India, /^ost 250 lakh (i.e. 2 and halfcrore) cases are 
hanging in various Courts of the country". One Ajay Kumar Ghosh was 
arrested in 1962 for murdering his brother. He had to pass 37 precious 
years of his life in jail waiting for justice"^ Imagine a rape case being finally 
decided in the Supreme Court after 18 years. Even Rajiv Gandhi case has 
taken almost 9 years. When an accused is in jail^he cries hoarse in Court 
7. Hindi Daily "Dainik Jagran", Feb. 10,2001. 
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that speedy trial is inherrent in Article 21 (right to life and liberty) of the 
Constitution, and once he comes out of jail,he wants and works for tardy 
trial. The deterrent effects of our punitive measures provided under various 
penal statutes are expiring fast, due to delay in trial, which results in 
destruction of evidences in a way and the declining rate of convictions 
have greatly eroded the deterrent effects of the punishments. When social 
and moral values have been fast eroding at all levels, particularly at the 
higher levels of the society, and the life of a person has become an easy 
thing to be dispensed with by another at his will and wish, A man who 
does not care for the life of a fellow human being and takes away his life in 
a premeditated gruesome manner for a gain cannot expect from the society 
to allow him to enjoy his life. In other words, a person who slains another 
in a brutal manner cannot expect from the society to merely slap on his 
cheek and say 'behave well'. Further, the society, through the State, has the 
responsibility to ensure security of life and liberty of people and heal the 
wounded feelings of the family of the victims by punishing the guilty 
appropriately including imposing death penalty. To comprateieath penalty 
with the penalty of'eye for an eye' is only argumentative. The citation of 
the abolition of death penalty in England and Australia may support but 
cannot substantiate the argument against death penalty. If once the State 
abolishes death penalty on the ground that it does not act as deterrent, then 
no penalty would be deterrent against murders and it will lead to retaliatory 
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murders. It is safer to have death penalty by the State, governed by rule of 
law rather than to witness death penalty being imposed by inmate individuals 
conditioned by rule of lawlessness, for, while the former would provide 
atleast some sense of social security and stability, the latter would only 
aggravate social insecurity and instability. 
A Personal Experience - In this connection, I myself have an own 
experience. In my native village, one of our neighbours was convicted by 
District Court in a rape case (u/s 3761.P.C.) and also in an another case of 
attempted murder u/s 3071.P.C. Both the cases are still hanging in appeal 
in High Court for at least nine years, and are waiting for the nod of the 
court for penalization. Two years back, he, once again, (i.e. third time) 
committed a crime by murdering a teen ager. Often he used to utter loudly, 
"Ultimately, I will end in gutter. I have already undone. Why shouldn't I 
lead a life of a don" and infact, he led too. All the village (I myself too) 
afraided of him and even flattered him. Ultimately he was, very recently, 
gunned down by the father and brother of the deceased boy. When I, 
being a close neighbourer, went to visit them in jail, the father of the murdered 
boy says, " / could not wait for justice for 20 years, I am fully content 
with my Job. After some months we will come out of Jail. The case will 
run, let it run. Wtm ^JUm wm t, ^W? ^ ^^^m cp^, sr^mrt ^ (Only God 
will serve justice, not Courts) "These very words of that man still haunts in 
my mind and woefully I have to admit that the deterrent effect of most of 
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the punishments has come to a level of bottom and is withering fast too. 
Undoubtedly it is not a good symbol for our Judiciary. 
(II) No Fair Criterion of "Rarest of Rare" 
What emerges from an analysis of the decisions of the Supreme 
Court over last twenty years is that the court has miserably failed in defining 
what is meant by "rarest of rare" and what is worse, what one judge 
considers a rarity, another does not. There is no way in which the subject 
element in sentencing can be kept out of the court room. Life may be taken 
without the certainty of guilt. Very recently (on 14 Dec. 2000) the setting 
aside of death sentence for a rapist committing rape and murder of a toddler 
of only one and half has attracted sharp criticism by society and this question 
is being asked that when rape and murder of an infant does not fall within 
the ambit of "rarest of rare" then what would it cover? 
In the present case, the child concerned was merely 18 months old. 
She may have started learning to talk. A one and half year old child, even if 
she can speak, is too young to even be scolded for wetting her nappy and 
not giving notice that she needs to be taken to the bath room. She cannot 
be expected to handle a rape, even if she survives the assault. If a man can 
take an infant barely two feet tall and subject her to rape and then murder 
her, what further standard of degradation is necessary for him to qualify 
for the death penalty? It is also noticeable that his guilt was upheld at each 
stage of the trial. If there is a further spurt in the graph of crime against 
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women and children, will we legitimise it as an established societal norm? 
I ask because these crimes are becoming increasingly common, there is 
nothing "rare" about them. 
I humbly submit that the instant case deserves a revision petition 
(like Mathura case which was later reviewed by a larger bench of the 
Supreme Court and prescribed many landmark pronouncements on 
custodial rape). I expect to see judicial history through a review of the 
present verdict of the two-member bench. The review process should be 
initiated soon, and the media should now try to rally the various women's 
NGOs for the purpose. The sooner, the better. The most intriguing part in 
the whole episode is the silence maintained by the PIL enthusiasts. It is 
certainly a rare case and the proper assessment of the situation at the 
sessions and High Court levels rightly treated it as 'a rarest of rare' case. If 
the highest legal seat of the country had upheld the death penalty in this 
case, it could have had a chilling effect on those depraved men who continue 
to indulge in child abuse and violence against women. Sadly, that would 
not happen. By setting aside the death penalty, the Apex Court has missed 
out an opportunity for sending out a right signal to the public. The citizens 
look up to the judicial process for exemplary punishment for the perpetrators 
of such despicable crimes. The "Long hands" of the law appear woefully 
short when such verdicts are delivered. 
However, it is also noticeable that having regard to the fact that the 
circumstances of each case differ from one another, it would not be easy 
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to lay down any rigid and exhaustive provisions regarding "rarest of rare" 
even then some principles must exist to guide the exercise of this 
discretionary power. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
I would like to recommend the following things which may possibly 
help in forming an opinion :-
(1) In the present circumstances it would not be desirable to abolish 
death penalty totally. Death Penalty may be used as punishment of 
last resort considering the nature of offence, security of state or 
anticipated grave potential danger from dangerous criminals (e.g. 
Landmine explosion or bombardment in crowded public place etc.). 
(2) Mandatory death sentence be abolished and whenever death penalty 
is prescribed, it must be associated with imprisonment for life with a 
disjunctive 'or' so that either of the punishment may be imposed 
according to the discretion of the judge. 
(3) Children below 21 years of age and women with minor children be 
not given death penalty. 
(4) Death penalty should not be awarded unless the circumstances reveal 
extreme depravity and brutality shocking to human conscience and 
in rest of the cases, suitable term of imprisonment may be given. 
Recourse to the extreme penalty must be resorted to only in extreme 
cases. 
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(5) Death Penalty not only be retained but be introduced in some other 
areas too, (as recommended in Chapter IV). I maintain that the respect 
for life is gradually decreasing. The life of an human being is, for 
others, no more than a commodity. It can anytime be played with. If 
by taking any one's life the mere demands (both physical or material) 
of other one satisfy, he kills without any qualm. Moreover, the trailing 
legal machinery of India is also proving a boon to the criminals. 
Abolition of capital punishment, at such a crucial period, might be a 
risky game. Therefore, to refrain the society from more degeneration 
and to make it fear-free, it should not be unfair to recommend the 
extension of death penalty to some other areas too. There must 
prevail the fear of death in the minds of existing and would be 
criminals otherwise some other ordinary offences may also assume 
a horrible shape like dowry cases which have travelled from demand 
to killing. At this crucial juncture, at least I myself, do not support 
that death penalty be abolished. Instead, it be extended, for so far 
we have not attained that maturity of mind and education where 
death sentence becomes superfluous or over punishment. We must 
not imitate the others. Though this fact cannot be denied that in near 
fiiture, as I am sure, we would be matured enough to dispense justice 
without it and capital punishment would not be a necessity for us 
but if it be abolished now, India would be a land of hardened criminals 
and even a heaven for them. 
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From the foregoing discussion it is clear tliat argument for and against 
the retention of death penalty will come to the surface time and again. Like 
any other controversial matter some will support its retention whereas other 
will oppose it. Human Rights movement, to oppose it, has brought new 
ideas about dealing humanly with offenders. G-ancJjan reformative 
philosophy of "hate the crime but not the criminal" has also affected our 
penal philosophy. But the unassailable fact is that crime is increasing 
alarmingly, heinous crimes like brutal murder, rape and murder, rape of 
minor girls, bride burning and torture etc. have become a regular feature of 
our news papers indicating that our society suffers from deep moral 
degeneration. Considering the present situation such as terrorists and 
disruptive activities, successionist activities, political or religious genocide, 
trade in human organs or on rare animal species etc., it is expected that 
more legislations providing death penalty in future may come. In this context 
it can be safely opined that the claim to abolish death penalty is highly 
undesirable'so far as security of our society and integrity of our nation is 
concerned. According to an eminent jurist Mr. Nariman, abolition of death 
penalty would be a dangerous experiment and we should continue to have 
this form of deterrent punishment till we reach a "certain state of 
enlightenment". 
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